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Bunnings Strategy
During mid-2019, Bunnings
stepped up its communications
about strategy. The strategies
outlined include continued
investment in a move into trade
sales, ongoing expansion of the
online ecommerce offer, a drive to
grow categories where Bunnings
has low marketshare, and
the introduction of new
categories.
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POS Dangers

Hardware retailers can choose
between private, local servers or
cloud-based Software as a Service
(SaaP) for point of sale (POS)
systems. The two factors that affect
this decision is the unreliability of
the NBN, and the threat of ransomware. The former makes local
servers more attractive,
and the latter makes SaaS
look better.

71

PAINT-O-RAMA

HNN’s feature on the global paint industry profiles the top four companies,
Sherwin-Williams, PPG, AkzoNobel and Nippon Paint, as well as DuluxGroup.
We focus in particular on Nippon Paint, which has acquired DuluxGroup.
There have been recent changes to its board, as the company seeks to clarify
its strategies for growth. An attempted takeover of US company Axalta has
revealed a division regarding these strategies, and its ambition to achieve
significant marketshare in the US and Europe.
PPG has struggled with the timing of its pricing increases, Sherwin-Williams
continues to expand, and AkzoNobel has its sites firmly set on targets that would excuse its refusal of a takeover by PPG.
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IHG Results

Metcash’s IHG returned a sub-par
result for its FY2019. Sales declined by close to 1%, and absent
one-off factors, EBIT increased by
around 3%. The company cited
an underperforming market, and
the loss of a major client. DIY/consumer sales also slipped to a 35%
market share. However,
its Sapphire program is
set to enter HTH stores.
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Bunnings Results
Bunnings has produced results for
FY2019 which are within expectations, but not as good as hoped for.
Revenues increased by around 5%,
while EBIT went up 8.1%. However,
measures such as return on capital
and EBIT margin indicate the company remains an efficient operator.
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Jennifer Candy
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Jennifer has a background in hardware, as she worked
in sales and marketing for Hozelock Australia for four
years. She also started her own company, Candid
Consultancy, in 2005. Her company offers strategic
planning and advice, marketing planning, and creative
services, including branding and communications.
Jennifer also runs workshops on business, marketing,
branding, personal development and training. She
recently joined Women in Hardware as a
member of its committee in February 2019.
[Picture: Jennifer Candy, right, with Julie Murphy]
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Hardware sales for FY2019

While major companies have bemoaned a flat market
through FY2019, the actual statistics show it was not
as bad as its notices suggest. In particular, Victoria
managed over 8% of growth for the 12 months. Is it
possible smaller retailers fared better under these
conditions?
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COMMENT

Is it time for hardware retail to lift itself
out of the “special” cateogry it has long
occupied in the overall retail category?
The “fancy” retailers seem to be doing
less than well at the business of retail
themselves, and it may be that hardware
retailers can help them reinvigorate their
business practices.
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Publisher’s Note

There is a lot of writing about hardware retail, in social media such as LinkedIn
and elsewhere, that does not stand up to close examination. There is a place for
opinions, but these should not be confused with rigorous analysis
and investigation.
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

publisher’s note
Since the last edition, we have met more people working in
this industry who have re-affirmed our belief there are some
major talents working under the radar without the recognition
we think they deserve.
One of the things we enjoy the most is celebrating the often
“un-celebrated’ or the under-appreciated, the people who have
consistently worked hard to produce good business returns
without losing their humanity or humour.
It’s a little funny to look back at our recent travels and hear
comments such as. “It’s not rocket science!” Well, maybe not to
some people especially if they’ve been doing it for a long time,
but we find both the strategy and minutiae involved in retailing
fascinating.
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A lot of the stories that appear in the magazine are about
celebrating retailers, their suppliers and customers even when
that journey has come to an end. But celebrating retailers
doesn’t mean we want to pull the wool over our readers’ eyes
with soft “exclusives”, and promoting mediocrity. Our respect
for what retailers do means that we sometimes take a forensic approach to what they are doing, an unusual approach for
traditional trade or business-to-business magazines, many of
which end up as little more than vanity press for advertisers
and the publisher.
This vanity approach is now common on social networking
sites where many “posts” are thinly disguised, superficial analyses based on a hotchpotch of information that is not sourced
well.
Real analysis begins with research, outlines the facts, investigates statistics and surveys, applies standard means of interpreting these, then suggests conclusions that accord with the
facts as can best be determined. It’s hard work, and you only
know you’re doing it right if during research you find yourself
questioning your own opinions and assumptions — not simply
self-agreeing that you got everything
right at the start.
Opinions typically go the other way
around. They begin with something
which is not so much factual, as something they would like to be true, or that
they think their readers believe is true,
then find whatever bits of information
that can be contrived so as to support
that opinion.
hnn.bz

Stephen Iser (left)
showing HNN publisher Betty Tanddo
around the new
Sapphire-improved
Hume & Iser Mitre
10 in Bendigo,
Victoria.
Stephen was a
fantastic host, and
HI News will be
profiling the store
in our next edition.

Take, for example, some recent writing we’ve seen on LinkedIn
about disruption. As opinion pieces, they would be OK — just
hearing the opinions of others can be a good thing. But we’ve
seen consultants (who seem to think they are writers) come up
with really contrived “analysis” about difficult topics, frequently
distorting known, published facts to make themselves appealing
to particular audiences.
At HNN, we take a forensic approach because we want companies and businesses to succeed in what has become a very tough
environment that isn’t going to get any easier. This has led us to
producing the content that appears in our magazine, and more
recently our HNN Flash emails.
HNN Flashes were initially summaries of news items or industry events before we provide the bigger story in the PDF magazine, and they would come out between each edition. The stories
were dissimilar to suit the different channels so readers wouldn’t
find the same story in both. In the near future, HNN Flash will
be reworked to become its own unique product.
Perhaps what resonated the most in our recent travels was
what we saw as the lack of sentimentality and pragmatism
in the way people went about their work in hardware retail.
Though we suspect there is a lot of emotion underneath it all,
something we think is admirable and helps to make all of us
interesting human beings.
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In our own small way, we like to thing we are unsentimental
and pragmatic in the writing that appears in this issue. It’s often
the only way to tackle complex business situations and the people who influence them, in a fair and balanced way.
It can be difficult to do it well all the time and we sometimes
fail in the attempt. However we will be constant in our efforts to
try to reach the standards that we, and our readers, have set for
us.
Until next time,
Betty Tanddo
Publisher
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Issues of HI News tend to develop themes without its editors and
writers really being aware of what has happened. It was only at the
end of writing the statistics article, after all the features were finished, that we realised what the theme of this issue was.
As best as we could state it, that theme is that hardware retail needs
to begin to think of itself not as some “junior cousin” of the rest of retail,
but as one of the industry’s leading categories.
Some of that is due to a kind of “maturing” of the industry, but it is
also brought about by the way retail in general is shifting. It is hard to
define, but what HNN has noticed is that so much of retail outside hardware seems to have lost its way with consumers.
The one area of success we can see is in shopping malls such as Melbourne’s Chadstone. In what seems almost an irony, the shopping mall
does a great job of “merchandising the merchandisers”, but even in that
environment, the merchandisers themselves fall down. It is largely just
endless ranks of stores with merchandise on racks, on shelves, on tables,
and very little real selling going on.
Some of that is due to a lack of product innovation, as the focus has
shifted to production costs and margins. That is not the case with hardware, which has benefitted greatly from real technical advances in terms
of tools, working methodologies, and improvements in safety. You can
walk into a hardware store, look at a product, and genuinely know that
the new one is better than something two or three years old.
What might being a leading category in overall retail mean for the
Australian industry? In part, it means that there may be opportunities to
make use of the central core knowledge about retail itself that so many
hardware retailers do have.
That’s pretty much the path that Bunnings has started down, as it has
changed its strategy from being a home improvement and outdoor living
retailer, to being more about what it calls “home and lifestyle”. That’s
in recognition that Australian culture has shifted a little, so that what
once were secondary outcomes of how people lived, have now become a
primary driver. For example, more people don’t add up all their expense,
then take the kind of holiday they can afford. Instead they work out
what kind of travel adventure they want to take their children on, and
then cut daily living costs to meet that expense.
The real growth over the next three or four years, in fact, is likely to
come from “crossover” categories, such as smart home and transportation. Smart home can take in everything from lights, to sound systems,
to security. Transportation can include cars — increasingly electric cars
(how does that change the home garage?) — bicycles, and electric scooters.
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Hardware retailers have a great start in those areas, and they
need to capitalise on that starting now, before some other category
takes that lead away. Not just because those are profitable ranges
to carry, but also because they help to attract and accrete sales in
more general categories as well.
Backing that up those possibilities, though, is the need for many
hardware retailers to get a little bit more serious about operational capabilities. One thing HNN has learned to do when looking at
hardware stores is to lower our expectations for their IT infrastructure to be about 50% of what we would expect from a similar sized
retailer in a different category.
It might seem brave or clever to make do with a 2009 Pentium
processor PC server that cranks away at Windows Server 2008, as
it has done for the past 10 years, but really it shows poor allocation
of capital resources. Not only because these outdated systems are
an alluring invitation to your neighbourhood criminal hacker, but
also because they are likely limiting a business’s growth prospects
as well.
The bottom line is, hardware retailers are, in general, a very
bright, competent group (of sometimes outrageous characters).
Let’s not allow the “fancy” retailers to allocate the hardware retail
industry to the back of the class. Let’s talk back to the retail industry, let’s change things for the better for this category.
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At the Women in Hardware meeting
held in association with the 2019 Conference of the Hardware & Building
Traders (HBT) in Melbourne, the
speaker was Jennifer Candy. Jennifer
has a background in hardware, as
she worked in sales and marketing
for Hozelock Australia for four years.
She also started her own company,
Candid Consultancy, in 2005. Her
company offers strategic planning
and advice, marketing planning, and
creative services, including branding
and communications.
Jennifer also runs workshops on
business, marketing, branding, personal development and training. As a
Certificate II level life coach and master practitioner in neuro-linguistic
programming (NLP), she works with
clients in all aspects of their personal
and professional lives. She became a
member of the Women in Hardware
committee in February 2019.
One of the interesting aspects of
Women in Hardware meetings is that
Julie Murphy, left, with Jennifer Candy, right.
they have moved more to women presenters who are willing to provide insight into
so as to come across new experiences, while
their own lives, the struggles they have had, and pointing to a diagram, like this:
the steps they have taken to try to get beyond
Over here, we have a situation. An
their own limitations. Jennifer spoke movingly
external event. Or an experience that
about her struggles with her own self-image, inwe might have come across for the first
cluding her body shape, and a lack of confidence
time. What then happens is millions
when it came to public speaking.
and millions of bits of information start
She then took the meeting attendees through
a number of exercises to acquaint them with
transferring via our senses. Touch, taste,
the techniques that she had found helped her
smell, hearing and sight.
to overcome these and other difficulties in her
How do babies learn? By their senses.
life. Most of these dealt with the techniques of
How does that happen, why is it differNLP. NLP is based on the belief that there is
ent? Because all these bits of informaa connection between neurological processes,
language and behavioural patterns learned
tion that we get from our senses around
through experience, and that these can be
that event or experience go into our
changed to achieve specific goals in life.
neurological pathways. What are these?
Jennifer explained the basics of NLP in the
Little neurones. And what they do is fire
context of getting outside of a “comfort zone”,
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people
up, they start firing up.
They start connecting.
They start connecting that
experience to how you
felt...

We then start developing
our belief structure. We’ve
developed an emotion
from the experience. Let’s
say, in this case, it’s fear.
We’ve developed our
fear factor from an experience outside of that line.
Around that fear factor
might be something like a
belief.
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For example, I don’t like
public speaking. It frightens me...Then what happens? We have
this pathway that has been developed
with a strong emotion tied to it because
of an external event. Something similar
happens. We don’t like public speaking because something happened that
caused fear.

Jennifer’s addition to Women in Hardware
seems like a move in the right direction, as the
organisation continues to develop and grow,
offering a unique set of support options, as well
as the companionship of others in the hardware
industry facing similar challenges.
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statistics
FY2018/19: Victoria
blazes ahead
in this
update:
update:
•start
While
growth in
text
hardware sales
remained low,
the market continued to grow
at a rate above
inflation.
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• Western Australia
saw sales fall
steeply.
• Victoria saw sales
rise at over 8%.
• Most states and
territories grew
at rates close to
inflation.

Looking back over
the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS)
report for retail sales
in the hardware sector
for FY2018/19, the
slightly surprising conclusion is that non-corporate independents
— those outside of
Metcash’s Independent
Hardware Group (IHG)
— have won back some
marketshare.
Before we get to that,
though, let’s look at
how the hardware retail market performed
for FY2018/19. As
shown in Chart 1, for
Australia overall, hardware retail sales were
$19480.8 million, an
increase of 2.28% over
the previous corre-

sponding period (pcp),
which was FY2017/18.
This was also an
improvement over the
growth number for
FY2017/18, which was
just 1.11%.
By far the best
performing state was
Victoria (VIC), with
revenues of $5564.3
million, an increase
of 8.90% on the pcp.
The Australian Capital
Territory increased
revenues by 5.36%
on the pcp, to record
revenues of $367.8 million. The worst result
for the financial year
was Western Australia
(WA), which dropped
by 8.25% on the pcp,
with sales of $1958
million — its first drop

below $2 billion in sales
since FY2013/14. The
rest of the states and
territories recorded
mildly positive results
of around 1% growth
over the pcp.
Looking at the
growth rates in Chart
2, there simply hasn’t
been any time over
the past 10 years when
there has been so
intense a clustering
of growth numbers.
Only VIC and WA are
outside of the small
growth range the other
areas show. As HNN
has pointed out in the
past, this tends to indicate strong national
trends are outweighing
local trends. As much
of the financial year

Chart 1: Hardware retail sales for the trailing 12 months to June.
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was consumed by politics, one could suggest
that this uncertainty
has weighed on consumption, along with
some concerns about
the future health of
the housing market.
What explains VIC’s
surge? According to
the Commonwealth
Securities “State of the
States” report, dwelling
commencements for
the final quarter of
FY2018/19 were at at
6.5% over the average
for the past decade,
while construction
work is 30.1% up, and
retail spending was
16.6% up on the same
measure.
While areas such
as construction have

statistics
benefitted, it has really
been Victoria’s rapid
shift to being a services-driven economy
that has boosted its
prospects. The question, for the hardware
industry, is whether
that growth will eventually lead the state
to adopt a different
economic shape, with
less of a reliance on
physical infrastructure.
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hardware retail revenues. The biggest surprise is probably how
optimistic these sales
numbers are, with big
increases for VIC, and
both NSW and QLD
closely shadowing
sales for the previous
year.
Chart 7 shows the
overall numbers
for Australia over
FY2016/17, FY2017/18
and FY2018/19. Growth
from FY2016/17 to
Performance
FY2017/18 is negative
during the first half,
We’ve heard a numbecoming positive
ber of companies in
in the second half.
the industry claim
Growth from FY2017/18
that the last quarto FY2018/19 is positive
ter of FY2018/19 saw
throughout the year,
some decline in their
though only mildly so.
markets. Looking at
What we would
Chart 3, which conreally have to conclude,
trasts revenues in the looking at the results
Q4 of financial years, it for both IHG and Bunwould seem this is not nings is that they have
entirely statistically
not done a good job of
supported. What is
capturing the potential
perhaps disheartening of this market. (The
to corporate executives Metcash/IHG financial
is that so many of the year does close out in
states and territories
April, but the company
are contracting, but
remarked that trading
that contraction is,
through May and June
overall, around the 2% had been in decline.)
range, while VIC has
It’s likely, given this,
growth figures of over that the real winner
8%.
for FY2018/19 has been
Charts 4, 5 and 6 look the non-corporate
contrast FY2017/18
independents, many
with FY2018/19 for New of whom are in buying
South Wales (NSW),
groups such as NaVIC and Queensland
tional Builders (Nat(QLD), which together build) and Hardware &
make up over 76% of
Building Traders (HBT).
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Top, Chart 2, percentage change in hardware retail sales for the trailing 12 months to June.
Bottom, Chart 3, comparison of Q4 retail sales.
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statistics
Partly that may be
because Bunnings and
IHG are overweight in
NSW and underweight
in VIC (in terms of
growth prospects).
It’s also possible

that we are seeing
respond first, whether
more rapid change in
that is in trade or DIY/
hardware retail than
consumer areas.
expected. As the needs
of customers change, it
may be the smaller retailers that manage to
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Chart 5: VIC

Chart 4: NSW

Chart 6: QLD

Chart 7: Australia
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big box update
Bunnings continues to
go beyond DIY
in this
update:
update:
•start
Store
openings
text
and closures

• Social enterprise
tool
• International
trips bring
knowledge
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• Movement at the
top at Blackwoods
• More bricks-andmortar stores in
the pipeline
• There is more
than just the
DIY market for
Bunnings

Rooty Hill RSL: Bunnings’ relationship with Clubs NSW has seen trade sales to that organisation’s membership base of RSLs
and sports clubs
Schools, communia higher level of inter- the purchase in the
despite the slowing
ty groups and hotel
est in the customer.
Bunnings app.
from recent peaks, but
chains are being
They make up about
PowerPass gives
that Bunnings had to
targeted by Bunnings
20% of Bunnings’ com- users access to trade
help trade customers
as it looks for growth
mercial sales, and Mr
prices and a dedicated find better value and
outside the DIY
Caust said are growing in-store staff, which
differentiation through
market. Sales from its as fast as trade custom- means Bunnings can
the downward cycle.
trade business to these ers (which account for target these customFor us it’s not just
groups are growing
40% of turnover) and
ers with offers and
about selling building
faster than to builders faster than builders.
services to encourage
products to builders,
during a slowdown in
In the past 12 months, repeat buying.
it’s about providing
the housing market.
the retailer has develThe hardware retailer them other category
As a result, the big box oped a dedicated team said it has about
and product solutions
retailer is focusing
to servicing custom700,000 members
as well and... the ability
more on its trade and
ers such as schools,
signed up to its Powto skill our team up to
commercial business.
childcare groups, aged erpass trade program
sell a wider offer.
Bunnings’ general
care organisations,
which continues to
Source: Sydney Morning
manager of commerinsurance companies,
grow about 10 to 15%
Herald
cial, Rod Caust, told
and facilities manage- a year.
https://bit.ly/2Znthe Sydney Morning
ment providers. They
Bunnings’ relationQh9B
Herald that businesses are signing them up
ship with Clubs NSW
and organisations were as trade customers
has seen trade sales
the best prospect for
through its Powerto that organisation’s
growth over the next
pass program. It lets
membership base of
12 months. He said:
tradies scan each item RSLs and sports clubs.
We’ve always had
they need with the
Mr Caust said the
those customers but
Bunnings PowerPass
housing market was
for us it’s about taking app and then finalise
still generally strong

continues next page
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big box
update
Bunnings gains approval for more stores
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supported the development and said there
had been a little bit of
controversy every time
a major retailer came
into Seymour. She told
the NC Review:
We have to think of
what the net community benefit is. There
are a lot of funds that
The proposed three-storey Bunnings outlet in Woolloongabba (QLD) will be part of a complex that will include six retail
go out of town and we
stores on the ground floor
want to keep them in
A former car sales
complex will include
Albany
potential building and Seymour.
yard in Woolloongsix retail stores on the
corresponding block of
https://bit.ly/2Ho3Gbj
abba (QLD) will be
ground floor and the
Bunnings director
land.
transformed into a
big-box retailer and
of property, Andrew
https://bit.ly/2ziyXrN Tempe
Bunnings store; the
garden centre on the
Marks said the retailer
process is ongoing for two floors above.
has lodged a developSeymour
A $44.8 million
a Bunnings store in
City Planning chair- ment application for a
Bunnings store will be
Albany (WA) to move to man Matthew Bourke new building to replace The planning permit built at 728-750 Princes
a new location; Mitch- said it would have 336 the current Albany
for a Bunnings store
Highway, Tempe (NSW)
ell Shire Council has
car parks while the
store next to the Ches- in Seymour (VIC)
despite opposition
received a planning
streetscape will also be ter Pass Mall. He told
covers the use and
from local residents
permit application for upgraded.
GS Weekender:
development of land,
and the Inner West
a store in regional VicCr Jonathan Sri
If approved, the new alteration of access to Council.
toria; the Eastern City (Woolloongabba) said
Bunnings Warehouse
a road zone, reduction
Chair Carl Scully
Planning Panel has
the Bunnings store
development would
of bicycle parking
said the Eastern City
approved a warehouse came with a plan to
span over 14,000sqm
requirements and
Planning Panel had
store in Tempe (NSW); widen a small section
and feature a fully
display of signs. Mr
unanimously found
Bunnings announced
of Ipswich Road but
enclosed timber yard,
Marks said an indepen- the traffic concerns
it would dismantle Big despite this, residents nursery and more car
dent traffic study was that were part of a a
Kev, a fibreglass dinohave not been consult- parking...
completed as part of
campaign to knock
saur and a landmark
ed. He told the SouthDespite plans for a
the application.
back the application
in Palmerston (NT), to East Advertiser:
new store, City of Alba- The new Seymour
were acceptable. He
make room for a new
I have strong conny manager – building, store will represent an aded that the proposal
store; a $40 million de- cerns about the fact
health and compliinvestment of over $9
would create jobs and
velopment will replace that a major project
ance Scott Reitsema
million by Bunnings
renew a heritage item.
the current Camplike this can be apsaid they had not yet
and will create more
Several residents
belltown (NSW) store; proved without any
received a building
than 45 new jobs for
highlighted the impact
and Bunnings wants
public consultation,
application. The plan- local residents.
of thousands of extra
to replace its current
or advertised submisning application for
The permit was
cars and trucks on
store in Whanganui
sions. The development the site would need to passed by Mitchell
local roads. The appliwith a larger store in
is code assessable, so
be approved and then Shire Council with a
cation sought approval
New Zealand.
the first they (resiassessed by the South- vote of six to three.
for a two-storey harddents) hear about it,
ern Joint Development Councillors Fiona
ware store with onsite
Woolloongabba
will be when it starts
Assessment Panel. He Stevens, Annie Goble
parking, a new slip lane
getting built, unfortu- said:
and Bob Humm voted from the Princes HighBrisbane City Council nately. I can’t think of
There will be a public against the developway and the widening
has approved the pro- a better way to worsen comment period comment, raising concerns of the north eastern
posal for a three-storey traffic congestion.
mencing shortly which about traffic issues.
side of Smith Street.
12,820sqm Bunnings
Source: South-East Advertiser will have the inforAnother councillor,
continues next page
outlet. The entire
mation relating to the Cr Rhonda Sanderson
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big box
update
Executive reshuffle at Blackwoods
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Wesfarmers-owned
industrial and safety
retail group, Blackwoods has had some
changes in its top
executive team. The
Guardian newspaper
reports that there have
been changes to the
roles of CEO, CCO and
CFO. Members of the
senior management
team are either leaving
or going on an extended break.
Earlier this year, Wesfarmers announced
that Peter Kelly, Blackwoods CEO, would
leave the company to
“pursue opportunities outside of Wesfarmers”. An internal
message to staff – seen
by Guardian Australia
– indicates Mr Kelly
would be available in
an advisory capacity
until December.
He has been replaced

by Wesfarmers executive Rachael McVitty
as interim CEO, and
then ultimately CEO.
The Guardian reports
that Ms McVitty
emailed staff to say
that Blackwoods’ chief
commercial officer
James Pyne would be
going on a “one-year
career break” from 1
January 2020, with the
intention he would
return to Blackwoods
in 2021.
As a result of these
changes, responsibilities are being split
into other executives
roles. Ms McVitty said
the company’s chief
financial officer Elodie
Guillaumond was
“exploring role opportunities and options
across the Wesfarmers
group”. In in her place,
Michael Dixon would
be the company’s new

CFO, coming from being CFO of Wesfarmers
resources.
A general manager and an executive
assistant also had their
roles made redundant and Ms McVitty
announced they would
both leave the business.
In addition, two
general manager
roles were removed

and there are four
new regional general
manager jobs across
Queensland, Western
Australia, south-eastern Australia and
NSW/ACT. This is
expected to shift the
company’s focus on
regional sales.
A spokesperson for
Wesfarmers said the
restructure was “not
unusual” with a new

CEO coming into the
business.
Blackwoods – which
has been valued at
$1.7 billion – sells tools
and safety equipment
as well as mining and
engineering supplies.
It has more than 5,000
staff in 200 outlets
across Australia.
https://bit.
ly/2KA9hgE

Big Kev holds a special
significance to Palmerston residents and we
will keep them updated
once we decide on the
Palmerston
best place to put him.
Big Kev was owned
Well-known dinosaur by stonemason and dilandmark, Big Kev
nosaur fan Tom Finlay,
will be put in storage
who bought him from
as Bunnings shifts its
a company in the PhilPalmerston store in
ippines for $100,000 in
the Northern Territory 2007.
to the Finlay’s Stone
Source: Northern Territory
site where Big Kev has News
stood for more than a
decade. Mr Marks told Campbelltown
Northern Territory
News:
The new warehouse
We understand that
in Campbelltown

(NSW) will feature
an extra 5000sqm of
floor space. Mr Marks
said the completed
warehouse would span
more than 17,000sqm.
He told the Macarthur
Chronicle:
We have been a part
of the Campbelltown
community for over 21
years and are looking
forward to bringing
local residents an even
bigger and better store.
The existing Campbelltown store will
close the day before
the new store opens.
Construction is expect-

ed to begin in coming
months. The development was approved by
the Sydney Western
City Planning Panel in
April.
Source: Macarthur Chronicle

If approved, the new
warehouse would represent an investment of
over NZD19 million and
span over 8400 square
metres, making it well
over double the size
of the current Whanganui store.
https://bit.ly/2Zpuu0W

Bunnings gains approval (cont.)
A traffic management
plan will be completed
for the site.
Source: Inner-West Weekly

Whanganui, NZ
Bunnings is still
waiting to get a development application
to build a new store
in Whanganui. It will
replace the current
one. New Zealand
general manager Toby
Lawrance told the New
Zealand Herald:
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Seeking knowledge in Germany and Israel
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German retail groups
such as Hornbach,
Bauhaus and OBI have
been visited by the
Wesfarmers board,
group chief executive
Rob Scott and Bunnings managing director Michael Schneider,
to look at innovation
and major trends in
the DIY sector. The
Financial Review first
reported this story.
On a separate trip,
Mr Schneider led a
number of executives
to Israel to meet with
technology firms and
venture capital funds.

with a presence in 19
European countries.
Some of the European retailers operate
on a larger scale than
Bunnings and are seen
as more advanced in
terms of its online
sales. OBI offers home
delivery or two-hour
reserve and pick-up.
Retailers such as
Hornbach are involved
in different categories
and sell kitchen appliances such as fridges,
tech-based
dishwashers and ovens applications
and catering supplies. will increase
the imporIsrael visit
tance of data
protection,
German retailers
In Israel, Mr Schneicyber security
der and his senior
and other risk
Hornbach opermanagers planned to
mitigation
ates158 stores in nine
meet with technology capabilities
European countries.
companies involved
for the hardIts average-sized store in security, online
ware retailer.
is over 11,700sqm and
fraud detection, data
He told The
it has online stores in
analytics, robotics and Australian:
each country where it artificial intelligence,
The thing
has a bricks-and-mor- according to a report in that really impresses
tar location.
The Australian.
us out of Israel is the
Bauhaus has more
Israel is often retechnology space and
than 270 – what it
garded as a “start-up
definitely in that space
refers to has spenation”, a global centre you are seeing a lot of
cialist centres – in 19
for technological devel- good work in cyber seEuropean countries.
opments. The country curity, and privacy. It’s
It postitions itself as
has more hi-tech start- so important to us as
the specialist for the
ups per capita than
we execute our digital
“workshop, home and anywhere else in the
strategy.
garden”.
world and is second
We want to keep our
Founded in 1970, OBI only to the US in vencustomers’ informais by far the largest
ture capital funds.
tion secure, so we are
retailer in the hardMr Schneider wants understanding where
ware-home improveto expand the group’s
some of the world’s
ment industry with
knowledge of techbest thinking on cyber
around 668 stores, of
nological innovations security is, as we are
which 351 are based in and, specifically, how
told a lot of it comes
Germany, according to retailers can benefit
from Israel.
independent reports. It from cyber security. He What we are seeing is
is owned by the Tengel- believes Bunnings’ in- us shifting the way we
mann Group, a global
creasing pivot to online educate our leadership
multi-sector retailer
platforms and other
team from purely look-

ing at store formats to
stores and technology.”
Mr Schneider believes because Bunnings is coming late to
the digital party, it can
actually benefit from
being able to quickly
and efficiently take
up new tech ideas and
platforms as it isn’t
wedded to old systems.
He said:
We are coming a little
bit later to the digital
age than some other
businesses and we are
fortunate in that we
can adopt some of the
most current tech platforms because we are
unencumbered from
proprietary platforms
that we have to write
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off and jettison.’
Bunnings was planning to meet with global venture capital fund
JVP, data and content
analytics firm Glassbox, artificial intelligence company Twiggle, on-demand robotic
supply chain business CommonSense
Robotics, behavioural
analytics firm Clicktale
and fraud prevention
group Riskified.
Sources: Australian Financial
Review and The Australian

big box
update
Employee engagement gets social
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The big box retailer
is increasingly turning to technology to
enhance the way it
communicates with its
workforce. It is using
Facebook’s enterprise
social networking tool
to engage its staff,
according to a number
of reports.
Workplace by Facebook is a dedicated
and secure online
space for companies
to connect, communicate and collaborate. It
uses familiar Facebook
features such as News
Feed, groups, messages and events to help
employees get things
done.
At a recent event
hosted by Facebook for
its Workplace product, Bunnings Group
managing director,
Michael Schneider
outlined how the home
improvement retailer approaches staff
engagement. He said
that “a committed and
engaged workforce is
essential to deliver a
winning offering in a
competitive retail environment”. Mr Schneider goes on to say:
What’s been really
exciting in the last few
years is the ability for
the organisation to
invest very much in
our digital capability,
which is less about
selling product online,
and much more about
the way we bring our
suppliers into our ecosystem, our customers
in our ecosystem, and

obviously, our team
members as well.

Usage
Around 24,000
Bunnings employees
– about 60% of the
total workforce – are
currently using Facebook’s Workplace
platform after it was
launched internally
about a year ago. It is
beginning to replace other forms of
communication like
intranet and email,
Mr Schneider said.
The platform provides a way for staff to
connect across a workforce in 370 locations
across Australia and
New Zealand, as well
as with team members
who are on the road or
overseas. Mr Schneider
said:
What having tools
like Workplace has
really enabled us to do
is actually connect in
a really personal way
with team members
that they are very
familiar with.
One of the platform’s
main selling points is
the fact most employees already know
their way around the
application, making
training time minimal
and driving uptake a
little easier. Bunnings
is aiming for a close to
100% sign up rate. Mr
Schneider said:
The reality is there’s
always going to be
some that for various
reasons don’t want to

participate and that’s
cool too.
Mr Schneider said
information now
moves quickly through
the organisation. For
example a visual merchandiser can share
via video an innovative
way to present a product to all store locations. Or if a product
or layout isn’t working
as intended, feedback
can be quickly passed
through the relevant
channels.
There are other
advantages to sending
corporate communications over Workplace
as opposed to weekly
email newsletters or
management conference calls. Mr Schneider explains:
We run a program
called ‘Mythbusters’.
Big organisations –
you’ve got policy and
procedure and then
what everyone really
believes which is usually hidden in the gossip
or water-cooler con-

versations. So we can
break down rumour
and myths very directly
and candidly with our
team.
Following the Christchurch massacre, the
leadership team was
able to “connect very
closely” with local
managers and offer
support. He said:
They felt the support
of a whole organisation wrapped around
them. It does bring
that sense of community.
Live stream has
been used to provide
feeds of employee
conferences to regional
workers who couldn’t
attend.
Communication can
also more easily flow
both ways. Sharing
details of a recent
enterprise bargaining
agreement was met
with support and “constructive criticism” Mr
Schneider said.
It’s good to interact in
an open way and have
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those conversations. It
helps build trust.
And recognition from
the big boss can mean
a lot to employees. At
Bunnings, that type of
acknowledgement often comes in the form
of “likes” and emoji
reactions because of
Facebook’s Workplace.
Mr Schneider said that
when an employee
shares their idea or
good work and the
managing director
gives them a smiley,
“people are printing
those out and pinning
them up”. He said:
It’s interesting given
it’s a digital platform,
but they’ve got this
recognition and that’s
a nice thing.
Facebook Workplace
is also being used for
pure fun. One of the
most popular Bunnings groups is called
‘Dog Spotting’. He said:
There are some great
pages of cute dogs in
continues next page

big box
update
Ballarat opening soon, store closures
park is set to open in
November and, once
complete, will take the
tally to 400 car parks.
https://bit.ly/30xxKZy

Mascot
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The newly-built
Bunnings store in
Delacombe (VIC) is
operational; Bunnings’
Mascot (NSW) store
has closed due to
roadworks; and the
Cottesloe (WA) store
closed at the end of
June, exiting a year
early from its lease at
The Grove shopping
centre.

Delacombe
At 17,315sqm, Bunnings Delacombe is
one of the largest
stores in Australia.
The additional floor
space provides an opportunity to showcase

roadworks began. With
our Alexandria and
Eastgardens warehouses located nearby, we
have made the decision
to redirect customers
to these locations.
All staff at Mascot
have transferred to
other stores.
RMS acquired a strip
of land at the corner
of Bourke and Gardeners roads in 2017.This
included three parking
spaces from the 240
available, according to
an RMS spokesman.
He said the acquisition
represented 7% of the
Bunnings Mascot site.
He said:
At all times, access
has been maintained to
and from the Bunnings
Mascot store. RMS
makes every effort to
minimise the impact
our projects have on
local businesses and
residents.
Source: Southern Courier

Coulsen explained
the closure of the
Cottesloe store to
communitynews.com.
au. She said:
With the lease coming
to an end next year, we
took the opportunity to
look at our local store
network needs. With
our larger and newer
Claremont store able to
service customers with
the widest range, we
have made the decision to focus our local
operations out of this
location.
The Claremont
warehouse is located 4km north of the
Cottesloe site on
Stirling Highway. The
23 Cottesloe store staff
have been offered new
jobs at that site or
other branches closer
to their homes across
Perth. Ms Coulsen said
Bunnings will continue
to invest in the Claremont store.
Source: Western Suburbs
Weekly

tiative it’s not going to
work, and we certainly
saw that with previous
iterations.
To assist training,
Mr Schneider said it
is looking at ways to
bring suppliers into the
platform to leverage
the content they develop to support sales of
their products.
In the near future,

the company will
explore how to use
Workplace as a means
of sharing supplier
educational content.
https://bit.ly/2KUIf3S
https://bit.ly/2Hl6Lcc
Sources: Which 50? and CMO
Australia

Bunnings has closed
its Mascot warehouse
after 22 years and has
blamed the WestConnex roadworks around
the site, which have
constructed sheds and made it harder for
chook-runs deemed
customers to enter and
suitable for the grow- park.
ing population in the
The store is sursemi-rural region in
rounded by fencing
Victoria’s west.
and works to upgrade
An all-in-one tool
the roads, which will
shop paired with
lead to the WestConpower gardening retail nex M5 tunnel at St
concept is also being
Peters, a suburb in
trialled in the store.
Sydney’s inner-west.
A six-lane drive-in
The 9km tunnel is
trade centre, featuring being built between St
24 car parks, is made
Peters and Kingsgrove,
for easier access to
and is due to open next
timber and hardware. year. Bunnings NSW
This opens into the
operations manager
bulk trade yard, which Robyn Hudson told the
is relocating from the Southern Courier:
store’s Mitchell Park
The Mascot wareCottesloe
site.
house has suffered
The second stage
significant disruption
Bunnings WA operaof the Bunnings car
since the WestConnex tions manager Hayley

Employee engagement (cont.)
Bunnings and some
less cute dogs as well.

Buy in
Naturally, there were
some resistance to the
platform from employees and managers.
Some weren’t too keen
on using their own
mobile phone data for
a work activity. That

in part has accelerated
Wi-Fi to stores without
it and setting up additional access points in
those that have it.
At the same time,
managers needed to
reassure team members “that what you’re
doing on Saturday
night on Facebook and
what you’re doing on
Monday morning on

Workplace don’t talk to
each other.”
Mr Schneider said
that leadership buy in
was one of the most
important aspects
of the success of the
Workplace roll-out. Mr
Schneider himself is
the Bunnings’ Workplace’s top user.
If it’s an HR or communications team ini-
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Provans owners win
more compensation
in this
update:
update:
•start
ACCC
greenlights
text
Landmark’s takeover of Ruralco
• Sydney Tools
searches for sites
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• Natbuild gains
Bretts and
Yenkens

• Elders’ captial
raising for AIRR

• The end of
trading for some
hardware stores

• Addiitonal
govenment
compensation for
Provans

The cancelled East
West Link project in
Victoria has led to Provans Timber and Hardware, located in Clifton
Hill, to be awarded an
additional $2.8 million
in compensation by
the state’s Supreme
Court. This amount is
on top of $12.2 million
already paid.
Store owners, Barry
and Sara Rosenberg,
took on the government after their
location on Alexandra
Parade was compulsorily acquired to make
way for the East West
Link in 2014. It was
considered the former
Liberal government’s
signature road project.
The store was among
dozens of homes and
warehouses set to
make way for the proposed multibillion-dol-

lar East West tunnel
connecting the Eastern
Freeway to CityLink.
The Rosenbergs
launched a complex
legal case after the
Linking Melbourne
Authority had already
compensated them
$12.2 million. They
claimed they had two
businesses with an interest in the property,
one of which was inadequately compensated
and should be given a
further $2.8 million in
relocation costs.
The government
argued the Rosenberg’s
businesses weren’t
entitled to extra relocation costs because it
was already factored
into the “highest and
best use” compensation for the land.
After losing its
original building, the

Rosenbergs shifted
the Provans business
to the larger and more
prominent Old Wool
Store building in
nearby Hoddle Street,
which they spent $4
million to refurbish.
Court documents,
according to The Age,
show that in 2014 the
government first offered and paid Provans
$5.67 million for its
2990sqm property and
a further $2.87 million
in relocation costs.
Provans later put in
a revised claim, after
its move to Hoddle
Street, for $12.2 million
and the government
stumped up the difference. It then submitted
a further claim for
$2.8 million that the
government refused
to pay.
However Supreme
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Court Justice Karin
Emerton ruled in Provans’ favour, ordering
the government to
“pay ... the sum of $2.871
million plus interest to
be determined”.
Mr Rosenberg said
the family was “very
happy with the result”.
It was an ongoing
saga. We didn’t really
like to take the government to court, but after
being told we would
lose our property, and
perhaps business, we
felt compelled to. One
disappointing thing
is that [our original]
property is still vacant.
Source: The Age

indie
update
Hardware stores come to a close
amazing to have all
of your support over
all these years and
through this extremely
tough time.
The council is considering a development
application to build a
petrol station on the
site which has met
some resistance from
some members of the
local community.
Source: Southern Times
Messenger

Charalambous
Hardware
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Local institution, Charalambous Hardware in Brunswick (VIC) has closed for good

A number of hardware stores in different
parts of the country
have closed for the
final time.

Craig’s Home
Hardware
Craig Stibbard,
owner of the well
known Craig’s Home
Hardware store in
Queensland, announced on social
media that he was
shutting the doors on
the 25-year-old business. Not surprisingly,
he described it as “not
an easy” decision.
On the final day of
trading, Mr Stibbard
remained pragmatic.
He told the Toowoomba Chronicle:
...We gave it our all –
it’s been a roller-coaster.
Mr Stibbard said a
multitude of factors
contributed to the de-

mise of his hardware
business, including the
market dominance of
Bunnings and a recent
decision from Heritage
Bank not to approve a
new loan. He said:
There have been ups
and downs with the
business, I’ve seen
hardware change so
much after the past
five to 10 years with
the Bunnings factor
and the rise of online
purchasing.
It’s been a wonderful
journey and we’ve had
ups and downs with
business, but 25 years
is a long time. There
were a multitude of
things, it’s never just
one thing, and it’s all a
percentage game.
Sometimes things go
against you and you
have to make the hard
decision to move to
onto another journey.
Regular shopper
Judy Brown said

Craig’s Home Hardware would be missed
for many reasons,
including its friendly
customer service. She
said:
In those bigger stores,
you’ve just got to go
and look for things
yourself, whereas here
they would help you.
I’m so sad to see this
place close, so many
people go all the way
into Bunnings when
they had this here.
They used to deliver
for free, which I really
liked.
Mr Stibbard has
wasted no time transitioning out of hardware, having already
established and works
in his new business
Craig’s Pool Maintenance. He said:
We’ve done that with
the pool stuff and
that’s we’re going to
continue that. I enjoy
it, I love doing it, I’ve

studied and I’ve got the
qualifications.
We’re part of Highfields and I’m not going
anywhere, I want to
stay part of this community.
Source: Toowoomba Chronicle

Hub Hardware &
Garden Centre
A former Mitre 10
store, now called Hub
Hardware & Garden
Centre, in the Adelaide
suburb of Aberfoyle
Park has closed down,
according to a report
in the Southern Times
Messenger.
Owners Norm and
Kaye Hauth made the
announcement on
their Facebook page,
addressing their customers.
It is a huge loss to our
family and our staff
and their families but
also to our community. Again, it has been
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Family-run
Charalambous Hardware in Brunswick
(VIC) has closed its
doors for good. It has
been operating out of
its premises since 1962,
and regarded as a local
institution.
The store was famed
for the ability of its
staff to find the most
obscure items on
the shop’s unkempt
shelves. The son of
patriarch Sid, Charlie
Charalambous had
been running the shop
since his father and his
brother Stan recently
passed away, according
to The Age.
Changing demographics aside, the
shop’s fate seemed
inevitable after Bunnings opened an outlet
on the same shopping
strip in 2015.
Source: The Age

indie
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AIRR members support Elders takeover
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Regardless of the
impending takeover
by Elders, Australian
Independent Rural
Retailers (AIRR) boss,
Peter Law, said his
members are aware of
his competitive focus
on servicing the farm
sector’s independent
merchants. That commitment would not
change, even with Elders as the group’s sole
shareholder, according
to Mr Law.
Elders also wants
AIRR’s wholesaling
business and supply
group to stay a standalone entity.
The only obvious
change will be Elders
managing director,
Mark Allison, joining AIRR’s board of
directors and a couple
of Elders staff being
added to the company’s Shepparton (VIC)
headquarters.
AIRR’s market
model, accounting and

software systems will
remain unchanged. Mr
Law told Farm Online:
We’ll continue to
market ourselves as an
independent business
group and I’m expecting we will continue to
grow.
Mr Law founded
AIRR’s wholesale
supplies group in 2006
after a 30-year career
with Landmark and
previous companies,
Dalgety and Gippsland
and Northern. He said:
I’m 100% confident
our business will do
well by aligning with
Elders, and will be
in a good position to
take advantage of any
businesses drifting
away from Landmark.
We won’t change the
way we operate, and
I intend to keep doing
what I’ve been doing
for another 10 years.
Mr Law believes farm
merchandise producers and suppliers are

strongly supportive
of the Elders-AIRR
plan, and feedback
from customers was
encouraging, too. He
said something had
to happen because
Landmark’s Canadian parent company,
Nutrien was on track
to become a “massively
powerful player”.
With Nutrien gaining
a particularly big stake
in the marketplace we
need to be in a good
position to meet that
challenge.
The merged Landmark-Ruralco group is
expected to control up
to 45% of Australia’s
rural store merchandise footprint. Mr Law
said:
We felt it was a good
idea to align with Elders, a respected, iconic
industry brand and a
significant operator.
It was not a must-do
thing, but after considering the offer for some

time our board identified a lot of advantages
– for both businesses.
Elders is not into
wholesaling and we
have a strength in this
area, and in animal
health products.
Elders has just completed a $137 million
capital raising to help
buy AIRR’s network
of 240 rural merchandise stores plus 100
urban-based Tuckers
Pet and Produce sites
around Australia. AiRR

also owns eight warehouses and five of the
retail businesses in its
buying group.
Elders’ agency and
farm services footprint spans about 220
business sites Australia-wide.
Related:
https://bit.ly/2NuYZjQ
https://bit.ly/2zkGVRq

Bretts moves wholesale to Natbuild, Yenckens goes to HBT
Queensland-based
Bretts has switched
its wholesale business
from Independent
Hardware Group (IHG)
to Natbuild.
In Victoria, Yenckens
has also decided to
move on from its Mitre
10 banner. The retailer
has moved most of its
business to Hardware
& Building Traders
(HBT), and the rest
over to Natbuild.
Both businesses will
continue to do some

purchases from IHG,
however they will now
conduct their buying
of large bulky hardware goods, such as
timber, from Natbuild,
Natbuild chief executive Peter Way told
The Australian he was
receiving a pick-up in
interest and inquiries
from independent
hardware chains wishing to sign up to the
buying group. He said:
There has been strong
inquiries and interest,

and I think our service
or our value proposition is appealing
because we are transparent. There’s no ‘you
get this if you jump
through this hoop’. It’s
probably the varying
difference between us
and other groups like
Metcash.
The trade category
is increasingly becoming a heated area of
competition for both
corporate retailers and
buying groups as they

attempt to outbid each
other in appealing to
the needs of tradesmen.
Source: The Australian
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Power tools retailer
Sydney Tools said it is
considering purchasing store sites across
Australia as part of
its long term growth
plan but this would
depend on suitable
opportunities emerging. It currently owns
four store sites in New
South Wales but the
majority of its network
is leased.
The business already
has an established
store network in NSW,
with 18 of its 31 stores
in the state. It is aiming to increase its store
footprint to 50 stores
by 2022. Management
hopes new store
sites will be between
2000 and 2500 square
metres, close to main
roads with parking,
and ideally close to
other trade-oriented
businesses.
The business also
requires sites that have
enough space to hold
inventory on the store
room floor. Director Jason Bey told The Age:
We like to stack ‘em

high and watch ‘em fly.
The company is looking for an additional
80,000 square metres
of retail space over the
next five years. It said
it is searching for longterm leases of up to
10 years and will also
have its eye out to buy
sites in years to come.
Mr Bey said:
Our first preference
is to purchase, but we
wouldn’t restrict the
opportunity [to expand] just because we
can’t purchase sites.
It is looking for an additional 20,000 square
metres of real estate in
Victoria alone, where it
currently has 11 stores.
The search is focused
on regional hubs
including Geelong,
Bendigo and Wodonga.
Mr Bey said the popularity of the brand
in regional and outer
city areas has driven
demand for the expansion. He said:
It’s kind of given the
consumer no choice
but to shop online.
However, only six per

cent of
the company’s
sales are
generated
through
its online
store,
with
most
customers preferring
to go to a bricks-andmortar site for advice.
Sydney Tools is
also betting on an
infrastructure boom
continuing to drive
demand for tools in the
coming decade. Mr Bey
said:
The indicator for us
is the population boom
and need for development and construction.
The company believes it has grown its
share of the trade tools
market by stocking
a wider and deeper
range, which now
spans more than 11,000
stock-keeping units,
favouring American,
European and Japa-

nese brands such as
Milwaukee, DeWalt
and Makita over
cheaper Chinese-made
brands.
Mr Bey said that
while growth in the
broader market was
slowing, Sydney Tools
sales were growing
in the “high double
digits”. He said:
The growth is still
there, you just have to
work hard for it.
The Bey family
opened its first Sydney
Tools store in 2001
after 10 years running
a power tool repair
business. It has a fully-equipped workshop
with 20 full-time technicians at its Sydney

head office, and an
additional 15 technicians located throughout the store network,
who service products
and facilitate warranty
repairs. Mr Bey said:
Our staff are trained
to be the most experienced in the business
and our customers can
be confident of receiving the right advice.
Their knowledge and
commitment drive our
success.
Source: Australian Financial
Review
https://bit.ly/3275NZf
https://bit.ly/346N162

Landmark’s Ruralco takeover gets ACCC approval
The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC)
has given the green
light to Landmark’s
proposed acquisition
of its agribusiness rival
Ruralco.
If the deal is completed, the rural retail
landscape will be dominated by two major
players with the com-

bined Landmark-Ruralco entity competing
against Elders.
In assessing the
proposed takeover of
Ruralco by Landmark’s
parent company,
Canada-based Nutrien, the competition
watchdog said it was
primarily concerned
about a reduction in
competition at retail

stores. However, its
assessment of the deal
found this would only
be an issue in Broome,
(WA), Alice Springs
(NT) and Hughenden
(QLD). ACCC Deputy
Chair Mick Keogh said
in a statement:
Ultimately, we decided that the transaction was not likely to
substantially lessen

competition, as rival
rural merchandise retailers and wholesalers
will continue to provide
strong competition.
The independent
sector in rural merchandise is strong, and
we considered that it is
likely to remain strong,
due to the close relationship that independent store owners can
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build with their local
farmer customers.
Customer relationships and service are
more important than
branding to many
customers in this
industry, and this provides greater scope for
independent retailers
to compete than is the
continues next page
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case in some other retail industries.
While we had competition concerns in Broome (WA),
Alice Springs (NT) and Hughenden (QLD), these were
resolved by the commitment to divest sites in those
locations.
In late July, Nutrien promised the ACCC it will
sell three merchandise stores in Western Australia,
Queensland and the Northern Territory if its Ruralco
takeover goes ahead.
Landmark supplies rural merchandise through its
225 retail stores across the country, as well as supplying independent stores on a wholesale basis. It is also
a wool broker, livestock agent and export services
provider, a real estate agency and agricultural insurance broker.
Ruralco provides a similar range of services through
106 rural merchandise stores under its CRT and Town
and Country brands nationally, and also supplies
member stores via its wholesale arm.
The ACCC said the merger is unlikely to lessen competition at livestock saleyards, wool auctions and in
the live export trade.
Ruralco is listed on the Australian Stock Exchange
(ASX) so it requires the Foreign Investment Review
Board (FIRB) needs to approve the deal. The company
told the ASX:
Ruralco is not aware of any reason that FIRB approval would not be obtained now that the Scheme has
received ACCC clearance.
Related:
https://bit.ly/2ZjHd9J
https://ab.co/2KTYZID

Landmark supplies rural merchandise through its 225 retail stores
across the country
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AHM purchased by
NZ-based Kiwicare
in this
update:
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•start
Boral
and Mirvac
text
real estate deal
• Timber sawmills
gain technology
investments
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• Aussie made
componenets for
slim line rainwater tanks
• More product
placements on
The Block
• ITW expected
to make more
acquisitions

• Kiwicare takes on
AHM

New Zealand pest
and garden product
maker, Kiwicare has
acquired AHM Outdoor Holdings Limited
(AHM), a distributor of
outdoor lifestyle, gardening and hardware
brands throughout
New Zealand and Australia. Kiwicare chief
executive Matthew
O’Brien said:
The purchase of AHM
will strengthen and
bring together two
companies with shared
values and products
that are naturally
aligned and will complement each other in
the marketplace.
Mr O’Brien said AHM
staff have all been offered the opportunity
to join Kiwicare as em-

ployees under similar
employment terms and
conditions. Kiwicare
and AHM will come
together to operate as
separate legal entity’s
within the Kiwicare
group of companies.
He added:
It gives us a wider
and more secure capital base from which to
trade and, for our staff,
we anticipate that
there will be expanded
opportunities for skills
development and progression through the
larger group.
Nothing will change
in regard to AHM’s suppliers and customers.
In many cases Kiwicare
and AHM have customers in common, so
we will already have a

relationship with them.
In cases of customers
and suppliers unique to
AHM, we will work very
closely with them to
maintain and enhance
that contact.
Kiwicare said its
products benefit
the environment by
removing environmentally damaging pests. It
is the company’s policy
to promote greater
natural biodiversity
and has the largest
BioGro® Certified
Organic range in New
Zealand. The company
has offices in Auckland
and Christchurch, with
a manufacturing and
R&D facility in Christchurch.
AHM has been a manufacturer, import and
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distributor outdoor
lifestyle, gardening,
hardware and camping products to the
Australasian consumer
retail market for 40
years.
During this time,
AHM has changed its
focus from general
wholesaling with the
development of its
own brands such as Atlas Trade, McGregor’s,
Campmaster, and Suzy.
Source: Scoop NZ
https://bit.ly/33S0rTj
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Illinois Tool Works
(ITW) is looking to
making more acquisitions, according to a report in Crain’s Chicago
Business.
The manufacturing
conglomerate, once
an enthusiastic buyer
that made 600 acquisitions over 25 years,
paused around seven
years ago to focus on
profitability and improving internally generated revenue growth.
While ITW’s operating
profit margin climbed
to 24.3% during that
time, “organic growth”
lagged.
The company raised
its target for the
operating margin in
December, aiming for
28% by 2023. That is
difficult to achieve
without the higher
marginal returns that
come from increased
revenue.

CEO Scott Santi’s answer is a return to deal
making. He is searching for buyout targets
and planning to sell off
seven slower-growing
businesses with USD1
billion in aggregate
revenue by the end
of 2020. However the
company hasn’t specified which ones.
ITW said it will consider only acquisitions
that enhance the company’s organic growth
potential. Mr Santi
said at an industry
conference in May:
There’s no question in my mind that
acquisitions remain
a core component of
our long-term growth
potential. We can add
a nice additional 1-2%
to our overall growth
rate over time with
some really solid, rightin-our-wheelhouse
acquisitions.

ITW will likely
buy two or three
businesses a year
with about USD150
million in revenue,
analyst Mig Dobre
from Robert W.
Baird wrote in a
June 19 note, citing
conversations with
company executives.
The company will
consider acquisitions in any of its
business lines, except
automotive, where
organic revenue fell
6% in the first quarter.
That opens the door to
deal making in six other business segments:
construction products;
test and measurement/electronics; food
equipment; polymers
and fluids; welding and
specialty products.
Deals could also
provide entry into
new markets, Mr
Dobre wrote, such as

health care, industrial
printers and aircraft
support products. The
polymers and fluids
business covers mostly
adhesives, sealants,
coatings and lubricants.
The decentralised
company has 87
divisions, down from
about 800 seven
years ago as part of
the strategy shift to
improve margins and
boost organic growth.
It also has been pruning product lines and

saved USD350 million
in procurement costs
since 2013.
The operating margin
went from 15.9% in
2012 to 24.3% last year,
eclipsing an earlier
goal of 20%. Now it is
aiming for 28%, well
above the mid-teens
margins many industrial manufacturers
post.
https://bit.ly/2Zikk7e

is providing food and
last year’s contestant
Jess features in Blockthemed TV commercials. Lite N’ Easy also
sponsors a weekly
content series that
highlights the biggest
Block moments of the
week.
Eight partners have
returned to the show,
with Mitre 10, The
Block’s longest-serving
partner, providing
advice to contestants
along the way, and
Suncorp has retuned
with a viewer compe-

tition and budget help
for the contestants.
This year contestants
are transforming former backpacker hostel,
Oslo Hotel in the
Melbourne suburb of
St Kilda. The property,
which was built in 1861
was purchased by the
show’s producers for
$10,815,000.
https://bit.
ly/2MyTTDL

Product integration on The Block

The latest sponsors
for The Block include
AGL, Lite N’ Easy and
online tradie directory
Hipages. They have
come onboard to join
Mitre 10, McCafé, Sun-

corp, Domain,
A2 Milk, BlueScope Steel
and Canstar.
The show has
entered its
15th season.
Nine’s
director of
Powered,
Liana Dubois,
said brands
are keen to work with
a franchise that’s as
well established as The
Block. She told Mumbrella:
The Block is the
epitome of the ‘Great

Australian Dream’ and
remains one of the
most prized pieces of
Australian television
real estate by brands.
The show delivers year
after year for both
brands and audiences
because it is a brilliant combination of
seamless integration of
advertisers, and inspiration for audiences.
Hipages allows contestants to use its app
to book tradies during
the challenges, while
AGL has an in-show
challenge. Lite N’ Easy
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An Adelaide-based
manufacturing
company that made
the original plastic
slimline rainwater tank
locally is rebooting its
business after a fiveyear hiatus to serve a
number of drought-affected areas in the US
market.
Approximately 35,000
Freewater Super-slim
Rainwater Tanks
were manufactured in
Australia from 2001 to
2014. Almost 70% of the
“flat-pack” tanks were
sold through Bunnings, Mitre 10, Kmart
and Stratco as Nylex
Freewater. The rest
exported as Oziflow
to countries including
England, Spain, Canada
and the US.
Less than 20cm wide,
the 220-litre tanks are
designed to fit snugly
against walls or fences
and can be linked to-

gether like Lego bricks
to increase storage
capacity. Unlike many
other polyethylene
tanks that are rotationally moulded, the
Oziflow tanks are blow
moulded in just four
minutes, adopting a
similar technique that
is used to manufacture
PET soft drink bottles.
However, no tanks
have been produced
since 2014 due to the
closure of Oziflow’s
Australian-based blowmould manufacturer,
increased competition
and the maturation
of the rainwater tank
market. Oziflow also
lost control of its
production tool when
the manufacturing
company was sold off
and ultimately shut its
doors.

Australian made
components
Founder Aaron
Richards was recently
contacted about the
whereabouts of the
tool, which is still in
good working order.
This has led to the tool
being refurbished and
sent from Australia to
South Carolina to will
allow the blow-moulded tanks to be made in
the US from November.
The tanks will be
sold through Walmartowned Sam’s Club,
where they are
currently promoted
online.
The componentry
and mounting systems
will still be made in
South Australia. Oziflow is working with
Adelaide company Detmold Group on packaging so the components

can be shipped to US
tank manufacturer
Mergon Corp. in South
Carolina.
Mr Richards said the
ability to manufacture
the product quickly
and Mergon’s proximity to a major Walmart
distribution centre
helped keep the supply
chain manageable. He
told The Lead:
Because it’s rapidly
made, it’s rapidly sold.
At Kmart in Australia,
it became known as the
flat-pack water tank
and that model is being
transposed into Sam’s
Club. When you’ve
got a manufacturing
capacity of up to 5000
units per week across
multiple shifts in a
blow moulding facility
that’s a lot of product
you can ship.
Mergon also has manufacturing facilities in
Ireland and the Czech
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Republic potentially
allowing for expansion into Europe and
the United Kingdom.
However, Mr Richards
is focusing on North
America for now and
has a minimum goal of
3000 tanks in the first
year, ramping up to
300,000 tanks in year
five.
Mr Richards said the
tanks were rarely initially sold individually
with users usually buying three to five tanks
in the first instance.
One of the things we
were finding in the US
that was, emulating
the experience in Australia, customers were
coming back year after
year and buying two or
three more tanks and
adding them on.
Source; The Lead South
Australia
https://bit.ly/320tDFN
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Technology boosts timber production
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The CMTP Branxholm sawmill in Tasmania produces wood pallets, export certified timber and manufactured goods

An optimiser has
been installed at
Tasmania’s CMTP
Branxholm sawmill
earlier this year. Now
it can automatically
scans logs for the best
cutting pattern to the
nearest millimetre, increasing the sawmill’s
efficiency by removing
human error.
The optimiser is part
of the company’s $1
million investment
that has increased the
site’s capacity to up
to 1400 logs per day,
with more upgrades to
come.
The technology has
become increasingly
common in Tasmanian sawmills, with
Timberlink at Bell Bay
promised $3.5 million
in bipartisan funding

during the recent
election campaign for
a green mill vision
scanning system.
The federal government provided CMTP
with $350,000 of the
$1 million required to
install the optimiser
through the Regional
Jobs and Investment
Fund.
Dale Jessup, of CMTP,
said the project had
resulted in “a significant improvement in
[timber] recovery” and
there were plans for
more investment into
the site. He told The
Examiner:
It’s about $1.5 million. We’ve got in two
projects: one is an
automated sorter and
stacker, and the other
is for sawdust residue

that’ll keep the sawdust contained on site
and make it a lot easier
to load out.
It brings the latest
technology into the
sawmill. We’ve probably lagged behind a bit
with the technology
where we’ve had to use
people to make decisions. Now we’ve got a
scanner and optimiser
to make decisions,” he
said.
The $350,000 from
the federal government really tipped the
project over the line
and enabled us to move
forward with it.
CMTP has owned the
former Gunns Limited
sawmill – the oldest
in Australia – for 10
years producing wood
pallets, export certified

timber and manufactured goods.

Mt Gambier
OneFortyOne recently announced a $19 million investment at its
Jubilee Highway Sawmill in Mount Gambier
(SA). Work has begun
with the purchase and
installation of a new
scanner and two new
continuous drying
kilns, with the projects
set to conclude in 2020.
Executive general
manager – Australia,
Cameron MacDonald
said:
We are excited to see
the positive impact of
our ongoing investment across the mill,
ensuring it continues
to be a world class
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plant for many years to
come…
Maintaining the
internationally
recognised timber
industry in the Green
Triangle is critical to
ensuring that Australian grown and
processed timber products are competitive
against those imported
from overseas.
Sources: The Examiner and
OneFortyOne
https://bit.ly/2Hp26Wy
https://onefortyone.
com/2019/
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A deal to redevelop a quarry in Melbourne’s southeast
into a 1700-home estate is expected to generate $300
million in earnings for Boral.
The multinational construction materials supplier
announced it has entered into a property development
management deed with Mirvac real estate group for its
Scoresby site in Victoria. The quarry is located within
the Dandenong Valley Parkland corridor, approximately 25km from Melbourne’s CBD.
Under the agreement, Mirvac will manage the urban
development of the 171ha site over several decades,
including a proposed new housing community and
parklands. Boral CEO and managing director Mike
Kane said:
We are pleased to be working with Mirvac on another
development project, following an extensive market
testing process, which confirmed the strong alignment
between our two organisations.
Together with the Donnybrook development, which
we announced a year ago and is also being managed by
Mirvac, Scoresby will be an important earnings contributor for Boral over the next 20 years. The Scoresby
and Donnybrook developments are expected to deliver
in excess of $500 million of proceeds for Boral, subject
to market conditions over that time and rezoning of
Scoresby.
The site was formerly a manufacturing plant for Boral
Bricks in Victoria. Following divestment of Boral’s 40%
interest in the Boral CSR Bricks joint venture to CSR
for $134 million in 2016, Boral retained ownership of the
site, part of which is currently leased to CSR.
Boral expects to earn $300 million during the lifetime
of the Mirvac agreement, subject to rezoning. This
includes removal of the existing Victorian Government
parks acquisition overlay, which gives the state the
right to purchase it for parkland. In the short term,
Boral is predicting $3 million in earnings this financial
year and $66 million by FY2026.
Source: Quarry Magazine
https://bit.ly/2PfNrU4
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Beacon Lighting looks
overseas for growth
in this
update:
update:
•start
CSRtext
stores will
use artificial
intelligence

• Mitre 10 New
Zealand recruits
Australian retail
exec
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• Housewares
could be pathway
to increasing
marketshare
• Emrging businesses are the
focus for Beacon
Lighting

Australia’s largest
lighting retailer is
shifting its focus from
opening local stores
to pursuing growth
overseas and building
its emerging businesses, including road and
street lighting, solar
lighting, energy systems, and architectural
lighting.
It also plans to expand into Canada and
China (it has set up a
business in China so it
can sell directly) after
establishing an online
presence in the US and
Europe through HomeDepot.com, Amazon
and Wayfair, a home
goods site.
Sales from emerging
businesses soared 43%

and profits by more
than 59% in 2019 but
this growth was offset
by weaker sales and
margins in Beacon’s
bricks-and-mortar
stores in Australia.
Group sales rose
4.4% to $246.3 million,
boosted by the opening of five new stores
and the acquisition of
two franchised stores.
However it suffered
an 18.1% slide in fullyear net profit to $16
million after its margin
in retail, commercial
and wholesale lighting
shrank.
The retail chain said
it was hit by weak
consumer sentiment,
a slowdown in the
housing sector and

tightening lending
conditions that limited
the amount of money
borrowers could get
to buy new housing
or renovate existing
homes.
Same-store sales fell
2.3% after dropping an
estimated 4% in the
second half. Online
sales grew 22% and
now represent more
than 5% of total sales.
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation fell
10.4% to $29.7 million,
in line with the company’s revised guidance
of $28.5 million to $30.5
million.
Gross margins fell
from 65.7% to 64%,
dragged down by the
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weaker Australian
dollar and increased
industry-wide discounting as a dozen
independent lighting
stores went out of
business. But costs
were well controlled.
Chief executive Glen
Robinson said:
If we start to see reasonable [comparable
store sales], we won’t
have to push the discount lever too hard.
Beacon plans to open
only two new stores in
2020 but said about 30
stores opened over the
past five years have
yet to mature and have
scope to grow sales.
Sources: Australian Financial
Review and The Australian
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In a relentlessly
competitive retail
environment, the
homewares category
is increasingly popular among shoppers.
Bunnings, Kmart,
Coles and Aldi have
all launched their
latest homewares
ranges. So has online
retailer, Temple &
Webster, a specialist
in this sector. It recently posted its first
profit result.
Bunnings’ Smart
Homes Products line
features throws, rugs,
cushions and chairs.
There are also children’s homewares as
well as storage items.
Recent research
from Roy Morgan
showed Kmart is
considered a major a
homewares shopping
location, with one in
five Australians shopping there for home
products. Its collection
continues to take inspiration from Scandi
minimalism and boho
luxury. Young children
and toddlers have also
been included in the
new range that features a night light.
Coles released a
limited edition homewares range over a
four-week period. Its
Your Home Collection
had 101 items including
cushions, throw rugs,
lamps, shelves and
storage boxes.
Aldi has had significant success selling
homewares as part
of its popular weekly

special buys range. Its
homewares collections
have included Scandinavian-style floor
lamps and furniture,
knit throws and
French linen sheet sets.

Temple & Webster
results
Online homewares
retailer, Temple & Webster said the number of
active customers on its
site increased by 37%
to 271,000 in 2018-19.
CEO Mark Coulter
said much of the
group’s initiatives are
about gaining marketshare of the number
of millenials wanting
to buy furniture and
homewares online. He
told the Sydney Morning Herald:
Our core demographic is 35 plus, and as

more millennials become 35 to 38-year-olds
they begin to enter our
market.
They’ve grown up
buying everything
online, and furniture
is something you start
to spend more money
on when you’re in your
late 30s and 40s. That
trend is happening
irrespective of what’s
happening with house
prices and broader
retail.
Customers are buying
furniture and homewares online, but online sales in Australia
was still low at around
four per cent, according to Euromonitor,
compared with 13.7% in
the United States and
14.2% in Britain. The
Australian furniture
and homewares market is worth about $13.6

billion.
He said Temple &
Webster’s growth
in July showed its
customers hadn’t
been restrained by the
broader softness in
retail, and he intended
to bolster spending on
technology including
a new mobile app and
expanding the range
of products available
beyond the current
150,000 including its
own private label
range.
Mr Coulter said
Temple & Webster’s
‘’drop-shipping’’ delivery model, where
products purchased
online are then sent
to customers directly
from suppliers, was enabling quicker delivery
times.
Mr Coulter also said
the group’s major focus
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was on accelerating its
Australian operations
and capturing as much
of the rebound in the
housing market as possible, rather than any
offshore expansion. He
believes that ‘’now was
the time to invest’’.
Temple & Webster
produced earnings
before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation of $1.1 million
for 2018-19 to be in the
black for a full year for
the first time. It made a
loss of $700,000 a year
ago.
Sources: Australian Financial
Review and The Daily Mail
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Mitre 10 New Zealand stores compete with Placemaker, Bunnings stores, and Carters outlets
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Australian retail
executive Chris
Wilesmith will join
Mitre 10 New Zealand,
the country’s biggest
hardware chain, as its
chief executive in early
September.
Prior to his new role,
Mr Wilesmith has

spent seven years as
managing director of
auto retailing at Super
Retail Group, where he
led Australia and New
Zealand operations. He
will relocate to New
Zealand with his family to take up the role.
Mitre 10 chairman

Martin Dippie said
Mr Wilesmith would
lead the company
through its next stage
of growth.
Chris is a highly
accomplished retail
leader, having spent
more than 30 years in
specialty, big box and

omnichannel retail.
This is an exciting
time for our business,
with every retailer
challenged to adapt to
a world that is rapidly
changing around us.
Innovation, leadership and courage
are required, and we
see Chris as expertly
placed to lead Mitre 10
through the exciting
times ahead.
Mr Wilesmith has
also held roles with
Woolworths where he
held senior management roles in merchandise, and electronics
retailer Dick Smith. He
has been general manager at both Toys ‘R’ Us
and Big W. He said:
What excites me is
the Mitre 10 culture; its
focus on team, community, and fascination
with growing a global

best practice organisation into the future for
its suppliers, partners
and customers to benefit from.
Mitre 10 News Zealand stores compete
directly with 62 Fletcher Building-owned
Placemaker stores, 55
Bunnings stores, and
53 Carters outlets.
Sources; New Zealand Herald
and Scoop NZ
https://bit.ly/2PewI3z
https://bit.ly/2TZvfwM

AI implemented through CSR store network
CSR’s Gyprock Trade
Centres will be using
Complexica’s Artificial
Intelligence software
for optimising sales
and marketing activities. Regional general
manager, Troy Jones,
said:
Given the rise of artificial intelligence and
big data analytics in
recent times, we have
engaged Complexica
to explore how we can
provide the Gyprock
Trade Centre team with
predictive insights on
sales and customers,
as well as optimised
recommendations that

are store and customer-specific, rather than
endless reporting that
needs to be analysed
and interpreted.
Leonardo Arantes,
director of business
development at Complexica, said:
The deployment of
Complexica’s Customer
Opportunity Profiler
(COP) will help store
managers plan and prioritise their follow up
activities and enable
more sophisticated
conversations across
the network.
We look forward to
working with CSR to

better support timepoor store managers
who want answers
and recommendations, enabled through
actionable insights and
intelligent Next Best
Opportunity recom-

mendations.
Other Complexica
customers include
DuluxGroup, Metcash,
Pernod Ricard, and
Pfizer. Complexica’s
artificial intelligence
platform was named
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the 2018 Australian
Innovation of the Year.
https://bit.ly/2Hpb3iH

DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING

34

YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz
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•Text
Metcash overall
saw revenue
increase slightly
and EBIT decline
slightly.

• Hardware saw
a slight slide in
overall revenue,
and a considerable increase in
EBIT. However
the EBIT increase
was largely due
to one-off events.
• Metcash sees
the lacklustre
Hardware results
as due to a slowdown in building
activity, and the
loss of a key
customer.

• Its plans for the
future include
the ongoing rollout of Sapphire
refits to stores,
expansion in
both kitchens
and flooring, and
a continued focus
on trade customers.

Australian retailer Metcash announced its
results for the 12 months to 30 April 2019 on 24
June 2019. Group revenue for the company came
in at 12,660.3 million, up by 1.75% on the previous
corresponding period (pcp) which was FY2017/18.
(This figure follows a new accounting standard
which excludes charge-through sales.)
Group earnings before interest and income tax
(EBIT) was $330.0 million, showing a decline of
1.37% on the pcp. Net profit was $192.8 million.
In FY2017/18, after writedowns, a net loss of
$148.2 million had been recorded.

Other EBIT gains resulted from efforts by
the company to improve the efficiency of its
operations.
In Metcash’s annual report for FY2018/19, the
company’s CEO, Jeff Adams, laid out a number
of reasons in his “CEO’s Report” for Hardware’s
subdued performance for the year.
Sales were negatively impacted by the slowdown in construction activity, the closure of
unprofitable company-owned stores, and the
loss of a large HTH wholesale customer in
Queensland.
The store that IHG lost was Bretts Timber.
Hardware
Hardware indicated that the area most
impacted by the construction slowdown was
Metcash’s Hardware segment, which consists in multi-unit dwellings, which it describes as a
primarily of the Independent Hardware Group sector dominated by the larger, Tier 1 builders
(IHG), recorded equally lacklustre results.
(to which IHG has minimal exposure).
Excluding charge-through sales, overall revenue Hardware claimed like-for-like (comp) wholefor the reporting period was $1165.1, up 1.9% on
sale sales for bannered IHG stores increased by
the pcp. Including chargethrough sales, sales were $2.10
Category
2018/
2017/
Change
billion, down by 0.9% on the
2019
2018
pcp.
Hardware did show a steep
Sales Revenue
14,563.2
14,362.7
1.4%
rise in EBIT, reporting $81.2
million, up by $11.9 million
Sales Revenue
12,660.3
12,442.2
1.8%
(statutory)
on the pcp, a gain of 17.2%.
However, the company states
EBIT
330.0
334.6
-1.4%
that around $10 million of that
is the result of one-off “synerMetcash
gies” from the acquisition of
the Home Timber & Hardware
Sales Revenue
2102.0
2120.1
-0.9%
Group (HTH).
It appears much of those
EBIT
81.2
69.3
17.2%
synergies originate from the
EBIT
71.2
69.3
2.7%
closure of non-performing
(continuing
ops)
HTH stores, and subsequent
asset sales. As a result estiLike-for-like sales
2.3%
3.4%
-1.1%
mated EBIT from continuing
(wholesale)
operations would be $71.2 milBannered like-for3.0%
7.4%
-4.4%
lion, a gain of 2.7% on the pcp
like sales
(presuming that the pcp EBIT
number relates to continuing
Hardware
operations as well).

AUD millions
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companies
2.3%. Retail comp sales for bannered IHG sales
was claimed to have increased by 3.0%. However, a footnote to that statistic notes:
LfL sales growth based on a sample of 171 network stores that provide scan data.
Hardware stated that online sales have
continued to grow, albeit from a low base, but
it expects these to eventually reach 5% of total
revenue.
Hardware confirmed, as released earlier,
that DIY/consumer sales declined from 37% of
overall sales to 35% during the second half of
FY2018/19.

Results presentation
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In speaking of growth opportunities, Mr Laidlaw said:
In trade focus we have added a further seven
stores; and now have 11 low-cost trade-only
stores; and continue to target 40 stores by 2022.
And we’ve also made good progress on our
digital initiatives supporting our strong trade
business such as truck tracker and Trade Plus.
On our Hardings plumbing business, we are
excited about the growth opportunities with
the Hardings business and are making good
progress with the rollout of Hardings in New
South Wales and Tasmania. The new store-instore Hardings at our Tooronga Mitre 10 store
in Victoria is almost complete. And customer
awareness and sales through the balance of the
IHG network of the Hardings range are growing
and in line with our expectations.
And then finally ... we’ve had good success in
rolling out our core ranging programs across all
key categories.
In commenting on the future financial prospects for Hardware, Brad Soller, Metcash’s chief
financial officer, stated:
In Hardware, sales through the first 7 weeks
of [FY2019/20] are lower than the corresponding prior year period, reflecting the loss of a
major customer in Queensland in half one [of
FY2018/19] and a slowdown in trade sales.
It is too early to say whether the changes in
the economic environment for the residential
housing sector will feed into construction and
DIY activity in FY2020. However, there appears
to be an improvement in the level of confidence
in the network, post the election.
Additional cost savings are expected to help
mitigate the adverse impact of any further slowdown in the construction activity in FY2020.

Analyst questions
Analyst Michael Simotas of Deutsche Bank
asked if current expectations for the hardware
market would be worse than those previously
forecast. The CEO of IHG, Mark Laidlaw, provided detail on the group’s expectations for the
market.
The quick answer is no. There hasn’t been a
change, so we’re going to stick with the outlook.
We’re seven weeks in, and we’ve gone back a little
bit from same seven weeks last year.
We lost a big customer in Queensland, Bretts
Timber. We actually factored that in. We knew
we would lose it. But I think again, Michael, our
business is very well placed.
At one end, you’ve got the big trade guys
Bowens, Dahlsens, good businesses, all trade.
At the other end, you’ve got Bunnings, powerful
business, DIY 90% — 90% DIY. Both ends there
— Bunnings are trying to get more into commercial, and the big trade guys are trying to get
more in DIY. There’s us in the middle, 65/35, well
placed across all the segments.
When I talk to our big independents, which we
expect to do very regularly, they’re not panicking. As we said in February, we knew it’s going to
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One of IHG’s big wins is
to negotiate the rights to
stock Milwaukeee power
tools and accessories.
Bunnings is reported
to be less than pleased.
The display shown is at
the newly developed
Sapphire Mitre 10 at
the former HTH store of
Hume & Iser in Bendigo.
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be a tough time as the housing market came off.
They recognise they’ve had eight years of record
growth, and it’s going to be a tougher two years.
They’re not panicking, and the numbers are as
they’ve suggested.
There are — but the one thing I’ll add to —
and I know these questions will come up, but
Queensland is a little bit worse than we thought,
and Tasmania is better than we thought. And
we’ve got strong businesses in both those states.
Ben Gilbert, an analyst with UBS, asked about
the issues that IHG has some control over, and
how the company saw those developing over
the next financial year. Mr Laidlaw replied:
Nothing new to what we didn’t talk about in
February, but the growth programs are good
growth programs. So the Sapphire one, what
Jeff showed there, we need to keep upgrading
our stores.
So 670 stores. We’ve now done 60 in Sapphire.
We have to get to 200 because we’re seeing good
uplifts there, and the uplifts are coming in DIY.
And we’re entering a very exciting phase in that
now because the first 60 were in the main Mitre
10 stores.
We’re about to go into this year’s phase because
we’ve finally got the Home Timber & Hardware
guys onboard. It’s taken a couple of years. The
next round of Sapphires will be in those Home
Timber & Hardware stores, and that’s where
the team score opportunities because they had
lower team scores than the Mitre 10 stores.
So that’s a really good growth program. It’s
going to continue to roll out. Very happy with
our digital program. We’ve been working away
at it for six, seven years. We increased our digital
sales, click and collect, to $6 million last year.
That’s 1% of DIY. Of course, we want to get it to
$30 million over the next three years, and we
want to double that in the next 12 months.

Some portion of $10 million of the EBIT has
come from Metcash leveraging the purchase of
HTH stores in its acquisition, investing in those
stores, seeing that fail, then selling those stores
off. That’s not a growth strategy.
It is also interesting that in Mr Laidlaw’s
response to questions about IHG’s market,
he could be interpreted as suggesting that
at 65%/35% the split between trade and DIY/
consumer is somehow ideal. It’s not, of course.
There are not any hardware retailers in Australia that would prefer a 65%/35% split to a
60%/40% split, as DIY/consumer provides a
much higher profit margin. The slide for IHG
from a 62%/38% (the estimated split when Metcash acquired HTH) to 65%/35% is a net loss of
overall market position.
Which brings us to another interesting question. If the Sapphire program has been so successful at lifting DIY/consumer sales by 15% on
average at the 60 stores where it has rolled out,
why is the proportion of DIY/consumer revenue
still falling?
We would have to conclude that Sapphire is, in
fact, not so much a growth strategy, as a defensive strategy. It’s designed to fight back against
an overall, ongoing slippage in DIY/consumer
sales.
It’s easy to see why that has happened. IHG is
up against Bunnings in the DIY/consumer market, and Bunnings is just superb at competing

Analysis
Metcash has something of a history of announcing weak results at times, and managing
to put a gloss on them so they don’t look as bad
as rigorous analysis would suggest. That capacity is evident in the way its Hardware segment
has interpreted these results.
It’s essential to recognise that, in terms of
“grading” these results for IHG, they score about
a C-minus.
Revenue has declined significantly once inflation is factored in. While EBIT looks good on the
surface, closer examination shows otherwise.
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IHG has continued
to work on its “paint
desk”, and the latest
version is very attractively
designed. Yet its functionality has remained
somewhat under-developed. This example is at
the Hume & Iser Mitre 10
in Bendigo.
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in that area. You can bet that most of that 3%
shift in market balance for IHG was the result
of some of IHG’s DIY/consumer sales going
straight to Bunnings’ bottomline.
All that said, this kind of result from IHG is
hardly unexpected. Up until very recently IHG
has been focused on integrating HTH with
Mitre 10. While it has been in that mode, most of
its strategy for growth has concentrated on two
areas: maintaining or increasing the number
and size of stores in its network, and narrowing
the buying patterns of its bannered network to
its “core range”.
The former has been partially successful in
that the network has not lost many stores. However, the latter has affected the market in ways
that were not foreseen by IHG. As the company narrowed its range of preferred suppliers,
reducing the number of them, the market for
other independent hardware groups improved.
By creating a strong primary market (“can we
get into IHG?”), the company has inadvertently
created a strong secondary market as well (“we
missed on IHG, now we have to get an alternative buying group”).
Even as these strategies fail to meet their
forecast results, IHG now finds itself under additional pressure. When Metcash was pitching
the acquisition and merger of HTH with Mitre
10 into IHG, part of the argument was that this
would create a hardware retail company of
some size that would be capable of “taking it” to
Bunnings. Given Bunnings’ plans for expanding
into trade areas, with a substantial investment planned, it would
almost seem that it is a case of
Bunnings “taking it” to IHG.
While Metcash has talked down
the success of Bunnings in this
area, we really won’t know how
the market has worked out until
the results for FY2019/20. It’s a
safe bet, however, that Bunnings
is likely to take some marketshare
away from IHG. The question is
how much, and over what timescale.

The first step should be to set aside IHG’s
peculiar obsession with Bunnings. Going back
more than six years, Metcash has run a fear, uncertainty and doubt (FUD) campaign that used
Bunnings as the “bogeyman” that would take
over the hardware industry, with at first Mitre
10 and then later IHG offering an alternative.
The first casualty of that campaign has actually been Metcash’s ability to respond accurately
to the real challenges offered by Bunnings. As
HNN has suggested for several years, the only
rational response to Bunnings is to study closely
what the big-box retailer does, work out what
can be emulated or even improved on, and also
work out those areas where Bunnings is so
strong it’s not really worth competing.

Trade
While IHG has likely oversold the extent of the
lead its independent retailers hold in trade sales,
it is true it does have considerable advantages.
However, it’s not enough to just have advantages — they have to be understood, utilised and
taken to the max to produce good growth.
One approach would be for IHG to see itself
become an “advocate” for builders and trades.
Two areas where this would work would be in
helping to create the infrastructure needed to
support the spread of Building Information
Modelling (BIM), and helping to spread awareness of safety issues such as silicosis prevention.

Competing
IHG has integrated HTH and Mitre 10 about as far as possible in a
short space of time. Its next move
should be to plan on the basis
that this integration has worked.
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IHG has been experimenting in its Sunshine
Mitre 10 stores in
Queensland with some
interesting new formats.
Pictured below, one of
its stores consists of a
smaller, drive-through
trade pick-up point, with
stock range that matches
the needs of local
builders.
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While BIM has been recognised since 2012 as
the way forward for the building and construction industries, it has hit significant opposition in deployment over the past seven years.
However there are some clear signs that this
is changing. For example, the use of BIM is
cropping up even in more complex DIY building
projects. That’s partly because the technical
computer drafting skills required are becoming
more common, and onsite systems needed to
utilise BIM, such as laser levels, are becoming
more accessible and affordable.
BIM has wide advantages for hardware retailers as well, especially those taking the “whole of
house” approach IHG is advocating. Builders can
turn over BIM documentation to the supplychain, and retailers can determine directly from
that documentation what goods are required,
where and when. Performed correctly, BIM is
continuously updated, so those requirements
will change as needed. Integrated into the supplychain, it optimises not only building, but also
the supply of materials.
Issues such as silicosis have crept up on the
trades industries as use of artificial stone has
increased. Silicosis is caused by the inhalation
of silicone dust, resulting in a type of lesion
forming on the lungs, eventually suffocating those affected. It is both irreversible and
progressive. It’s a disease that doesn’t just kill
tradies, it devastates whole families.
There is also simply no excuse for its increasing prevalence. Basic safety tools and practices
are readily available. It’s largely a question
of education, and IHG would be a powerful
partner for industry groups seeking to eradicate
silicosis.

Conclusion
The current business environment is influenced by global trade pressures, a declining
Australian dollar value, a stagnating Australian
economy defined by poor wage growth and low
business investment, and a polity increasing
divided over core issues such as climate change.
This means that for most retail businesses
there really is no defensive position left. Bunnings in the past could rely on price leadership.
Mitre 10 and then IHG could rely on a steady
increase in the housing market. Today the only
strategy possible is to take on additional risk in
an effort to spur growth.
The real risk, and one that currently looms
over IHG, isn’t about housing, Australia’s economy, or global “trade wars”. It has more to do with
continuing to follow strategies formulated years
ago to deal with the very different circumstances of the past.

In somewhat stark contrast to Bunnings, which would appear to not see strong competitive advantages in delivery,
IHG has been developing strong local logistics capabilities
at its corporate Sunshine Mitre 10 stores in Queensland.
Pictured is the logistics centre at one Sunshine store,
with a display screen showing the location and status of
delivery trucks, and a team dedicated to this form of tradebased customer service.

DIY/consumer
The single best thing IHG could do in
DIY/consumer is to launch a Sapphire II
program that takes a closer look at how
to improve stores. A good place to start
would be to closely examine what Bunnings has done with its Fairfield compact store format. This is, in many ways,
everything the Sapphire format is not.
In particular, Sapphire needs to
examine more closely the relationship
between technology and hardware. That
is both how tech can be better used in
merchandising products, and how tech
products (such as smart home) can best
be merchandised for consumers.
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.
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•Text
Wesfarmers
produced a good
result after the
previous year’s
write-downs,
delivering EBIT
growth of 12.2%

• Bunnings had a
less stellar year,
with 5% in sales
growth, and 8.1%
in EBIT growth
• Bunnings
outlines further
plans for its expansion online

• Wesfarmers managing director
Rob Scott provided an overview
of the Australian
economy and
market

Wesfarmers, the parent company of Australian
big-box hardware retailer Bunnings, released its
results for FY2018/19 on 27 August 2019. Revenue
for Wesfarmers came in at $27,920 million up
by 4.3% on the previous corresponding period
(pcp), which was FY2017/18. Earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) for continuing operations were $2974 million, up by 12.2% on the pcp.
Net profit after tax for continuing operations
was $1940 million, up by 13.5% on the pcp.
The Kmart Group (including Target) saw EBIT
decline by 13.7% to $540 million. Industrial
returned EBIT of $519 million, up by 4.4% on
the pcp. Officeworks increased its EBIT by $11
million to reach $167 million, an increase of 7.1%
on the pcp.
Bunnings reported topline revenue of $13,166
million, up by 5.0% on the pcp. EBIT rose by
8.1% on the pcp, to hit $1626 million. In terms of
total stores growth, this was 5.2%, down from
8.0% in the pcp. For store-on-store (comp) sales
growth, this was 3.9%, down from 7.8% in the
pcp. Return on capital improved slightly, coming
in at 50.5%, up from 49.4% in the pcp.
In his prepared remarks,
Category
Bunnings managing director
Michael Schneider reaffirmed
the retailer’s commitment to
Sales Revenue
the DIY market, while also
highlighting its growth in
EBIT
retail to trade customers.
While making DIY even
Net profit after tax
stronger remains core. We
continue to build solutions
that connect our customers
Sales Revenue
with local experts, making it
easier and more affordable for
EBIT
them to have products in-store,
particularly when it comes to a
Total store sales
licensed tradesperson.
growth
We have expanded our asStore-on-store sales
sembly and installation offer
growth
to help our customers who
don’t always have the time or
skills to undertake some jobs
and projects. 18 new services

were introduced throughout the year with a
total of 30 services now available. Uptake from
customers continues to grow, with Dux hot water installation, toilet installation and barbecue
assemblies being some of the most popular
services we offer.
Mr Schneider also pointed to the retailer’s
growing focus on lifestyle based retailing.
We have also expanded our in-store events and
activities, making it even easier for our customers to learn new skills and bring their home and
lifestyle aspirations to life. Every store now has
a mobile DIY unit, which is used to engage our
customers in aisle with product demonstrations,
displays and craft.
He also went into further details about Bunnings’ growth into omnichannel retail, including
its plans for expansion.
As I mentioned earlier, we will continue to
invest in the stage rollout of our click and collect
offer across Australia, which we expect to complete in-time for Christmas trade. Next month,
we will extend the offer into the ACT followed
by South Australia, the Northern Territory and
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Queensland in October, followed soon after by
Western Australia and New South Wales. Once
we have completed the rollout in Australia, we
will look to introduce the click and collect offer
into the New Zealand market during 2020.
In addition to click and collect, we will continue to invest in our online transactional platform
so that we deliver a true omni-channel experience that meets the needs and expectations of
our customers. This includes looking at how
we can expand the range of home and lifestyle
products we make available to our customers,
whether it’s in-store, online or through a marketplace offer.
Whilst it is still early days in respect to our
online offer, rest assured our investment in data,
digital and the in-store experience which will
always be central to our DNA will be focused on
how we continue to deliver a competitive and
relevant offer, wherever and whenever our customers choose to shop. The quality of this offer
will ensure we continue to be chosen and trusted
by our customers.

Analysts questions
Bryan Raymond of Citi asked an interesting
question about the delivery plans of Bunnings.
You have talked a lot about click and collect
from the Bunnings online perspective, but in
terms of delivery can you tell us where you ... are
in Victoria? I think that was phase two of the
rollout around the delivery side specifically. That
would be more of a margin risk than on the click
and collect side.
Mr Schneider replied:
Yeah, it’s an interesting one. I think in FY2018
through to FY2019 we had some like 640,000
to 650000 deliveries out of Bunnings stores. So
we’ve been doing deliveries for a really really
long time. We’ve trialled a few stores in Victoria
and in Tasmania with with click and deliver.
And we find that the delivery rates we ask of our
customers, they understand, given the nature of
the product. So we don’t see that as having any
impact at all because we’re processing those as
we’ve always done.
Sean Cousins of JP Morgan asked a very good
question about the trade representatives at
Bunnings warehouses:
And maybe just more generally as you look
at going after that commercial market with a
little bit more gusto, just talk a bit about the
KPs you’re giving to your sales reps and if any of
them have sort of margin in it. We understand

you’re leveraging sort of price and convenience
as big attributes that you can use to gain market
share. But particularly how interested are you
in using price and sort of signing up customers
and just growing revenue being the primary
arguably the only sort of criteria for those sales
reps please.
Mr Schneider gave an interesting insight into
how Bunnings sees this sales initiative working,
which is more towards service provision than
direct revenue growth.
On how we sort of want to engage with our
sales force in the field, the thing that really I
love about our business is the long term focus
we have on really good relationships. So we’ve
got store-based trade specialists. Their job is to
really create and connect fantastic relationships
based around convenience, in stock availability
and high quality. Sort of product advice and
service for the really small trades. And giving
giving those customers somewhere to come and
have a bit of a base in a community. Because
it can be a bit isolated out there working as a
small business on your own in someone’s home.
And then for the sort of medium to larger
builders, again it’s very much built around
relationship. I think the thing that we see
right across the segment in which we operate,
whether it’s us or or any of the sort of broader
competitive set, is that that relationship is very
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important. Price is always going to be important
particularly when it’s competitive. But we’re very
focused on long term profitable growth. And you
can’t do that by giving away margin and price.
So the investment in relationship, quality of
product and convenience of product -- those are
the sort of primary drivers for us.
Finally, though it is not expressly about Bunnings, Wesfarmers managing director Rob Scott
gave a very good “pocket summary” of the Australian economy and market sector. Ben Gilbert
of UBS sparked this by asking:
Rob, I appreciate you are not giving trading
updates from the divisions. But as you sort of
mention you have got over 100,000 team members across Australia and you have probably
got a pretty good finger on the pulse in terms of
what’s happening in a few of your retail peers
out there, you have talked to some improving
conditions sort of through the back end of July
and into August. Just interested, if there’s an internal very broad based comments you can give
us in terms of how you are seeing the consumer
any signs of green shoots.
Mr Scott replied by repeating some points
he made to the media, but added some extra
thoughts as well.
Yeah. So, as I have said earlier today on the
media call, we see the environment has been not
too bad and if you look at the results that have
been delivered across the board, I guess, that
demonstrates that things aren’t too bad from a
consumer point of view.
They are patchy across Australia, so if you look
at different regions, there are certainly different
trading conditions by region which is always the
case. But when we get our offer right, at least, in
the businesses we have in the portfolio, we are
able to deliver reasonable growth.
And we haven’t seen -- haven’t really seen a
material change in what we saw towards the
end of the fourth quarter when we updated the
market ...
The comment I made in the outlook statement
around economic outlook and uncertainty, I’d
really characterise it as follows: We think the
trading environments not too bad in Australia.
I think we have a lot of things going for us in
Australia that other countries don’t have. Population growth across the board is an important
driver.
There are a few things on the horizon which
could well deliver some improvements over time,
such as the tax refunds, such as stabilisation
in house prices, but that will take time — lower

interest rates. But then I guess those potential
positives need to be seen in light of quite a volatile global economic environment.
And I don’t think anyone would be confident
enough to make calls on the broader global
environment. In Australia, we are not immune to
what happens globally, particularly as it relates
to China-US trade relationship.
That’s why we are focused on ensuring that
each of our businesses are as well-positioned
as possible. Most of our businesses on the retail
side have a history of outperforming in the
tough times.
So our focus is to make sure we get our costs
under control, keep investing in digital and data
to ensure we are expanding our addressable
markets, and continue day-in day-out to be
focused on customers and outperforming our
competitors. I think with a strong balance sheet,
we are well-positioned to do that.

Analysis
As these results announcements go, this was a
very contained and even cautious performance
by Mr Schneider. One reason for that is likely
that Bunnings has provided broad insights into
its strategies over two previous events, its Tour
Day and the Strategy Day. HNN has covered
those at some depth elsewhere in this issue.
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It is always a bit difficult to comment directly
on the performance of Bunnings, as general media commentary tends to be a bit volatile. HNN
does think you could say, however, that this
result is just slightly disappointing. As we point
out in our Statistics column in this issue, the
market for hardware retail sales has not been
that bad during FY2018/19. The comments of Mr
Scott that we’ve quoted above would seem to
bear that out. However both Metcash’s Independent Hardware Group (IHG) and Bunnings have
not made all they might have from it.
HNN would consider that, on balance, this is
not a sign of operational problems at Bunnings,
particulary when the EBIT margin is considered, but rather that the hardware retail market
is changing structurally (in fact, much of retail
is likely changing). In that light, there are really
two elements about Bunnings at the moment
that seem to warrant attention.
The first is Mr Schneider’s response to a
question about delivery. It’s worth remembering
that Bunnings can be — while still ethically and
legally holding close to the truth — a little misdirecting at times. However, it seems unlikely
this is one of those times. By basically saying
that Bunnings has done a lot of deliveries, and
that customers will simply pay for that as they
always have, Mr Schneider seems to be missing
the possibility of better delivery being one way
to drive growth into new markets.
Yes, the old, familiar Bunnings market is fine
with it, but what about new markets, which rely
on the internet as a primary source of purchases? That is certainly a market that IHG is
working hard at the moment to court.
It is even more puzzling when one thinks of
Mr Schneider’s excellent response to a question
about the trade reps in the stores. How it is that
this kind of service is so evidently worth investment and training, but a service such as delivery
gets somewhat scant regard?
A more serious concern is that Bunnings and
its fellow retailers in Wesfarmers seem at times
not fully connected to Mr Scott’s vision of the
company, and the centrality of data analytics
to growth. The key point that for data analytics
to work, it has to go beyond the transactional.
Bunnings, Kmart and Target should be working so that every single customer engagement
generates some kind of (thoughtful) data trail. It
has to be understood that this is a direct value
creating activity, and that store systems themselves have to be shaped around this.
How much insight does Bunnings have into

how people choose paint? How can the company possibly improve its flooring offer unless it
knows what the process of not choosing Bunnings’ flooring looks like?

Thanks
HNN would like to close by thanking Wefarmers’ chief financial officer, Anthony Gianotti,
for a really very good summary of Wesfarmers’
financial operations. We’re not sure how he did
it, but is was both understandable and interesting — which, in the over 120 results announcements we listen to
each year, is a rare
thing indeed! Thank
you, Mr Gianotti.
Transportation is an increasingly interesting category. Top,

is a bike rack offered on sale at Aldi. Bottom, the equivalent
offer from Bunnings.
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John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

E

BUNNINGS
PARADOX

H
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In dramatic terms, Bunnings has recently moved from
being a supporting character actor, to a leading star. How
wide does that role reach in retail, and can Bunnings live
up to a broader role that has been thrust upon it?

Recently, across two investor presentation events,
we’ve been given a clear look inside the Bunnings’
strategy, its analysis of the market, and its plans for
the future. The first event was a tour of the Bunnings’
warehouse at Craigieburn, Victoria in March 2019 (Tour
Day). The second was a more formal presentation at
the annual Wesfarmers Strategy Day in June 2019.
hnn.bz

The smart home “pod”
at the front of the
Bunnings Warehouse in
Craigieburn, Victoria, is
a new development, and
part of the company’s
efforts to develop new
categories.

Looking at those strategies, HNN would argue that Bunnings has become a star not only within its parent company,
Wesfarmers, but also across Australian retail in general.
Five years ago the idea of Bunnings as a significant leader
in overall retail didn’t seem a pressing issue. But the retail
landscape has changed so much over that time, that even the
definition of “significant” has shifted.
It’s certainly not just about size, and particularly not size in
relationship to revenue. Both major supermarket chains, for
example, dwarf entire retail categories in revenue terms. But
the competition between them has become a form of trench
warfare, dominated by great defence (supply chain/price).
Other great retailers of the past, such as department stores
David Jones and Myer, have also fallen by the wayside, as
they misinterpreted the market need for scale. The companies that really understood scale, in the 21st Century sense,
were the shopping mall operators. Arguably, it is retail infrastructure such as Westfield’s Chadstone (at 215,056 square metres) that have been pioneering in developing new structures
of retail.
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Yet as different as they are, there is one thing that all these
contenders share: a near complete lack of any kind of meaningful innovation in retail. They are very innovative — many
of them — in terms of supplychain, productivity measures,
efficiencies, and the merchandising presentation of product.
But in terms of the actual retail function, the interface between customer and retailer, there has been very little progress over the past 10 to 15 years.
Which, given massive technical innovation in business and
society, allied with cultural change, seems a little astonishing.
How can we possibly have smartphones, electric cars, viable
smarthome technology, and a growing online retail sector,
but an in-store retail experience that would be entirely familiar to anyone back in 1995?
Which brings us to Bunnings. Bunnings at the moment
stands at a crucial point in its evolution. It has strong dual
pressures on it, to both demonstrate moderately high double-digit growth, and, as part of that, to continue to retain its
overall marketshare.
What makes it especially qualified for the role of leading
retailer is the paradoxical, Catch-22 fact that it, more than
any other retailer, simply could not care less for the title.
That’s an approach that Bunnings managing director Michael
Schneider demonstrated during his introductory remarks at
the Tour Day:
One of the things we talk about inside of the business is sort of
the vision that we want the business to have, which is all about
building the best. So we don’t we don’t sort of claim to want to
be the biggest business or the smartest or the fastest. We want
to be the best business we can be.
hnn.bz

BUNNINGS PARADOX
• What does being a retail leader
mean for Bunnings?
• Bunnings has outlined a program for growth. This includes:
• Grow trade sales
• Increase market share in categories where Bunnings has
less than 10% share
• Expand into new categories
• Link DIY/consumer and
trades through service provision
• Launch transactional website, and leverage data to
increase market fit
• Bunnings plans a siginificant
investment in its trade business.
This includes trade-only stores,
hybrid trade/DIY stores, and
more staff trained for trade
commerce.

More directly,Mr Schneider, at the end of a long Q&A session at Wesfarmers’ Strategy Day presentations, answered an
analyst’s question about whether the company’s next 10 years
would be as great as the past 10 years, by saying:
I think, you know, the thing we’ve always said is we want to
outperform the market. And the way we do that is to go really
hard at our strategic pillars around price, range and service.
If we do those things right, stay relevant to the customer,
through the way we go to market ... but also the products and
services we’re offering them, we’ll be chosen more, and we
will continue to outperform the market.
So, that’s the thing we stay particularly focused on. You know,
it is nice to sort of look at the growth over time and say that’s
a fantastic achievement — but we don’t. That is the past. We
are very focused on the future, and it’s a long term future with
sustainable growth driven by the sort of ingredients we’ve
touched on.

The paradox of success
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It’s an interesting statement, because it weaves together
the two prime forces acting on Bunnings at the moment.
The first is Bunnings’ belief in its core values: achieving the
winning customer offer brought about through staying true
to the pillars of price, range and service. The second is outperforming the market, and delivering long term sustainable
growth — or, in other words, returning shareholder value to
its parent, Wesfarmers.
It’s a combination of absolute values — the “pillars” — and
relative values — outperforming competitors, both directly
in retail and on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX). The uncomfortable fact — and a situation common to retail worldwide as well as in Australia — is that these absolute values
and relative values have come into conflict. And what many
retailers are having to grasp in a rapidly evolving market
environment, is that if they are to succeed, those absolute
values can no longer be seen
as absolute and isolated from
change.
The leadership team at Bunnings is certainly aware of this
tension. At the beginning of his
prepared remarks on the Tour
Day, Mr Schneider pointed to the
outcome the team wants:
Our focus on growth isn’t at the
expense of who we are and [what]
we’ve built up over the last 25
years of the Bunnings Warehouse
format. It’s about preserving the
core, the culture, the operating
model of the business, the strategic pillars that I touched on
hnn.bz

The share price for Wesfarmers over the
past two years shows some wobbles,
but an overall vote of confidence in the
conglomerate.

before, but stimulating progress. Stimulating progress in the
market, stimulating progress with our suppliers in product innovation, and stimulating experiences for our customers going
forward.

That dual development — staying true to a core while
embracing progress — is a nice thought, but how realistic
will it prove to be? It seems Bunnings and other retailers
are confronting a classic case of what Austrian economist
and Harvard professor Joseph Schumpeter called “creative
destruction”, part of his theory of economic cycles (which he
regarded as being driven by technological development).
The opening up of new markets, foreign or domestic, and the
organisational development from the craft shop and factory to
such concerns as US Steel illustrate the process of industrial
mutation that incessantly revolutionises the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is
the essential fact about capitalism. It is what capitalism consists in and what every capitalist concern has got to live in.
[from Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, 1942]

Strategic outline
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Before we can come more to grips with this tension, we
first have to understand what Bunnings is doing, its many
threads of development, and where these seem to be leading.
It is best for our purposes to blend together these two events,
as each complements the other.
In terms of the new strategies put forth in these events,
there are five main ones.
• The growth of the trade business. By “trade” Bunnings means
sales to businesses involved in repair, maintenance, and improvement, as well as building, construction and renovation.
• Increasing market share in categories where Bunnings currently holds only 5% to 10% market share.
• Developing new categories that are adjacent to existing categories.
• Finding ways to link the need for services by Bunnings customers to the delivery of services by trade businesses which
are also Bunnings customers.
• The move to an online transactional website.
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Exterior of the new Bunnings compact
store in the Melbourne suburb of
Fairfield. The store is another example
of Bunnings’ ability to find almost the
perfect site for its new stores.Located on a
stretch of Darebin Road which consists of
light industrial and outlet stores for some
major brands, it’s central to the main
shopping locales, just a 12-minute drive
from Fairfield town centre.
It illustrates a new category of Bunnings
store, what we might term “urban
destination”. We’re used to thinking of
destination stores as large complexes in
outer suburban areas, but small, intense
stores like this can be placed in low-density retail locations, and draw customers
precisely because the area has low traffic
congestion, allied with free parking.

While these are specific strategies, mostly directed at defending and increasing market share — hence earnings and
revenue — there is also a larger strategy at play. This is the
company’s move from being all about home improvement
and outdoor living, towards the broader category of home
and lifestyle. It’s about being more inclusive, seeing more
opportunities for growth — but it’s also about a market that
is fragmenting.

Trade
HNN did, to some extent, predict that Bunnings might
move more strongly into trade, but we’re not sure we really
got the analysis right. What we suggested was that, with
Home Timber & Hardware Group (HTH) consolidating
with Mitre 10 (M10) into Metcash’s Independent Hardware
Group (IHG), some competition concerns might fade. As IHG
reached $2 billion in revenues, the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) would be less concerned
about Bunnings taking some of IHG’s marketshare. Taking
that marketshare would have to mean getting more involved
in trade sales.
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While less concern about the ACCC might have played a
part, the main driver is more likely the need to continue to
achieve growth. Had Bunnings United Kingdom & Ireland
(BUKI) worked out, and provided Bunnings with further
growth in consumer/DIY revenues with their high margins, it
seems unlikely the company would have expanded as rapidly
into trade — in part due to its low margins.
Equally, if the economy had not entered its current period
of stagnation, and provided prospects of a growth rate at the
average for 2012 to 2017, it’s likely Bunnings would still have
expanded its trade business, but at a slower pace.
That need for growth has been driven home by the way
in which the recently appointed managing director of Wesfarmers, Rob Scott, has swiftly turned Wesfarmers in a new
direction, and positioned it at the forefront of what makes
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Parking at Bunnings Fairfield. Note the
provision of good bike parking, evident
as customers’drive in. The parking area
is optimised for ease of use, rather than
a maximum spaces, making it easier for
customers to pull in, grab what they want
from the store, and exit.

for a modern, 21st Century corporate conglomerate.
With the demerger of Coles from Wesfarmers, Bunnings
has become the major EBIT generator for Wesfarmers,
which has meant its growth rate has become even more
important to management and shareholders.
As respected analyst David Errington of Bank of
America Merrill Lynch put it during the March event:
Bunnings is obviously measured at a very high level now.
So you’ve got high levels that you’ve got to meet and beat.
It’s worth noting that part of Mr Schneider’s reply to
Mr Errington included this comment:
[We intend to] find sensible growth, and accelerated
growth in the trade space. And it’s not growth for growth’s
sake.
In part, Mr Schneider can say that, because trade
sales are nothing new to Bunnings. The former managing director of Bunnings, John Gillam, even boasted
just a little about the tradies in their utes lined up at the
Alexandria store near Sydney first thing on a weekday
morning (a claim HNN checked out and verified in a
profile on that Bunnings warehouse).
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There was also a time when the now defunct Masters
Home Improvement and Bunnings were going head-tohead over price on pre-tinted trade-quality paint, and
Bunnings made clear its interest in the “blokes in utes”
market of handymen.

Good store design is often about compromises, and these images illustrate
how Bunnings has found ways to get the most out of the limited space at its
Fairfield store.
Top: Some of the aisles are quite narrow, to accommodate more of the range.
However, these widths vary through the store.
Middle top: Where it suits the products, the aisles widen
into comparatively open spaces, here displaying a compact
range of outdoor furniture.
Middle bottom: View from the trade timber and building
materials area down the front aisle to the registers.
Bottom: When we speak about Bunnings as a leading
retailer in Australia, we have the kind of design displayed
in this image in mind. What Bunnings has done is to take
some of the elements of the big middle aisle that runs
through the centre of its warehouse format, and combined
that with the usual elements in its front-of-store aisle to produce a compact, powerful store experience for its customers.
HNN could write a whole essay on nothing but this design.
Note, for example, that the trade products, such as timber
and cement, and down the other end of the wide aisle,
making it easer to transport them out of the store. The
Information and Special Orders desks are combined, so
one person can handle them during slack periods, but
there’s room for handling higher levels of traffic. The hand
tools and power tools section get their own area in the
warehouse format, but by having them directly adjacent to
the checkout area, Bunnings assures staff members will be
around to supervise them.
This Bunnings design for a smaller store is compact,
high-density, and purposeful. It’s about buying and possibly
achieving, rather than looking and selecting.
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Even with that history, it’s easy to understand why Bunnings is approaching this market expansion with a bit of caution — and possibly even some reluctance. IHG has seen its
trade/retail ratio go from 62/38 to 65/35, and much of that loss
of retail sales has likely gone straight to Bunnings’ bottomline. HNN expects this ratio to drift down to around 70/30 by
2021. Given the ongoing loss of retail market share, Metcash is
likely to defend its share of the trade market vigorously.
Trade sales also does have some unique characteristics in
Australia, as compared to markets such as North America
and the UK. While the playing field for Bunnings and hardware retailers in groups such as IHG, Hardware & Building
Traders (HBT) and National Builders (Natbuild) is fairly level
for purchases under $5000, trade sales over that amount are
so vital to the survival of most independent businesses that
they are the focus of a lot of attention and care.
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As good as the training Bunnings team members may
receive is, it’s hard to duplicate the experience of independent
store owners, many of whom are second or third generation.
And today, these are likely not just people doing what Dad
and Mum did, but entrepreneurs who have sought experience
elsewhere, and have a business degree or even an MBA. When
someone like that takes personal responsibility for ensuring
that a trade order goes according to plan, it brings a level of
reassurance to an entrepreneurial builder.
Even the prime advantage that Bunnings can bring to that
market, sheer scale, can be countered by the local knowledge
of independent retailers. For example Diamond Valley Mitre
10 can source bathroom vanities from a local supplier, and
thus offer its building customers very good deals on volume
purchases.
Added to that, most independent hardware stores extend flexible financing to their builders. Cash flow is the
single biggest reason why builders go out of business,
and many store owners have “carried” builders they
trust for a considerable period of time.
It’s elements such as these that build strong bonds of
community and trust in a way that corporations find
hard to equal.
That said, there is also a stratum of builders which
are a little too big to be easily serviced by most independent stores, but not quite big enough, or lacking in
on-the-ground facilities, to handle higher volume direct
supply from manufacturers and other suppliers. In his
opening remarks on the Tour Day, Mr Schneider said:
It shows more broadly the thinking we have around the
trade or the builder customer that’s one to 20 or 30 new
home starts a year, and how we can participate with that
customer.
This vulnerable stratum of builder is somewhere
around the 20 to 25 house starts a year level. The boost
hnn.bz

Top: A very interesting design to bring
the full range of Kaboodle kitchen possibilities into a small display area. This is a
real success: it feels like a kichen design
“console”.
Bottom: There is a distinct place for the
ageing-in-place bathroom products. The
range is very adequate, but it does raise
the question of how to “signpost” the
range to make it discoverable, while still
discreet.

in building out of M10’s “Sapphire” trade centres is in part
about holding onto to that lucrative stratum, but it has
remained one especially vulnerable to Bunnings’ expansion
in trade. This may also be a growing segment, as one consequence of a decline in growth for the residential building
centre could be a consolidation of smaller builders into larger
groups.

The strategies
If we look at the strategies that Bunnings is employing to
expand its trade business, these can be seen as utilising what
the retailer does well as much as possible, mixed with better
technology to boost the productivity of its customers.
Mr Schneider spelt out very clearly what the purpose of
the trade expansion is in his introductory remarks to the
Tour Day, describing its immediate goals:
How can our trade team deepen the relationship they have
with builders to increase our participation in the number of
housing starts and widen the range of products that we’re
seeing being provided to those homes?
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Later he went further into what the more long-term shape
of the project is:
The aspiration we have in the commercial space over the
next decade or so is to build a commercial business that
rivals our consumer business for size, scale and trust. And
that’s all about understanding the way that we can build
and participate more deeply with the trade customers and
the broader trade market.

The numbers
A good start to understanding this strategy, is to look
at some of the raw numbers Bunnings has provided
for this expansion. Slide 29 from the Tour Day lays out
some of the basic numbers as Bunnings sees them.
Builders make up 38% of its market by revenue, businesses and organisations 18%, and trades 44%. As Mr
Schneider remarked about the slide:
You can sort of get a sense there of the sort of split, the
way we go to market to serve those customers, and the
way we manage the relationship.
In terms of the store base, at the Tour Day Mr Schneider gave some indications of the numbers:
We’ve got 30 odd stores — 30 odd sites — that are dedicated as trade centres. And then we’ve got a number that
are what we would call hybrid stores with the trade centres
built out on the store. So we will look at leveraging that
network to help handle some of the volume as well.
He went into a little more depth about the trade centres at the Strategy Day:
We’re looking at hub stores for some activities, so we’ve
got 30 odd trade centres, they are effectively a dispatch
centre for heavy delivered trade across the Australian and
hnn.bz

Every new Bunnings store has some
errors. At Fairfield, the power tools display
is set on the mid-tier of a rack, which
enables more display space. However, it is
also very, very dark. Looks like Bunnings
will need to “bite the bullet” and install
what it probably regards as “lah-di-dah”
shelf-mount LED lighting.

New Zealand network in place now. We’ve got a number of
our warehouses where we’ve got a trade centre built in. We’ve
got one in Tasmania, a couple in regional markets and a couple in outer metro markets like Hoppers Crossing in Victoria.
We look at those as hubs.

Not to forget, of course, the company’s small investment in
truss plants.
We’ve got three frame and truss plants. We don’t see ourselves as a logical owner of manufacturing businesses. So
they’re a legacy part of the organisation. But equally they’re a
very important part because of the team that are there and the
way that they support the broader trade market.
In terms of personnel, at the Tour Day, he mentioned:
Every one of our Bunnings stores has trade specialists focused
on relationship with the trade. They’re backed up by well over
100 trade and account managers around Australia who go out
on site, meet with trade customers to understand and meet
their needs, and ensure products and services are there.
At the Strategy Day, Mr Schneider was a little more specific
about how these specialists are used:
So what we’ve been doing is reinvesting in training in a number of our biggest stores. Alexandria in Sydney is an example,
it has two or three trade specialists, just the volume of trade
customers and the way that that market has played out.
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Also at the Strategy Day, he drilled down a little more into
the numbers.
We’ve refreshed the work we’ve done with our over 500 trade
specialists. So these are dedicated store-based team members
whose whole job is to focus on the relationship with trade customers, to understand their product and service needs, and to
service them as best they can.
In terms of marketing, Mr
Schneider stated that:
We’ve worked very hard to connect
with the next generation of tradie as
well, working with TAFEs and trade
high schools. We’ve now got over
4000 young people on our apprentice program which is a fantastic way
of building the next generation of
trade customers who grow up understanding Bunnings is very serious
about its trade proposition.
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Top: Slide 39 from the Strategy Day
presentation illustrates Bunnings’ view of
its trade market.
Bottom: The familiar, linear shape of
a Bunnings Warehouse, the parking
lot sparsely populated very early on a
Saturday morning.

Then there is the company’s serious efforts in marketing
directly to trades:
And our trade EXPOs, we run these each year across our
capital cities here in Australia and also in New Zealand. We
get 2000 to 3000 trades to each of these events. They can
buy products while they’re there, they can connect with our
suppliers, they can engage and learn about new products and
new services.
Some marketing help is also coming onstream in trades
directly from manufacturers, as Mr Schneider mentioned at
the Tour Day:
The other piece that we’ve started doing a little bit of playing
around with some of our supplier partners is some onsite work
with vans. So AEG, which is exclusive to Bunnings is a trade
power tool brand. They have 20 or so vehicles now out on the
road actually selling at the moment. Linking that to the digital
platform will be another smart thing to do.
The significance of those trucks is highlighted by the Trade
section of the Bunnings’ website, where the trucks are listed
along with stores as a selectable location for sales.
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Looking ahead to the end of FY2020/21, it would be fairly
safe to assume many of these numbers will increase by over
50%. That could mean 50 trade centres, over 10 hybrid stores,
700 trade specialists, and 150 trade and account managers.
For independent hardware store retailers, that’s basically the
competitive situation for which they need to plan.
Some idea of the direction in which Bunnings is headed can be obtained by viewing the video on the Bunnings
“Whole of House” website, at: wholeofhouse.bunnings.com.au.
It may be aspirational, but it does cover the possibilities.

The benefits — service
Independent hardware retailers have long believed that
they have something of a “lock” on the trade market, as they
are able to give a higher level of personal service, have advanced technical knowledge, and simply care more about
individual customers than “corporates” such as Bunnings
ever can.
In the face of that market resistance, what are the benefits
that Bunnings can offer that equal or better what independent retailers provide? What are the main elements of the
Bunnings “offer”? Or, rather, how do the core values of “price,
range, service” play out in the trade marketplace?
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At the Craigieburn Bunnings, the garden
power tools have been moved alongside
the standard power tools. Racks of Ryobi
drills and saws are adjacent to Ryobi post
hole diggers, string trimmers and chainsaws. There is even a Ryobi power sprayer
for the garden.

Service does seem to be the driving part of those values
in trade. The numbers mentioned above show the extent to
which Bunnings is pushing more trade knowledge out into its
workforce, and making it easier for trade customers to access.
But by far the biggest part of the service push has to do with
improving efficiency, and decreasing the time/cost burden on
trade customers when it comes to buying and obtaining the
products they need. As Mr Schneider remarked at the Tour
Day:
We obviously have onsite project management through our
trade team to support niche projects such as commercial
joinery to help take the pressure off builders, make their work
more efficient and more effective and actually bring to life
projects for them in a time efficient way.
The centrepiece of this drive for efficiency has been the
development of Bunnings’ PowerPass mobile app, which now
enables trade customers to pre-order goods the night before,
drive into their nominated Bunnings, load the pre-picked
order, and simply drive off.
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That doesn’t only reduce the time spent for those who use
that service, but even those who don’t will benefit, as it cuts
down on the load on the Bunnings trade services at peak
times. In effect, pre-ordering enables Bunnings to move the
picking work out of the time-crucial periods of the day into
less time-crucial periods. This could mean that fewer staff are
needed at peak load, which would also lead to cost-savings for
Bunnings.
Competitively, what independents have to offer as an
alternative is site delivery. HNN
has seen some great examples of
how M10 hardware retailers have
leveraged vehicle tracking, and
considerate customer service, to
create what is close to a “justin-time” (JIT) delivery system,
where building materials arrive
on the day of their use. We’ve
also seen some similar systems
used on a smaller scale by individual stores supplied by HBT.
Bunnings does offer delivery,
but anecdotal evidence indicates
that it doesn’t approach the level
of service provided by independents. This goes back, really, to
Bunnings seeing its stores as
being the primary generator of
value. Delivery for the company
is less a thing-in-itself, and more
an enabler of value generation by
stores.
hnn.bz

Top: the trade desk at the Mernda
warehouse. Bottom: the trade desk at
the Craigieburn warehouse.
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When asked by an analyst at the Tour Day about some of
the inherent advantages that independent retailers have, Mr
Schneider was quick to indicate that Bunnings’ own feedback
indicated this was less of an advantage than supposed.
The feedback on services our customers give us is all about
speed. So we get pretty good feedback on product and product quality and we get pretty good feedback on the quality of
the service and the knowledge that’s provided. On the trade
side.
You know I do get that it’s probably the easiest form of advertising to sort of talk badly about your competitors and in the
trade space, that’s a pretty common form of advertising.
We really respect the people we compete against. We think
they run good businesses and we speak highly of them — but
it’s not always paid back the same.
The thing that customers tell us is: “We want to get in and out
quick”. So the app, the PowerPass app, has really started to
help that where, I’m ordering all the things I need, I just run
around and pick them up and throw them in my ute. I don’t
even have to go to the counter anymore, I can just get out of
the store.
And we’ve invested over the last 24 months a lot of resource
into what we call “load and go” team members who are rostered on during the peak times the trades are in the store to
help the customer load the vehicle so they can get on their
way.
In the end, these different approaches will tend to stratify
the markets to which they appeal. The Bunnings PowerPass
app express service is going to appeal to trades and building
subcontractors, as it is a marked improvement on current
systems. But for many builders in the intermediate
range of size, five to 15 houses a year, delivery is going
to be the main option they are interested in, and at the
moment the Bunnings offer in that area would seem to
be less than special.

The benefits — range
While Bunnings will continue to innovate and improve services, it is still likely that, when it comes to
trades, services will help the company grow its business
with existing customers, but be less effective with the
wider trade community, at least over the next year to
two years.
There is good reason behind that. Building and construction are inherently risky businesses. To cope with
that risk, builders typically create small communities
of trusted suppliers and co-working businesses. From
their point of view, Bunnings is new to the area, and it’s
not clear how consistently the retailer will perform.
However, Bunnings does have a strong growth opportunity with range. It can swiftly utilise its opportunities
in the range and availability of goods it sells.
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Top: Irwin everywhere. There has been
a proliferation of Irwin-branded tools at
Bunnings, since the retailer entered into
a captive brand arrangement with Stanley
Black & Decker.
Bottom: One of Bunnings’ past successes
has been the wall of bathroom fittings.
However, it has not developed much over
the past five years.

This seems to be a possibility that Mr Schneider referenced
during the Tour Day presentation:
The next logical piece of this, of course, is going to be the
online transactional space which customers are starting to now
do through the PowerPass app. But here is a great way for us
to start to think about: What is the market we play in? Who is
the customer? What is the product offering we can bring to
market?
And then, how can we differentiate or disrupt in that space to
bring more value to the trade customer? And grow not only
the market, but the number of accounts that we have with
trade customers that we have with our business.
And you sort of see that in some of that thinking on range innovation. You know, a couple of years ago if someone had said
to me that Bunnings would be selling drones, I would have
said that’s a bit of a pipe dream. But the reality is these are the
sorts of products that our trade customers are now looking for
to manage workplace safety.
Floating a drone up to look at drainage or a roof is a much
safer way than installing scaffolding and ladders. So that
participation, and understanding of what our trade customer is
looking for is really driven by the thinking and listening to our
store teams and our trade reps to understand customer needs.
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Bunnings has a great range of four professional grade,
$1000+ drones. M10 offers, at the moment, one $99 drone on
its website.
Later Mr Schneider referred directly to the role of new
products and product uses that make new connections for
trade customers in-store.
There’s exciting new products and ways that we can participate with those customers, understanding ... the thinking we
have around our trade and landscape customers, bringing to
life new parts of the store, or different parts of the store, to
connect those trades in different ways.
Of course there is something of a limitation on Bunnings in terms of range for trades, because some suppliers are reluctant to be distributed by the retailer. One
analyst brought this up at the Tour Day, and mentioned
Techtronic Industries’ (TTI) Milwaukee brand as one
which Bunnings does not distribute — despite being
the sole distributor for TTI brands Ryobi and AEG in
Australia.
Mr Schneider’s response to this was very interesting.
So I can certainly see a future where the Bunnings group,
as we call ourselves, has a number of business unit businesses in it that aren’t branded Bunnings. And whether or
not we take an organic or inorganic approach to growth in
that area will sort of bear out over time.
But in those [trade] categories we want to be able to
access brands. We pride ourselves on ranging leading
brands and would love to do more.
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Bunnings has expanded its nursery
offerings over the past three years, and
Craigieburn offers an expansive range.
The indoor plants in the bottom picture
is one area where Bunnings MD Michael
Schneider sees room for expansion. It
might seem obvious, but it is necessary to
merchandise indoor plants indoor. Easier
to merchandise outdoors, in a shaded
area, but even if well-labelled, customers
will never quite believe they belong
indoors.

What is being hinted at here — in the words “inorganic
growth” — is adding new brands to Bunnings through acquisition. Combined with the idea that there could be more
business units that are sub-brands to Bunnings, it’s evident
the company has some complex ranging coming up over the
next year.

Benefits — price
It really says something about both the way markets
have developed in the hardware industry, and the difference
between trade and DIY, that price ranks lower in terms of
benefits than range. In large part that’s because price is, in
the economics sense, simply assumed. Trade prices are lower,
and trade purchasers are expected to price-compare across a
range of suppliers.
Nonetheless, in responding to an analyst’s question at the
Tour Day, Mr Schneider did point out that:
One thing that’s important to reflect on when we talk about
Bunnings, is the enormous amount of work on trust around
price and pricing architecture for all customers, not just the
trade that’s been done.
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In the end, price is important, but it’s really total
costs that determine success in the trade world. That
includes services such as ordering, pickup, delivery,
reliability of supply, agility of the supply chain, and a
dozen other factors.

Increasing market share in categories
At the Tour Day and the Strategy Day events, Mr
Schneider called out kitchens, bathrooms, window furnishings (ie, blinds, curtains, etc) and flooring as being
areas where Bunnings saw opportunities to grow market share. These are all areas where the retailer believes
it has less than 10% of the available market.
He introduced this strategy by saying:
Obviously [we need to] identify the categories in which
we have low market share ... and look at how we can bring
disruption and change, and real value creation to that
market.

The way in which Bunnings plans to expand these
areas follows a consistent strategy:
The thing we sort of talk to consistently is grow the market,
and then grow share. Growing the market comes from
product innovation and product development.
There is a question, though about the best way to do
this — whether to develop in-house or via a partnership.
We’re thinking really hard about these categories where
we’ve got really low market share and what are going to
be the right ways to go to market. Does it make sense to
make an investment as a business in another organisation
hnn.bz

Top: The familiar Bunnings paint counter
at the Mernda warehouse.
Middle and bottom: The trade pickup
area at the Mernda warehouse.
Bottom: The trade desk at the Craigieburn warehouse. It features a display
screen, but this is used for advertising
messages.

and scale it up to give us an opportunity to disrupt the market
and bring even more value? Or do we go it alone and establish some of our own formats.

It would likely come as a surprise to many that Bunnings’
captive brand Kaboodle holds less than 10% of the kitchen
market. However, that is probably accurate for the market as
a whole. In its own main sector of that market, which would
be for kitchens costing between $10,000 and $35,000, HNN
would guess it held over 25%.
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That indicates one of the directions Bunnings is likely to
take Kaboodle in, which is into higher-end kitchens. At the
Strategy Day, Mr Schneider revealed the company is considering a design studio concept, which would extend beyond
kitchens:
What you can see here is a concept. It’s a specialist studio
around kitchen and bathroom and wardrobe design,
studios and alfrescos, under the Kaboodle brand. Kaboodle are one of our suppliers, they provide our kitchens.
They are a fantastic, long term supplier. And the idea of
whether or not we can establish in partnership with them
a number of specialist studios, where customers can go
to be inspired to work solely on the project that they’re
looking at, at a different price point proposition in terms
of value, with different products and services available
including installation, to be able to meet the needs of
customers where they’ve got very niche needs that go
beyond what we think we can successfully execute within
Bunnings Warehouse.
These are ideas that can extend beyond kitchens.
Commenting on window furnishings, Mr Schneider
highlighted this as an area for innovations:
There is a lot of change in the way that this product is now
used inside the home. Not so much in the good old way,
you block out light, but more how you go about installing
products, lightweight, different materials. There’s been a
lot of innovation, a lot of value creation and again, [looking at] market share, great opportunities to work in this
space to disrupt to bring value.
The same holds true for flooring:
Flooring is another one. You know, hard surfaces, tiles,
timber flooring, we’ve got an amazing array of products,
and great suppliers that we work with here. But again low
share, and it’s about educating customers to take these
projects on, connect and engage with the trades that are
installing these to be able to bring a real value proposition.
Outside of those areas with limited market share, Mr
Schneider also mentioned areas such as pet care and
lighting, where Bunnings already has a strong market
share, but sees opportunities for expansion during
FY2019/20.
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Floor covering displays at the Mernda store. This
remains a tough category for Bunnings to crack.

New categories
Bunnings is well-known for frequent range innovations.
Those innovations happen both within ranges, and by introducing new ranges. For Mr Schneider, there is an emphasis on
what he calls “smarter and safer homes”.
Smarter and safer homes is a really important one. We’ve
talked for a long time about assisted living. We sort of see that
now through the lens of making the home safer. You’ve got a
loved one who’s living in a home for longer, installing cameras
to know that they’re safe. The same at the other end. How do
we actually let kids in after school, or have deliveries dropped
off from an online purchase?
All of these things speak to the way that the smart home is
being used in different ways. It’s being driven a lot now from a
voice enablement point of view and we’ve been selling some
of the Google products for a while to help enable the smart
home category to come to life.
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He sees the move in smart homes as being like the development in cordless power tools, from products to platforms.
We’re seeing the move away from simply focusing on products to platforms in the smart home space, and we see ourselves as a leading player in this space over time and [this is]
a category that we really want to take a strong ownership position in. Because this is a way that we can participate strongly
with customers inside their homes and support them to make
their homes a smarter safer place to live.
In terms of brands, it’s obviously not a good idea to try to
develop own-brands in areas where complexity (eg, software)
is needed. In simpler areas, however, there are opportunities.
If we can’t find a brand that makes sense for us then we will do
the work to develop and build a brand. Barbecues is a good
example where you know Matador is now one of Australia’s
most trusted brands in barbecues. It’s one of ours. It’s been
developed and it was done through really clever marketing
and sports sponsorship, and things like that.
However, as Mr Schneider points out, own/captive brands
can take some time to develop successfully.
We’re probably Australia’s best festive lighting retailer bar none, and the
volumes we move are amazing. That
took a lot of courage in the early days
to trial festive lighting. And then we
went too wide, then we went too skinny and then a bit like the three bears,
sort of found where the just right was
in that and built it. And that’s that
sort of customer led thinking around
product innovation.
Areas where Bunnings might
expand further include camping
and storage. Mr Schneider highlighthnn.bz

Display of storage and wardrobe inserts at
the Craigieburn warehouse.

ed the increased number of families living in multi-dwelling
residences. Camping can provide a welcome change, and
refreshed outdoor experience, and, as any flat-dweller knows,
storage is a constant and growing concern for anyone with
limited dwelling space.

Linking trade/retail customers
There was one issue that seemed to haunt especially the
Tour Day presentation. For some time now Bunnings has
been puzzling about whether there are opportunities in its
mix of trade and consumer customers. Some customers buy
airconditioners, for example, and other customers are airconditioner installers. As Mr Schneider put it:
We’ve got this enormous and trusted base of trade customers
who shop with us. How can we connect that base with our
consumer base?
Bunnings has worked over the past several years to integrate these two. For example, many products, including
airconditioning, have an information plaque next to them instore that offers to connect customers to installation services,
and sometimes even provides a standard price.
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There are really two issues at work here. First, Bunnings
doesn’t want to find itself competing with its trade customers, by offering its own installation services. Secondly, if
Bunnings acts directly as an agent between consumers and
trades, it runs the risk as being seen as partly responsible for
the outcome.
Bunnings has tried to use the trade services auction website HIpages as an intermediary, but it is evident that this
doesn’t fully utilise the potential in the market.
Mr Schneider described how Bunnings is developing this
area in response to a question from analyst Grant Saligari of
Credit Suisse at the Strategy Day. He asked:
You spoke earlier around participating in the community that
links trade and consumers. Can you talk more about that — the
use HIpages, as an example. Can you talk more about what
Bunnings actually brings to the table in that type of relationship. What do you actually add in that community?
Mr Schneider replied:
I think the thing that’s really important is that we’ve got
access to both customer bases. So we’ve got a customer
in need of a solution, and we’ve got a provider who can
provide that solution. Finding the connection point makes
sense.
Obviously for the trade customers, the ability to purchase
products from Bunnings, or the consumer customer to
purchase those products from Bunnings, is there. And
there’s absolutely an opportunity in the services space to
do more for some consumer customers who need that
assistance.
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Signs suggesting links to trades can be
seen through many Bunnings stores.
These are from the Fairfield store.

But as I’ve said, we don’t see the right place for Bunnings to be
as a competitor to our trade customers. So if we can connect
those customers we will.

It’s been happening for as long as I can remember in a store...
I think if you went back a decade you’d go into a Bunnings
store and behind the trade desk or the special orders desk
there was a box of business cards for local businesses, and
we’ve been connecting customers ever since. We’ve just found
some technology solutions that do that in a way that creates
more visibility and perhaps more trust for customers as well.

One area of easy expansion is in assembly services, as these
are typically non-complex, and have a very clear, pre-determined outcome. As Mr Schneider explained, assembly is a
growing market:
It’s more about the customer who is time poor, particularly
around those sort of peak festive seasons like Christmas,
having a barbecue or playground put together. Often it saves
a customer a lot of time and hassle in getting something ready
for an event that they might be hosting.

Online
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It’s perhaps characteristic of Bunnings that where many
retailers would have seen the move to online ecommerce as
being the central part of their messaging, Bunnings treated it,
at both events, as important, but essentially something still
under development.
The company has trialed click-and-collect at its Craigieburn store in Victoria, then moved to a trial through the state
of Tasmania. It has currently rolled out click-and-collect in
Victoria, and plans to have this implemented throughout
Australia in time for Christmas 2019.
It’s evident the overall system is still rough. HNN trialled
placing a special order, then picking it up at the Collingwood
Bunnings. It took three staff members and over 10 minutes to
process, when the store was quiet. How is that going to scale,
if there are 12 click-and-collect orders coming in all at once at
10:00am on a busy, pre-Fathers’ Day Saturday?
Perhaps the lack of a well-designed process echoes the
company’s overall reluctance. The Bunnings’ move into
ecommerce over the past year is mainly about it coming to
terms with one of the harsh realities of online. Around 2005
or so, when ecommerce became established as a “real” retail
industry, the valuation of every
standard, non-online retailer fell
by between 10% and 20%.
The move into online ecommerce, then, for established
retailers like Bunnings has seemed
to them like a “sideways” strategy.
It essentially means investing a
great deal of effort and capital to
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Bunnings online also offers ways to
explore services offered by Bunnings.

get back to the same level of valuation big retail companies
enjoyed in the early 2000s.
To get something more from their investment, these companies have worked to make “the move to digital” into something more significant, leveraging technology to improve
efficiency and customer marketing. As Mr Schneider put it:
Digital and data is all about the opportunities for our customers and our team members, and our suppliers alike. So it’s
simply not about selling more products online. That is really,
in today’s retailing world, very much a “hygiene” factor. But it’s
also about efficiencies within the business, efficiencies from
a cost point of view, [delivering] a much richer experience for
our customers in the way they interact with the brand, whether
they’re a consumer customer, or a trade customer.
In one respect, of course, the company is starting from
quite an advanced point, as Mr Schneider pointed out:
The hits on our website are astoundingly high for a business
that hasn’t been transacting online yet. The fourth most visited
website from a content point of view right across shopping
and classified websites in Australia, and really strong growth in
participation particularly off the mobile platform.
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Traffic is one essential to a successful ecommerce website,
but the other one is conversion rate — how many visitors
are transformed into online customers. Which brings us to
one aspect of Bunnings’ move into ecommerce that was not
explored as much as perhaps it should have been at these
presentations: what is Bunnings going to do about delivery
of online orders?
Companies such as Home Depot in the US have worked
hard to provide a superior home delivery service, including
same-day delivery, delivery within a two- or four-hour timeframe, and “threshold” delivery (the goods are brought into
the house). They include as standard access to estimated
delivery time, and a courtesy call from the delivery driver 30
minutes before arrival.
It seems unlikely that this will be the path Bunnings
goes down — though we don’t know for sure, as none of the
analysts asked really specific questions about how delivery
would develop. At the moment, though, it seems set on an
ecommerce strategy that will encourage click-and-collect, as
this plays into its store-centric approach to its business.
This is very much a “lag the market” strategy — but that’s
not necessarily a bad thing. It’s not a long-term sustainable
strategy, as at some stage the importance of ecommerce
driven by delivery is likely to increase dramatically — just
look at what has happened in the fast food industry. The
real effectiveness of the strategy rests on how well Bunnings can react in the future to such a change in the market.
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Bunnings’ PowerPass App enables tradies
to browse products and create materials
lists at their convenience, including
directly scanning products they already
own. They can then process payment
instore, without going through the
registers.

Analysis
The best analyst remark made during the two events came
from Andrew McLennan, who is an executive director and
analyst with Goldman Sachs:
Thanks for the presentation. It was possibly a bit more iterative
than I was expecting. Not to say that it’s not an important evolution, in terms what you are doing, particularly with respect to
online.
It is a great comment, because it really captures the dual
response to what Bunnings had to say over these events.
Bunnings has, for the past five or six years, had a strongly
iterative approach to improvement — until, that is, it set out
to enter the UK market with BUKI.
There is nothing wrong with that iterative approach
(though one wonders how often it becomes simply reiterative), but there is a growing question as to be whether it will
be enough to secure a modestly high growth rate in Bunnings’ future.
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While there is a segment of its overall market that wants
the retailer to stay pretty much the same with some development, there is also a significant part of the market that is
looking for something new from Bunnings. It might seem
obvious that Bunnings would be better off losing some of its
entrenched, older market in order to gain a younger market,
and secure its future. Yet part of what holds it back is that
the older market is really quite profitable. While millennials
continue to struggle financially, retiring baby boomers have
cash to spend.
In retail in general — and elsewhere in the economy —
businesses are facing something of a “relevance gap”. On one
side of the gap is the way they have been doing business
since at least 2004. On the other side of the gap are some
good predictions about how their businesses might look by
2025.
To get specific about this gap and Bunnings, we can consider Bunnings’ new Craigieburn warehouse — which was the
subject of the company’s Tour Day. HNN took a trip through
all three of the Victorian stores mentioned during the two
presentations: Fairfield, Craigieburn and Mernda. All three
are in Victoria’s Northern Growth
Corridor, which stretches north
from the Melbourne CBD, and is
an area designated as having lower
restrictions on new housing. Population growth is accelerating in the
area, and is likely to continue.
Craigieburn is, by far, one of the
better Bunnings warehouses. The
changes that Bunnings has made
to this store are, for the most part,
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The slide from the Strategy Day presentation used to introduce the concept of a
Kaboodle design studio space.

significant. For example, moving the power gardening tools
in with the general tool collection has been very positive. The
tool centre, in general, is a very energised part of the store,
and it does draw a lot of attention from DIYers, as well as the
trades. It’s also a very rational and helpful move to have, for
examples, the garden tools that use Ryobi Li-ion batteries in
with the drills and sanders that use the same battery platform.
More than that, though, this move really reflects how
many homeowners have come to utilise these tools. Gardening for many of them might once have been 10 or 12 lovely
languid Sunday afternoons across the summer, spent deep in
the beds of flowers and vegetables, the cricket playing softly
on the radio, with breaks for tea (and possibly even homemade scones).
For many today that relaxation time is more limited, and
there is more of an attitude of getting the jobs done in the
garden, and spending leisure time either going somewhere on
holiday, or even solidly asleep under a tree, making up for lost
rest over a hectic week. In that context, a power drill is not
that much different from a line trimmer. Both are there to get
a job done reliably and quickly.
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What really sold Craigieburn as a design to HNN was actually our visit to the Mernda warehouse immediately afterwards. Mernda is also a good store — but it is just an average
Bunnings. It didn’t have the same energy, the “crackle” of the
Craigieburn store.
That said, Craigieburn also serves to illustrate many of the
problems Bunnings continues to confront. For example, the
kiosk that displays smart home appliances — built around
Google Home — is a good start, but it is far from being a comprehensive solution.
The problem is a familiar one for Bunnings. Bunnings is
really built largely around its expertise as a supplychain
originator. The insight that Mr Gillam and others had at the
start of the modern Bunnings was that it didn’t make any
sense to work really hard to deliver products at a low to-store
cost, only to have the store add on more costs through costly
merchandising.
Simple merchandising works for commodified products
and also semi-commodified products such as power drills.
It works less well for more complex, innovative products —
such as smart home, and even power tools such as Ryobi’s
QuietStrike oil pulse impact driver, or Bosch’s line of EasyCut
jigsaw replacement tools.

Process and design
It’s tempting to think of these gaps as being created by
different age groups, attitudes towards technology, and/or the
complexity of new products. For home improvement retail,
however, it’s likely these differences have a source closer to
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the core. The gap that we are describing is really about a difference in approach to the home and home life.
The familiar, established way of doing things is very much
about process. The new, emerging pattern is far more concerned with design.
If we think about process purchases, there are really four
categories that these fall into: kits, parts, fabrication, and
trade-only. As process, these relate to the “how” of making
changes and enhancements to the home.
The insight that Bunnings has long followed is how to
move products from the end of that list to the beginning. For
example, one of Mr Gillam’s examples of this was glass safety
fences for swimming pools. These began as trade-only constructions, literally welded together onsite. Once the method
was established, a very good DIYer might be able to fabricate
their own. Then the parts became available, so that a medium-level DIYer would have a chance assembling them. Finally
Bunnings brought out kits — which, as Mr Gillam gleefully
pointed out at one Strategy day, meant that what once cost
a homeowner upwards of $20,000, could be done for around
$6,000.
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When we think about the design side of things, it looks
very different. Its list of four things would actually be: re-purpose, integrate, invent, and obtain elsewhere. This isn’t a list
of progression, but one of interrelated touchpoints of engagement. Process customers usually have in mind a defined
artefact they wish to achieve — a pool fence that looks like
the expensive ones they’ve seen in design magazines, for
example. Design customers are more interested in discovery, coming up with an individual and unique solution. For
process customers the “how” is an integral part of what they
achieve. For design customers “how” is not that relevant to
their eventual use of the artefact they produce.
If we think in terms of enablers, for process customers
these are: tools, training/information and advice. For design
customers these are: consumer experience, context, and network/infrastructure.
It’s easy to see how out of these differences responses such
as “Millennials don’t know how to do DIY” get generated.
Something like a cordless drill, to someone with a design focus, is very different to someone with a process focus. For the
latter, a drill — or almost any tool — is a gateway to problem
solving, an increase in capabilities, that can be deployed to a
range of tasks.
For those with a design focus, a tool such as a cordless drill
is useful only insofar as it assists in the completion of a specific task. After that, unless the task repeats frequently, the
drill actually becomes a liability. Where do you store it? And
even, what does it “mean” in the context of the home?
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Some experimental thoughts
When it comes to design-driven customers, the difficulty
that Bunnings faces is that this market lends itself more to
services — even though these services lead to the purchase
of products. Up until recently, Bunnings has largely avoided involvement in services, as it has followed the model Mr
Gillam established of a super efficient supplychain and a
low-cost retail outlet. Services, in that model, are an expense
to be avoided.
What if, however, in this new retail era, Bunnings were to
think of services in the same way the company once thought
about the supply chain? Could it use some of that innovative
thinking to develop services that were inexpensive, effective,
and drove sales in the way that pricing once did?
What would that look like? As a thought experiment,
rather than a basis for development, we could look first at
wardrobe design. Bunnings has a decent, inexpensive range
of closet fittings, but these are displayed in typical Bunnings
style: the product on shelves under two metres high, and a
semi-assembled sample on the racks above that.
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There are software programs that enable “virtual design”
for kitchens and wardrobes, but in HNN’s experience these
are difficult to use creatively, and often get more used as specifiers after a design is completed, rather than design aids.
What could work? What would enable design as a service?
One possibility would be to work with scale models. If all
the components of the wardrobe system were reproduced
at one-fifth or one-sixth scale, it would be an easy matter to
arrange these in a to-scale wardrobe to develop a design.
While achieving this might once have been very difficult,
all of these items will exist somewhere in an AutoCad or
similar format, which could be easily converted to an output
file for 3D printing at the correct scale. It’s a simple matter
to then output solid objects. Using stereolithography (SLA)
printing (which focuses an ultraviolet laser into a pool of liquid resin, causing it to harden), definitions as fine as 0.001mm
can be achieved (though you would really only need 0.1mm
for this project).
Of course, this project wouldn’t make sense unless it were
extended into adjacencies: kitchens, bathrooms and garage
storage. The possibility would be to have a design area in
major Bunnings stores which enabled customers to develop
the structure of the design of these rooms in a simple, collaborative way with family members.
These techniques are already in use by both architects and
interior designers. As far as HNN knows, however, they have
yet to be applied to mass-produced interior design materials
and systems.
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Conclusion
While the design idea above might seem something of a
“far-out” and ambitious stretch, one reason we’ve selected
this is because it illustrates one fact about retail, even future
retail: there are advantages to the physical store and physical engagement with customers. The benefits of the digital
world are not limited to virtual engagement. What has really
plagued retail in the digital era is not the rise of online ecommerce. Rather it is the inability of physical store retailers to
really adopt and make use of digital technology.
Will Bunnings be able to solve that problem? Probably not
if it sticks to its unadulterated core values, because they do
not encourage the range of innovation that is needed.
However, as we said at the start of this article, it is the need
for the relative values of outperformance and shareholder
value that will drive Wesfarmers, and thus Bunnings. Mr
Scott has illustrated how keenly he understands what that
means in the modern era. Pointed in the right direction, HNN
would be quite sure Bunnings could end up changing retail
itself in Australia.
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RANSOMWARE

IS YOUR POS SAFE?
Hardware retailers rely on their point of
sale (POS) systems more than any other technology. With over 5000 hardware retail companies in Australia, and around 5900 actual
stores, it is both a lucrative market and a sensitive one.
The potential in that market has recently attracted two acquisitions of Australian companies by businesses based in the US. In October
2016 veteran POS software company SYM-PAC
was acquired by Vela International. More recently, in July 2019, POS company Pacsoft was
acquired by ECi, a company that specialises
in hardware and lumber enterprise resource
management (ERP) software, and has been
operating in the UK for over past 20 years as
well.
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These were both friendly acquisitions, and really acknowledgement of just how well Australian software developers
have been doing in the local market, and how the local market is set to expand. ECi remarked, for example, that the
development of mobile systems by Pacsoft were excellent,
and the company is looking forward to further developing
that software.

A changing market
The potential of the Australian market has to do in part
with the overall success of hardware retail, but it is being
driven by one major technological change, and two competing market forces.
The technological change is the same one that is sweeping
through many software sectors: the growing importance
of software as a service (SaaS) . This is software which has
migrated to remote servers in the cloud, and offers an interface that can be accessed via web browsers, and/or thin client
software, with little or no longer term data stored locally.
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Accounting, for example, has progressively moved to cloudbased systems, such as those from Xero, Intuit and MYOB.
The world’s foremost customer relationship management
(CRM) software, Salesforce, was built entirely around SaaS.
Even common, everyday software, including word-processors
and spreadsheets, is now accessed by many through their
web browsers.
The first of the major changes in the Australian market
itself is a shift in the way internet connectivity is delivered,
as the National Broadband Network (NBN) nears completion
(after considerable delays). The second is the rise of more malicious and damaging software viruses, particularly what are
known as “ransomware”. Ransomware invades local networks
of PCs (primarily those running Microsoft Windows, though
MacOS and Linux variants have also appeared), encrypts files
on those networks, and deletes the original files. The malicious software then informs businesses, and even government agencies, that unless they pay a ransom by a specified
time, all their files will be deleted. Those ransoms, even for
small businesses, can be anything from $1000 to $200,000.
These two forces — the failures of the NBN and the rise
of ransomware — to some extent play off against each other,
and inform the attitude that retailers have towards implementing or not implementing SaaS. It is undeniable that,
while it is far from invulnerable, SaaS POS is far less likely to
succumb to a ransomware attack. On the other hand, internet
connections provided by the NBN — which has focused more
on consumer than business-level service provision — have
proven unreliable for many businesses.
Australian hardware retailers, then, are faced by a difficult
decision. They can risk moving to SaaS, where an hour-long
disruption of NBN internet service can cripple a retailer for
hnn.bz

POS Choices

• The market for point of sale
(POS) systems for Australian
hardware retailers is growing.
• There is a division in that market between retailers who will
continue to use POS systems
running on a local server, and
those who will use software as a
service (SaaS) systems, based in
the cloud.
• That market faces two challenges:
• The NBN does not provide
reliable connections to the
internet
• There is a growing threat
from ransomware and other
viruses
• The limitations to the NBN
make local server software
more attractive, as this will limit
disruption.
• However the growing threat of
ransomware makes SaaS more
attractive.
• There is no single answer, and
each retailer will have to decide.

an entire day. Or they can continue to use standard POS running on their own servers, and risk succumbing to a ransomware attack.
To make that kind of decision, what is really needed is
more information. In terms of SaaS, we need to assess just
how reliable NBN service is, and also look at its prospects for
future development. As far as server-based POS is concerned,
we need to assess the extent of the ransomware threat, and
also look at what hardware retailers can do to mitigate that
threat.
One thing, though, that is fairly certain: most Australian
hardware retailers reading this will find that they really do
need to take some kind of action, and they need to do so very
soon. The environment has changed rapidly over the past
year, and many retailers really do need to adjust.
To help us through the comparison of on-premise and
cloud POS services, we’ve drawn on the advice and commentary of two experts in the field.
Mark Schmutter, CEO of SYM-PAC, which is one of the
best-known POS in the hardware industry. SYM-PAC was
acquired by Vela International, a US software company, in
October 2016.
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John Maiuri is president, LBM & Hardlines Group, Building
& Construction Division of ECi, a software company based in
upstate New York. He is also a veteran of both hardware and
POS, coming from a lumber background. ECi is now the owner of well-known Australian POS company PacSoft, which it
acquired in July 2019.
SYM-PAC is a server-based POS system first developed in
1991. ECi specialises in cloud-based SaaS POS solutions.

The NBN tale
NBN internet connectivity is something of a hot topic, and
it’s one that comes up when HNN talks to most Australian
hardware retailers. What usually gets communicated is a
sense of real frustration, not just at service failures, but also
because there seems to be a real lack of appreciation of how
severe an impact these can have on a business. Even if POS
is being run on local servers, other services such as EFTPOS
(electronic fund transfer at point of sale) also rely on these
connections, and are common to just about every retailer.
Of course, it is necessary to acknowledge just how hard it
is to deliver high levels of internet connectivity in Australia.
While Australia does tend, in general, to lag overseas rates of
software adoption by at least a couple of years, in this case
there is a solid reason behind the hesitation. In many ways,
Australia represents one of the most difficult cases for driving adoption of high-speed internet services.
It’s a vast nation, with a low, widely-dispersed population,
and a historic mix of high density urban, low-density urban,
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Top, Mark Schmutter of
SYM-PAC. Bottom, John
Maiuri of ECi.

suburban, ex-urban, regional and semi-desolate population
densities. On a comparative basis, it is 25 million people in a
continent the size of the continental USA, while the latter is
home to around 307 million people.
The result was that in the past Australians paid too much
for very slow broadband, with prices of around $70 a month
for services offering download speeds of around 5 Mbps and
upload speeds of 1 Mbps quite common. Tight caps on the
amount of downloaded data allowed made these services
even more expensive comparatively. Those rates applied in
urban and suburban regions,
while much of the population living beyond the fringes
of the main urban centres
used even more expensive,
slower, satellite-based connections.
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The NBN was, of course,
supposed to have fixed the
problem of fast and reliable
internet connections. Initially introduced as a concept in
2007, its specifications went
through a wide range of
changes. With the assistance
of modern politics, these
changes could be more or
less summed up as an evolution from a system that was
expensive, but effective — to
a system that was expensive,
but ineffective.
The original plan called
for mostly optical fibre
connections that would
deliver around 1000 Mbps to
the majority of homes and
businesses. The network
that was instead created —
at equal cost — can deliver
at most 100 Mbps, with a
substantial minority able to
achieve only 40 Mbps.
It wasn’t just speed that
was affected by the changes,
but also quality. To quote
from a recent article by the
doyen of telecommunications commentators and
consultants, Paul Budde:
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Top, from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, a heatmap of the Australian
population distribution in 2011. Bottom,
the rollout of the NBN as of August 2019.

With the downgrading from a mainly Fibre to the Hub (FttH)
network to one based on a Multi-Technology Mix (MTM), NBNco faced many quality issues. This was especially acute in the
fixed wireless, satellite and fibre to the Node (FttN) parts of the
network.
With the pressure on NBNco to complete their roll-out, fixed
wireless has now been deployed well beyond the initial target
areas. In some cases, it is now being mixed in — within towns
— with fixed NBN networks. This is putting further pressure on
the network capacity required to deliver a good quality fixed
wireless NBN service in regional and rural areas.

The problem is also occurring in the satellite-based part of the
NBN. We were one of the early users of this service in Bucketty,
the Hunter Valley.
While the initial drop-out problems were resolved a year or so
ago, the service is nearly always worse than our Telstra-based
ADSL service. I recently cancelled the NBN satellite service.
Luckily in satellite areas, Telstra continues to deliver the ASDSL
service and this service provides overall a much more reliable
and consistent service than the NBN.
One day, the speed of the NBN service might hit 13 megabytes per second (mbps). Then, the next day or even hour, it’ll
have fallen below 5mbps. Reliability, or the lack thereof, was a
major concern.
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The claims of unreliability of the NBN have been backed
up by a number of reports, as outlined by AAP FactCheck:
A separate ACMA [Australian Communications & Media Authority] report from August 2018 found seven in 10 consumers
(71% for both households and businesses) experienced at
least one issue or fault after NBN connection. ‘The most frequently mentioned issue or fault was drop-outs (49%). Around
one-third of both households and businesses experienced
speed issues and service outages.’
A NSW Business Chamber NBN and Telecommunications
Survey from March 2018 found there were delays and disruptions with the NBN, with 42% of businesses reporting the
NBN was “unreliable”.
During 2019 most services have improved somewhat, with
the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) closely monitoring the situation. The results of its
monitoring of NBN retail service providers (RSPs) are detailed in monthly “Measuring Broadband Australia” reports.
The latest of these was released on 6 August 2019, and details
results for monitoring during May 2019.
Extracted from this report, Chart 1 shows
the daily rate of outages lasting longer than
30 seconds as measured by the ACCC. (The
ACCC notes that as of July 2019 Optus has
likely improved its rate of outages to match
that of the other NBN service suppliers.)
While from the perspective of an average
consumer, this would be a good result, from
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the perspective of businesses, it means on average facing at
least one outage 215 days a year. It’s also a bit alarming to read
this note from the report:
Note that the data exclude outages occurring between midnight and 6am, as RSPs will typically conduct maintenance
operations during this period.
This would seem to show a slight bias towards the lives of
bureaucrats based in Canberra, as retailers quite frequently
do start work at 5:30am or earlier. The ACCC seems to regard
this as a “free zone”, where outages are not relevant.
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Chart 3

ACMA also released a report during
August 2019, entitled “NBN consumer
experience: Households and businesses
— the end-to-end journey”. The data from
this report is a little dated, as it is based on
surveys conducted from January 2017 to
February 2018 for businesses. Chart 3 is from
that report, and shows the percentages of
businesses reporting various kinds of faults.
The most important number, for our purposes, is that 53% of all businesses reported
problems with drop-outs from their NBN
connection. Chart 4 will not come as a surprise to any business owner, as it indicates
that drop-outs were clearly identified as the
most pressing problem by businesses. Chart
5 shows the time to resolve complaints, with
24% of complaints about drop-outs remaining unresolved.

Chart 2

Chart 2 shows the duration of the outages measured by the
ACCC. For major RSPs, around 8% of them are between three
and 10 minutes, and 4% are over 10 minutes.
That translates to 17 outages and over eight
outages respectively throughout an average
year.

Chart 4

What we can conclude from these statistics is that the NBN in its current form is
not, on average, completely reliable. Based
on experience with the distribution of this
kind of performance data, HNN would estimate that the average service level would
produce something like eight incidents a
year with outages between five and 15 minutes, and two incidents a year with outages
at over 15 minutes.

Chart 5

POS stability
For business users of SaaS POS systems,
this kind of unreliability can create a critical
situation. Businesses not reliant on real-time
internet services may be relatively unafhnn.bz

fected by a 10-minute drop-off in service, but for a hardware
retailer, this could mean a sale does not close, or that the customer is annoyed enough to reconsider future purchases. If
an interruption lasts for over an hour, the consequences can
be severe, with retailers forced to revert to manual systems,
which create high costs in extra labour, and can result in
serious errors.
There are, of course, systems that help to reduce the harm
caused by poor internet service. Routers, which sit between
the modem and the internal network (wired or wireless) can
be configured to switch from a standard NBN connection to
a wireless connection when the standard one falls over, or
drops below a set speed.
At least one NBN provider, Vodafone, provides such systems as standard with its NBN services. However, any retailer
with a little technical assistance can set up a similar fallover.
The Taiwan-made Dray Tech modems feature a reliable fallover, and retail for around $200.
That doesn’t, however, cover every situation. Some areas
of Australia have been hit by a complete breakdown of both
wired and wireless internet service at the same time.

The ransomware threat
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The above description of the NBN makes the case to
some extent against using cloud-based POS SaaS. However,
well-maintained SaaS systems do have a great advantage
when it comes to defending against ransomware.
In order to make a genuine comparison between SasS POS
and privately hosted POS, we need to take into account what
the latter needs to do to offer a measure of protection against
ransomware. Problems with connectivity can be bothersome,
but a ransomware attack can potentially destroy an entire
business.
That is important because since 2017 businesses have been
under a new, higher level of threat posed by ransomware.
First of all, don’t think that just being a small target is going
to help you. The Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman (ASBFEO) quotes website Small Business
Trends as reporting that small businesses were the target of
43% of all cybercrimes in 2015, up from just 18% in 2011.
While ransomware attacks against individuals have fallen
since 2018 by around 20% according to security firm Symantec, attacks against businesses continue to grow. Some
estimates state that the number of ransomware attacks on
businesses has nearly doubled since 2017.
Modern ransomware began in 2013, with the CryptoLocker
virus. As compared to earlier efforts, which used comparatively weak encryption, this virus used very strong encryption. Also, unlike earlier efforts, the password needed to
unlock the files could only be accessed remotely, rather than
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storing it in the virus itself, where early prevention efforts
could sometimes retrieve it.
In a survey conducted in June 2017 of 1000 businesses in
the US by Osterman Research for security company Malwarebytes, 81% of those surveyed indicated they had experienced
some form of cyberattack. Of those, 35% were ransomware
attacks. Of those successfully attacked, 22% found they had
to cease operating as businesses.
Most successful modern ransomware viruses, such as
WannaCry (released May 2017) and Petya (released June 2017)
were based on CryptoLocker. However, these viruses added
an additional trick, in that they incorporate simple “worm”
viruses, which help to spread the infection broadly throughout a network.
If you do need any convincing about the potential for
this threat to continue growing, we recommend you take a
few minutes to watch the video at: https://youtu.be/5WJ2KHoo5Fo.
This is provided courtesy of well-known security consultant Brian Krebs (formerly a reporter with the Washington
Post). It’s a promo for an all-in-one, automatic ransomware
program that does everything. It’s sold for USD400. To run it,
all you need is a hacked website, and a basic understanding of
computer networking.
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The Osterman report also notes that about half of the
ransomware attacks were for relatively small amounts of less
than USD1000, but other reports indicate that the average
amount was USD6500. However, the ransom itself is usually
about half the real cost of these attacks, and the other half
comes from business disruption.
The first problem most businesses face is that the ransom
payment has to be made in Bitcoin, which is a difficult system
to navigate. Even after a payment has been made, and files
(hopefully) unencrypted, the business is likely to have a lot
of cleaning up to do, both with IT systems, and rectifying
customer problems.
It’s very important to note the industry best practice is not
to pay the ransom demanded, however tempting this may
seem. Not only does payment tend to encourage further ransomware attacks, but there is no guarantee that the files will
be successfully unlocked.
Many people have been working on helping businesses to
recover from a ransomware attack. These organisations will,
for example, examine a sample encrypted file sent to them to
see if it can be decrypted. If so, they can provide tools to help
with that decryption. They can also offer advice about how
to best recover from the attack in other ways. A good point of
contact is the website: nomoreransom.org.
The best advice that can be given is, very simply, do not
panic. Everything about ransomware, from the ominous
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countdown clock, to the abusive language of the demands,
is designed to panic victims and make it more difficult to
respond. If you can stay calm, you are half way to coming out
of an attack with minimal damage.

Ransomware basics
As it has grown in sophistication, ransomware has come to
consist of three parts. The first part is the entry vector, which
is how the virus gets loaded. The second part is the encryption software itself. The final part is a worm-like virus, which
helps to spread the encryption software over the network.
The entry vector is sometimes called “the loader”, and it is
in the class known as Trojan viruses, as it uses some kind of
concealing delivery mechanism to get onto the network. In
the past, by far the single most common form of loader mechanism was Microsoft Office documents. These could be Word
files, Excel spreadsheet files, PowerPoint, and even Microsoft
Publish. Typically these arrive as email attachments, and
networks become infected by users opening them.
Similar vectors include getting users to visit websites that
can exploit vulnerabilities in browser extensions to load
malware, a technique known simply as “drive by”. Another
common vector is the fake Adobe Flash upgrade. Adobe Flash
itself remains highly vulnerable to virus attacks.
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However, more recently, as businesses have become the
prime target, serious ransomware criminals have increasingly switched to using Microsoft Windows’ remote desktop
protocol (RDP) to gain access. RDP is what businesses use to
remotely access desktop computers and servers. The most
common form of attack is via weak passwords. This is particularly common where system administrators have not
adequately closed off the firewall, allowing access to RDP
through port 3399. Coveware in its quarterly report on ransomware attacks, suggests that 84.5% of ransomware exploits
are now launched through RDP.
(That said, by far the most vulnerable point of entry is the
legacy Telnet port, port 23. In general, most systems don’t
need this port open, and it’s a good first step in any security
setup to start by blocking it. Anything Telnet can do can be
better achieved through SSH.)
The second part, the encryption
software, works by locating the
type of files it is interested in (data
rather than applications). It then
makes an encrypted copy of the
files. When that completes, it verifies those files, and then deletes
the original files.
This is also where good software
providers can really help out, by
making their software as proof
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According to a security report by Coveware:“Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)
based breaches were AGAIN the most
prevalent ransomware attack vector in
Q4. Accordingly, ransomware distributors
are spending increased time inside of
breached networks. Admin credentials
are harvested so backups can be wiped
or encrypted, ensuring the attack has
maximum impact.
“We expect this attack vector to remain
popular until the number of vulnerable
targets shrinks.”

against ransomware as possible. SYM-PAC is one of those
vendors that has worked to provide this protection. According to Mr Schmutter:
SYM-PAC has taken specific steps to ensure that while the
SYM-PAC application is running, the customer’s database files
are in a locked state, and therefore are unable to be compromised by a ransomware attack. This acts as an additional
safeguard to assist with the customer’s other efforts to protect
their data.
ODBC data connectors to the SYM-PAC database are secured
with read-only access outside of the application. Communications data between SYM-PAC systems is carried out using an
encrypted data transport mechanism, which in itself is reasonably secure method of communicating data safely, and to date
has not been comprised.
At SYM-PAC we have done our best to ensure that whilst using
the SYM-PAC software the databases cannot be compressed,
encrypted, and password protected. We have found that this,
along with continual education, has dropped the rate of compromised databases significantly in the past couple of years.
The third part, spreading the infection, works by the virus
making queries through the operating system for any kind of
devices, including PCs, that are capable of storage, then going
off and infecting them, where it makes further queries ... and
so on.
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Hardening systems to infection
Each of these parts of the ransomware virus process has
vulnerabilities, and something can be done at each stage to
either stop the virus, or at lease limit the damage caused.
In terms of the first part, the entry vector, this is a big
problem for hardware retailers. Their computer systems get
used by a wide range of naive users. These entry vectors rely
in large part on what is termed “social engineering”. These
are tricks that somehow get under the defences of users. In
places such as the offices of financial services firms, there is
usually a high level of awareness
about viruses — it has become
part of being any level of executive. On the retail floor, people
with access to the computer
system can include 16 year-old
after-school work experience students, or old-school counter staff
who are great with customers
but struggle with technology.
It’s very hard to explain to
them that you can’t really trust
emails, for example. In fact, most
users don’t realise just how little
you can trust any email. It’s very
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An example of a phishing email that can
get past even experienced users.

simple to send an email from one email address, but make it
look like it has come from — quite literally — any other email
address in the world. That is because the “sender” email information is just some text in the email being sent — it bears no
fixed relation to the email account that has actually sent the
email.
Using this, it can be easy to get people to open attachments.
The trick is to panic them into a reflex reaction. An email that
seems to come from a manager with the subject line “Termination”, and content that reads “Your employment is terminated immediately, and we may consider criminal charges. I
am unable to discuss this with you for legal reasons. Please
read the attached”, is likely to get past many employees.
The general rule is that if someone gets an email with an
attachment from anyone they that they didn’t expect, the
recipient should try to verify that the attachment is genuine.
While education works to help employees understand what
they shouldn’t do, it’s also useful to include training, such as
sending test emails to staff members to see if they remember
not to open them.
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In terms of the major entry point for malware, RDP exploits, the first step is to disable RDP if it is not being used.
Implement a strong password policy on RDP. If you do use
RDP frequently, then set up a remote desktop gateway on a
server, as this is a more secure means of working remotely.
For phase two, where the virus is ready to run, some systems changes can help to prevent the virus from actually
running. This includes disabling the execution of macros in
Office, disabling Windows Script Host and disabling Powershell. Administration privileges should be restricted to those
who know how to use them and actually need them.
For phase three, there are a range of ways to limit the virus’
spread. You can completely disable the NetBIOS and LLMNR
name resolution protocols on all servers, as these are essential to the way in which many ransomware attacks spread
across a network, and not necessary if DNS is setup properly
(except in ad hoc networks). It also helps to switch to entirely
IPv6 addressing, as some ransomware relies on vulnerabilities that persist as legacies of IPv4 addressing.

Hardening local networks
The advice given above is really as much about tweaking
existing networks as anything else. However, if ransomware
is really going to be properly countered, it’s vital to start with
the way the local network is put together. As Mr Schmutter
advises:
Security itself is more of an infrastructure concern than an
application software concern. Ensuring you have a good infrastructure support partner is vital. This should include not only
secure networking, monitored anti-virus but also reliable real
time backups.
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This is a list of the 20 most common
really bad passwords. If you are using
any one of these, for anything, from a
hacker’s perspective, you might has well
not be using a password.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

#20 !@#$%^&*
#19 654321
#18 monkey
#17 123123
#16 football
#15 abc123
#14 666666
#13 welcome
#12 admin
#11 princess
#10 iloveyou
#9 qwerty
#8 sunshine
#7 1234567
#6 111111
#5 12345
#4 12345678
#3 123456789
#2 password
#1 123456

(We know. You were sure “princess”
would be secure.)

While these measures can be more expensive to implement, there is one real upside: If a local network has been
hardened to resist ransomware, it has also been protected
against a range of other problems, ranging from simpler virus
infections all the way up to fire and flood damage.
The one single most effective means of countering ransomware is through data backup. If a business has a working
copy of all its files available that is less than a day old, while
recovery may take some time, the real damage to the business can be quite limited — and there is no difficult decision
about paying a ransom.
However, the kind of backup that will work against ransomware has to be of a specific kind. If files are backed up in
the “normal” way of writing them to a secondary hard disk
drive, the virus will simply encrypt the backup files as well.
The path to data security is to use a network attached storage (NAS) device, which is set to backup the files on the POS
server through a series of block level incremental “snapshots”
of the data. Those snapshots can be run every hour, and they
basically record the changed data, not the entire set of data
files.
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When properly setup, this kind of system will deny encryption by a virus. As a final step, those incremental backups can
be saved to backup in a remote, cloud-based location. That
not only provides yet another layer of protection, but also
protects against, fire, theft, flooding and other forms of physical destruction.
It’s pretty evident through this that we are referencing
different hardware than most hardware retailers currently
have. The first, most basic step to take should be to ensure
that your POS is running on its own server, and not a server
that is used for general business purposes.
There are two good reasons for this. The first is that by
having a separate server, it is much easier to put the POS
system on its own subnet. The two subnets — POS and the
general office server — should connect only through a switch
which has been properly configured to detect malicious traffic. If the general office server gets
infected, provided the POS server
is protected by strong passwords,
it should escape.
The second is that it is easier to
harden a separate POS server by
locking out things such as access
to storage devices through USB
ports (it just needs a change to
Group Policy settings on Windows
Server 2012/16). Also, all of the
security setting described above,
such as blocking different kinds
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From Microsoft, a diagram of how Petya
ransomware works, and what defences
can be deployed against it. Microsoft
has a very good guide to ransomware
prevention, at: https://bit.ly/2MOjaKj

of scripting, are easier to maintain on a server where users
are not tempted to change them for the sake of convenience.
The POS server will not need Microsoft Office, anything to do
with Adobe Flash, or even a PDF reader. It might need email
capability, but if possible this should be locked down to only
sending emails, not receiving them.
The separate POS server is just the start. You would also
need an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), the NAS server,
and a secure router.
Looking at that kind of equipment, it’s pretty evident that
the best way to configure this setup would be through rack
mounting the equipment. Rack mounted servers have a number of outstanding advantages. One is that they are mounted in a protected cabinet, with a lockable door. Rackmount
cabinets themselves are quite inexpensive today, with a
decent 6U cabinet costing less than $100 (though you’ll want
to spend another $30 on cooling fans).
Another advantage is that rack-mounted servers are, in
general, simply better than stand-alone servers. They cost
around 20% more, on average, but that 20% goes to a higher
standard of hardware. You can also specify more of the configuration of these servers.
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To run Windows Server 2016 for a standard POS system,
most retailers could get away with an Intel Xeon Bronze
processor with six cores (which costs around $400) and 16GB
of memory. A good base model to start with is the HPE DL20
Gen10 E-2124 1P 8G N Ety Server, which can be found for under $1800, and the Gen9 version is still on sale for $1200.
For mass storage, it is important to consider both redundancy and backup. Redundancy means that if a disk drive
falls over, the system can continue operating without a hitch.
The best way to achieve this is through what is known as a
RAID array, which enables the computer to treat two or more
drives as though they were one drive.
Using RAID 0 means using two drives, with the data duplicated on each. However, a much better solution is known as
RAID 5. This enables you to use three drives. RAID 5 not only
provides fallover duplication (you only need two of the three
drives working), it also speeds up data access as well. The
sweet spot at the moment in solid state hard drives (SSHDs)
is the 2TB drives. You can equip a rack
server with three of these for around
$600. Total server cost can be anywhere from $2300 to $5500 (and up),
plus drives, depending on the way it
is specified.
The setup needs a rackmount
UPS, which costs around $700, and
a decent high security router, for
around $500. At the moment the least
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No, please do not, under any circumstances, do this with your server rack. DIY
is not the solution to everything.
youtu.be/AgiJx0rSTPE

expensive rackmount NAS with good performance is the
Netgear RR2304, which costs around $800, and will need to be
equipped with at least two drives as well.
At this stage, looking at that equipment, it’s going to be
evident that the only way to go forward is to convert whatever the standard office server is into a rackmount server as
well. That way it can make use of the UPS and the NAS, with
all the backup protection. It won’t be as protected as the POS
server, but pretty close.
In terms of cost, you could probably get away with $11,000
to $12,000, but it’s more likely to cost around $14,000 — per
store. And of course, with this kind of complexity, you will
also have higher costs for tech support.
Those costs are one reason why many retailers have chosen to move to an in-between position, where they don’t go
with cloud POS, but move their own server presence into the
cloud. The costs are typically lower, it’s easier to tap into a
range of additional services, and expanding server capacity,
for RAM, storage, or the CPU, is just a matter of changing a
setting.
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That said, virtual servers are just as prone to ransomware
attacks as non-virtual servers, so they need to be provisioned
in much the same way. And, of course, if you are relying on a
virtual server, then you are just as vulnerable as any cloudbased POS system to NBN outages. For retailers who want
to stay with their established POS system, but not make the
investment in an adequate server setup, and who have faith
in their NBN provider, virtual servers are a good way to go.
Commonly used services include Amazon’s AWS, Microsoft’s
Azure, and Google’s Cloud Servers.
According to Mr Schmutter, using virtual servers is a popular solution with many SYM-PAC clients, especially some of
the larger ones.
We are certainly seeing more and more larger retailers moving
towards virtual servers stored in data centres rather than on a
premise’s local area networks. Our largest multi-store customer consists of over 250 separate trading locations all stored in
a data centre and accessed outside of the on premises local
area network.

The POS SaaS alternative
While HNN did want to provide a real example of the kind
of setup and costs that would be needed to secure a retail operation with POS against the threat of ransomware, we also
wanted to provide a legitimate basis of comparison with the
POS SaaS alternative. The advantages that POS SaaS offers
are, basically:
a) less on-premises IT infrastructure, such as servers;
b) guaranteed reliability and security;
c) no upgrades, coupled with a continuous development
cycle.
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Less infrastructure
With cloud POS, of course, the retailer doesn’t need a second server, which excludes the server hardware and software
costs, as well as the maintenance costs in keeping software
up-to-date. Some hardware costs are built into the periodical
fees paid to the provider, but that aspect is relatively minimal, and it pays — usually — for state of the art server capacity maintained by the software provider in a data centre.
There is also much less technical knowledge needed onsite
to keep things running smoothly. As Mr Maiuri explained the
situation:
The nature of cloud based solutions — and the benefits that
come with them — are multifaceted. They trickle down to the
customer in two different fashions. Looking at the market
in Australia, and the nature of the hardware retail industry
and the timber business, especially the trade supply end of
the business, most people realise that these businesses are
severely lacking in technical expertise. They rely heavily on
third party providers of services. For example, they rely on ERP
[enterprise resource planning] solution providers like Pacsoft
and ECI.

Reliability and security
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Cloud-based POS, in contrast to local store level networks,
is much more immune to ransomware and other vectors of
virus attacks. In part that has to do with the architecture
that is being employed, but it’s also that there is a very high
security awareness. Big data centres are under constant
attack by criminals of all kinds. Through being constantly
tested and employing the best security experts, they offer a
standard of protection that only the very best local networks
can provide.
As Mr Maiuri points out, it’s a new world out there, and
cloud-based POS is uniquely equipped to deal with the
changed environment:
The nature of the world is changing dramatically. Ten to 12
years ago, it was very very rare that you heard of companies
being held hostage for
ransomware, or having viral
outbreaks on their systems
that would put their business to its knees. Today it’s
rampant — even common
— and average businesses just can’t ramp quickly
enough on their own.
The opportunity presented
from the cloud delivery
perspective has essentially
removed that burden from
these businesses overnight. We have spent a vast
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SaaS removes just about all operational
responsibility from the end user.

amount of money to build out an infrastructure that delivers
a solution in a secure manner, and removes all of that distraction from businesses, so that they can focus on what they’re
good at, what truly makes them money. Removing that burden
allows them to grow and expand, and be profitable.

Upgrades
Most non-cloud POS providers limit upgrades to as few as
possible, which typically means some patches throughout
the year, but just one big upgrade once a year, to bring in
new features. Frequently these upgrades are a cause of some
concern for retailers, as some have had experience of cases
where there are system incompatibilities that can result in
unwanted downtime.
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For Mr Schmutter, upgrades are a part of the software business that need careful managment.
It is always a balance between listening to the requirements of
our customers and prospects to aid us in delivering software
change that matters.
There is this Catch-22 for all software development companies. If we do nothing, the product doesn’t need to be upgraded by the customer, but the product stagnates and atrophies.
At SYM-PAC we have always done this in an evolutionary
approach, with continual upgrades to keep things modern and
fresh as the market itself changes its requirements of what it
wants out of good software. Other companies often approach
this as a limited life for each version, followed by a “re-write”.
This often comes with period of years of no development
on the production system while they write and refine a new
product. Usually this new version requires hardware or infrastructure changes, and, as you might imagine, has client costs
associated with it.
Over time we have found that small regular automated updates, released to individual customers and small groups of
customers before being released to the general customer
base is the right way forward to ensure that these are simple
and smooth. We always try to ensure that unless there are infrastructure security concerns, we engineer of our software to
run the same computers and operating system without forcing
our customers to have to upgrade them. That said – computer
hardware does have a limited lifespan and should be upgraded once it’s warranty has run its course.
With cloud-based POS, there are no upgrades in the sense
of massive changes. Instead, the systems are constantly
being improved and tweaked, with new concepts pushed out
for customers to test. If any of these creates a problem, it’s
a simple matter to rollback the changes to the last working
version, and start over again.
It’s a world of upgrades that both takes away the potential
stress on customers, and makes it possible for the software
developer to roll out upgrades every week, if necessary,
without most clients even being completely aware of how the
software constantly improves. As Mr Maiura summarises it:
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Companies like ECI have gleaned the ability to streamline
development processes. We are able to control the outflow of
new editions of the software, and its steady evolution, to the
extent that we reduce cost, and that ease of doing business
trickles down to the customer as well.
We can put more software out there faster with less problems
because we control its delivery. You don’t have to be concerned about somebody that bought a server 10 years ago
and is still still trying to get value out of it when it should have
been retired six years prior to that.

Conclusion

There is, of course, no single answer as to whether cloudbased SaaS or local servers are the best way to go for hardware retail. For retailers in more regional areas especially, the
biggest risk remains a loss of internet connection. That said,
it is likely that, with the ACCC breathing down their necks,
many NBN providers will deliver much better services over
the next two to three years.
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The one thing that we haven’t really dealt with so far,
though, is the issue of familiarity. It is not a factor that
should be ignored. Many retailers are very happy with the
POS systems they use everyday — and many of them have
been using them for well over a decade. They’ve learned
their tricks and secrets, and built aspects of their businesses
around how they work, in terms of setting margins and monitoring stock levels. Those skills and abilities are really worth
something.
Yet familiarity also carries a certain burden. It’s really
what Mr Maiura was getting at when he gave us this analogy,
which sums up a part of the struggle hardware retailers are
going through as they adapt to the need for new technologies:
You know, it’s like spending $5000 to have GPS navigation put
in the dashboard of an old ‘67 Chevy. You might be able to
navigate to California from where you are on the East Coast,
but there’s no telling whether the car itself is actually going to
get there in the end.
We would all like to think that experience, time and passion will lead us to a sustained solution. In the end, though,
what we have is not permanent solutions, but rather the ability to apply our expertise to a constantly changing situation,
and find our way to the set of practices that seem most likely
to work out for us.
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DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING
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YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz

PAINT-O-RAMA
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As HNN highlighted in 2018, since 2015 consolidation forces in the paint and coatings
industry have increased.
One of the main drivers of consolidation is
the need for further technological development. Nanotechnology, in a number of forms,
is likely to transform the coatings industry as
much as autonomous vehicles is transforming
both the automobile and the infrastructure
industries. The key risk, for most of nanotechnology, is environmental, which is a difficult
challenge. However, as with autonomous
vehicles, the development costs may be high,
but the rewards are transformative.
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Research into customers
in Malaysia and
elsewhere led Nippon
Paint to develop its Child
Wellness range. This is
a range of child-friendly
coatings solution. It
includes Nippon Paint
VirusGuard, developed
with Silver Ion Technology to inhibit the growth
of viruses and bacteria
on the coated surface.
The company says this
can help decrease the
spread of contagious
illnesses such as Hand,
Foot and Mouth Disease
(HFMD) and H1N1.

PAINT-O-RAMA
Additionally, despite bad press over the past decade, globalisation continues to be a significant part of the world economy. Paint as a commodity is surprisingly consistent across
cultures and nations, which makes it responsive to these
market forces. There is a fantastic, high-growth market in the
Asia-Pacific region waiting to be tapped, as those regions —
lifted from poverty by globalisation itself — become viable
as significant consumers of a range of home improvement
goods.
Up until recently, the forces of consolidation have been
mostly global/big market directed, with large companies
seeking to become even larger. That became evident in 2016,
when Sherwin Williams moved to acquire Valspar for USD9.3
billion. That acquisition was really not so much a market sector “land grab”, but resulted more from the fact that Valspar
had effectively hit the limits of how much it could grow in
the markets where it competed. Its value as an acquisition
was greater than its value as a stand-alone company.
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While that was true for that one acquisition, it triggered
a series of quite different acquisition moves, as other paint
companies changed strategies to protect themselves
from the economies of scale
and eventual market power of the greatly enlarged
Sherwin Williams. A good
illustration of those fears is
provided by Chart 1, which
shows a comparison of stock
prices between Sherwin Williams and PPG. Beginning
from a similar basis back in
2012, by mid-2019 Sherwin
Williams shares are worth
close to three times the value
of PPG shares. Chart 2, from
a Sherwin-Williams presentation, shows the sizes of the
companies competing in the
market, and indicates that
this remains a highly fragmented market.
Given this, it’s hardly
surprising that the USbased PPG moved to acquire
Dutch-based AkzoNobel
in 2017. Arguably, this was
largely driven by mismatches between AkzoNobel’s
strategies and the evolving
markets where it operated.
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Top: Chart 1 — Stock price difference
between Sherwin-Williams and PPG,
indicates that the former has boosted its
performance since acquiring Valspar.
Bottom: From a presentation slide by
Sherwin-Williams, the approximate
market share by sales of the global paint
market. The top 10 companies make up
just 55% of the market.

This had inhibited its performance and therefore diminished
it acquisition value. After fending off PPG’s generous acquisition offers, AkzoNobel has moved to change its relationship
to markets. While the company’s most recent results, for
FY2019 Q2, show improvement, analysts remain sceptical that
the company will match the projected numbers it promised
investors when refusing PPG’s merger offer over a sustained
period.
It’s an interesting situation, because it points to the underlying reality of “globalisation” for the coatings industry: it’s
not about making cross-border deals for their own sake, but
rather is about achieving the kind of scale needed for future developments. The question that really ends up getting
asked is not if AkzoNobel can reach the performance goals it
has set itself, but whether, if the rest of the coatings industry consolidates and it does not, the company can survive
another 10 years. Given its refusal to accept PPG’s offer, it has
limited its ability to attract future international investment.
Absent consolidation, it could easily move from being the
third largest global paint company to the tenth.

Local consolidation
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The acquisition of Australia’s DuluxGroup by Nippon Paint
is nowhere near the scale of these other takeovers, but it is
significant, both to the Australian market, and to the global
paint industry. Nippon has been very clear that it places a
high value on the in-place assets of DuluxGroup, including its
modern, environmentally-friendly manufacturing plants, and
its highly-skilled management and operations teams.
Strategically, DuluxGroup provides Nippon with the opportunity for modest growth in the Asia-Pacific, with very
moderate risk.
While this is a moderately-sized investment for the large
Japanese company, it could be a far more significant move for
the Australian market.
To underline one example of how Nippon operates in different regions, the company offers a complete online service
in Singapore. It’s possible to select room colours
and order paint online, and to even arrange to have
Nippon company branded painters do the painting.
Singapore is, of course, a very unique market, but
it’s possible these capabilities will eventually come
to play a part in the Australian market.
DuluxGroup has been a little capital constrained
through the eight years since it was demerged
from Orica, and it will be interesting to see what
the company can do with additional financing for
its marketing efforts. But it’s not only what Nippon might do directly in the Australian market, of
course, it’s also the effect the company’s acquisition
will have on other paint companies.
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Chart 3: Nippon Paint’s plans for
growth could be comprimised by recent
earnings, which missed the initial target.
Image from Nippon Paint’s Integrated
Report for FY2018.

In particular, after the demise of Masters Home Improvement, Sherwin Williams has struggled to establish any kind
of a market presence. Today, most trade and retail customers
would struggle if asked where they could buy actual Sherwin Williams branded paints. That’s despite those paints
regularly being regarded as the best overall consumer paints
available in the North American market. Also, while both its
Valspar and Wattyl brands have remained active, they haven’t
advanced by leaps and bounds.
Sherwin Williams, along with every other major paint
manufacturer, has ambitions to benefit from strong growth
in Asian markets, and it is possible that the DuluxGroup
acquisition might stir the company to make further investments in its Australian operations. An outside alternative,
however, could see the company decide to simply pull out of
Australia, and to focus more directly on those Asian markets.
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In that case, it might find a ready buyer for its Wattyl
brand in Nippon Paint. Given the diversity of the paint market, it would be unlikely that the Australian Consumer and
Competition Commission (ACCC) would stand in the way of
that. As a stand-alone brand, Wattyl is not seen to have much
to offer a company such as PPG, which has the very strong
Taubman’s brand in Australia, but Wattyl as an addition to
Australia’s Dulux brand could be powerful — and thus worth
a higher price for acquisition.
Other consolidations in the Australian market seem
unlikely at the moment, though that will likely change in
another two to three years. A possible outcome could be a
consolidation of three or four smaller independent companies into the main “outlier” brand, Haymes. That would likely
be a consolidation based on path-to-market benefits, rather
than technology or brand acquisition.
One of the slight surprises that HNN has become aware
of over the past year is exactly how well PPG is doing with
sales to independent hardware stores. One aspect of this
is that several hardware store owners have indicated to us
that companies such as Wattyl have not done well when it
comes to some of their ranging decisions, especially when
it comes to “smalls” — paint tin sizes one-litre and under.
But ultimately it seems to
have come down to a driven, well-managed PPG team,
staffed with reps and business
development managers that
retailers, quite simply, enjoy
dealing with.
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Chart 4: Sales of architectural and decorative
paints. Source: Australian Paint Manufacturers’ Federation Inc., 2018 Annual Report. bit.
ly/2ZEb9dz

Local market forces
While global and local corporate
forces will likely have a large effect
on the Australian paint industry
for FY2019/20, market demand
is also going to play its part. For
many paint companies, such
as DuluxGroup, while the new
housing market is an important
contributor to their revenues, it’s
really the renovation/maintenance
market that drives their revenues
and — especially — their margins.
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The bad news is that, historically, the renovation market in most
Australian states and territories
has been stagnating for some time.
The statistics HNN has used to
track renovations are derived from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) series 5206.0 - Australian National Accounts: National Income,
Expenditure and Product. This
derives “alterations and additions”
from surveys indicating household expenditure, and is thus
not limited by a minimum size of
renovation, as other ABS statistics
such as building approvals are.
HNN has used the chain volume
measures, which represents true
demand. The timescale used represents the sum of the four quarters to the March quarter of the
nominated year.
As chart 5 indicates, the hardware industry had greatly benefitted from a strong surge in renovation activity which took place
from 1997 through to 2005 (with
a fall in 2001, perhaps due to the
implementation of the GST), and
effectively lifted the industry to
a new plane. In those nine years,
New South Wales (NSW) spending
on renovations rose from a low
Top: Chart 5, ABS data on expenditure on renovations, based on household surveys.
Bottom: Chart 6. Percentage of renovations for
each state and territory.
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of $7745 million to a high of $16,005 million, an increase of
over 106%. Victoria (VIC) numbers increased from a low of
$3865 million to a high of $9235 million, an increase of an even
greater 139%. Queensland (QLD) increased renovation spending by over 200%, and all other states and territories saw
gains of over 100%, except for South Australia (SA), which
increased by 90%.
Since that 2005 peak, however, in most states the industry
has fluctuated up and down, but not effectively increased
above it. Over the subsequent nine years, renovation spending in NSW fell by $2392 million and in QLD by $1355 million.
VIC, however, has followed its own path since 2005, with
a slowing, but stable increase in renovation spending every
year. It is notable also that over the past five years, QLD has
had a faster pace of growth than the other states, increasing
from $5186 million to $7739 million in renovation spending, a
rise of $2553 million or over 49%.
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Looking at Chart 6, which shows the percentage of national revenue spending for each
state, it’s evident that the top
three states for renovation spend
— NSW, VIC and QLD — consistently make up around 80% of
the total spend. It’s interesting
to note, also, that over the past
12 years, from 2008 to 2019, there
has been only two years — 2010
and 2019 — when QLD and NSW
have moved in the same direction
in terms of share of renovation
spend. That suggests a possible
correlation in terms of renovation spending between these two
states, where when it decreases in
one, it increases in the other, and
vice versa.
As well as the ABS numbers derived from the national accounts
statistics, there is another set of
ABS statistics that provides an
interesting view into renovations.
This is ABS 5601.0 Lending to
households and businesses, a new
series developed for 2019. Numbers for this are show in Chart
7, which plots lending for households, including refinancing, as
well as alterations and additions
for owner occupied dwellings.
The two first things that are
striking about this chart is the
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Top: Chart 7 shows lending to households related to dwellings, and lending
related to renovation activities.
Bottom: Chart 8 shows lending for
renvoations as a percentage of overall
lending related to dwellings.

ongoing, overall decline in lending for renovations, and the
sharp spike in household lending from the beginning of 2012
through to the beginning of 2015, followed by a year of falls,
then the continuation of the upward surge until the start of
2017.
Chart 8 shows the percentage of overall lending that went
to alterations and additions. Except for a peak in December
2008, shadowing a rise in lending to households slightly earlier, it’s a clear progression downwards.
The final thing we need, of course, is the background
information for house prices, to see how renovations might
correlate to that readily available data. Chart 9 shows the
ABS’s capital city price indexes, which provides an indication
of activity in Australia’s more active real estate markets.
Chart 10 is a condensation of the information about renovation activity. It shows the percentage gain and loss in the
ABS series 5206.0 numbers we started with.
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One question we can answer is that, at least in terms of recent years, the notion long suggested in the hardware industry that
as house prices and construction
declined, spending on renovations
increased is not at all true. Both
have declined recently, which is a
sign of finance and investment leaving the housing sector altogether.
We can also say that Australia
has increasingly become much less
of a “renovation nation” than it
might have been at one time. There
is a clear line of decline in financing
from 2004 until early 2019, both in
terms of financing, and in terms of
overall funds spent. VIC is something of a slight exception, but
NSW shows few signs of possible
growth, and QLD has simply made
its way back up to its former peak
in 2004.
HNN does think there is a further possibility we can see in these
statistics. Increasingly (and unfortunately) housing is becoming a
dominant form of investment, especially for people under 40 years-old.
As such, what we believe is happening is that asset management
practices are replacing lifestyle
choices when it comes to choices
about dwellings.
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Top: Chart 9 shows a levels of house
prices in capital cities, based on the ABS
price index.
Bottom: Chart 10 shows the percentage
change in renovation spending.

In that case, we can expect renovations to decrease when
house prices go up, because the main market signal is scarcity, not house quality. Similarly though, when house prices go
down, renovation is also unlikely, as the risk is suffering from
a reduced return on that investment.
The time when renovation is likely to increase dramatically
is when house prices are stable to gradually increasing, at a
percentage point or so above background inflation. In a balanced, but positive market, issues of quality become important in both selection and price determination.
The relatively good news for renovations is that it’s possible that by FY2020/21 a degree of price stability in housing
markets will have returned. One reason why the Reserve
Bank of Australia (RBA) has cut interest rates in July 2019
was to stop a steep dive in house prices, which could then
have created a new bubble in the future. At the same time,
the RBA did not cut rates further in August 2019, because it is
seeking a stable market, not a stimulus market. House prices
are now beginning to recover, and hopefully by mid-2020 will
trend to slower, gradual growth.

The new renovation
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While that stability will be good for general renovation
growth (if HNN’s suggested model holds true), it’s still likely
that total expenditure on renovations will remain modest. A
possible strategy for retailers will be to move more towards a
“shallow/wide” approach to the market — smaller, easier, less
expensive renovation activities, but more of them.
Paint fits perfectly to that category. In fact, there has been
ongoing growth over the past ten years in a smaller category,
where paint plays a major role. While there has always been
something of a defining line between renovation and maintenance, increasingly these are becoming combined. We could
call this”mainovation”, but it is probably more accurate to call
it something like “flip ‘n fix”, or FnF for short.
The typical FnF job involves a task which is oriented towards maintenance, but includes an element of renovation.
For example, repainting a kitchen might trigger a change to
kitchen cabinet doors, or the need to fix some taps might lead
to new fixtures, and repainting the walls as
well.
Figures from Roy Morgan, released in
2017 for the period October 2015 to September 2016, show this trend, as seen in Chart
11. Their statistics indicate that 8.4 million
households (out of a reported pool of 13.6
million total households) did some form of
“renovation”, but less than 2.3 million spent
over $5000 on that work. Over 5.8 million did
minor repairs and alterations, and 3.7 million
did some form of inside or outside painting.
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Chart 11 shows figures from Roy Morgan
indicating an increase in smaller renovation tasks.

The trend extends to the US market as well, and was noted
by Bob Wells, senior vice-president of corporate communications for Sherwin-Williams during the company’s FY2019 Q1
results presentation:
And we also believe that you’re likely to see kind of a shift
away from high ticket, which has been driving a lot of the
remodelling spend over the last few years, to a lower ticket,
which primarily is painting and decorating.
The FnF market, for paint sales, has two main drivers: fashionability, and ease of execution. FnF is really DIY renovation
scaled down to match the decreased capabilities (and more
limited true leisure time) of today’s homeowners.
This is a trend of some importance for the paint industry
(and hardware retailers), because as the technical capabilities
of paints improve, the period between required repaints has
increased. For example, it was once quite common to repaint
hallways and entranceways every four years or so. With additives improving the “scrubability” of paint surfaces, it’s more
common to see these areas repainted on the same schedule as
the rest of the house, every six to seven years.
(It’s worth noting, of course, that some of that reduction
in painting frequency is made up by higher paint prices and
margins, but that extra margin is subject to market competition.)
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Marketing
What is going to take the industry — the overall hardware
industry, but especially the paint industry — to its next peak
in coming years? The 2005 renovation peak was largely a
price/value peak, driven by gradually rising house values and
a desire for improved living spaces. The next peak, for the
2020s, is going to be about the fit between market expectations and goods delivered as services to consumers.
Australian paint companies have to a large extent “assumed” constant demand and dedicated their marketing
to moving that demand to their brands. To create market
growth, paint brands need to move to building demand.
For example, with the average time to repaint at over six
years, motivating Australians to repaint closer to every five
IBM and Behr paints in the US have won the grand prize at the 2018 Internet Advertising
Competition. This is how the advertising is described:
“Behr came to IBM Watson Advertising looking to drive awareness and inspiration around
their interior paint colors using artificial intelligence. Their goals were to make the interior
paint color selection process easier for consumers by helping them determine their perfect
paint color, learn about Behr’s top-of-the-category benefits, and increase Behr’s brand
favorability and purchase intent.
To help Behr reach, engage, and connect with consumers on a 1:1 level using AI-powered technology, IBM Watson Advertising and Behr launched the first AI-powered IBM
Watson Ads advertising campaign for the retail industry. Watson used natural language
processing, tone analysis, and extensive training on Behr colors to enable 1:1 dialogue
and deliver a unique paint color recommendation for each user.“
The image at right is an example of a simple dialogue through the advertising process.
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years could increase overall paint sales by 20%. Gaining that
kind of result, however, would require the industry to change
consumer perception of paint, from being mostly about
maintenance, to being more about fashion.
To achieve the combination of promoting paint as an
“interim”, FnF renovation, and thus as being as much about
fashion as maintenance, paint companies (and other suppliers) will need to change the focus of their marketing. While
overall “halo” brand marketing will remain important, more
expenditure needs to be shifted to marketing between retailers and their trade/DIY customers.
There are two reasons for this: the one area where paint
companies have failed is in social media marketing; and paint
companies have barely touched the potential for marketing
presented by retailers and their “paint counters”.
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One trend that HNN believes will become stronger over
the next five years is the fracturing of the current
monolithic social media platforms into a series of smaller, special interest groups. Social media originated by
paint companies, but expressed through the distinct
geographic location of hardware retailers has the potential to be a powerful tool to promote paint. It would open
up the possibility of seeing other people’s homes, and
their use of paint, adding a social layer to the design and
decision making process.
As HNN has mentioned in the past, today’s paint
counter varies very little from those of 20 years ago. It
consists of an actual counter, paint mixing machines,
and racks of colour chip cards. Computer-aided displays
of paint choices would seem to be something of an obvious choice, and — again — these could include a social
media overlay to make the entire process of paint selection more engaging.
Of course, if this seems to be such a good idea, it’s valid
to ask the question why paint companies (and other
suppliers) have yet to act and adopt these strategies.
That question really takes into deep territory which is
as much about the structure of the paint industry (and
other suppliers) as much as strategy.
Two forces have worked to inhibit supplier marketing.
The first was the decline in the effectiveness of standard forms of advertising, such as print magazines and
newspapers. The second was a market that had shifted
focus primarily to price, as more technologies became
commodified. The result has been diminished marketing
functions at suppliers.
Structurally, one of the big shifts at major suppliers
over the next six years will be the rise of much stronger in-house marketing divisions, with an emphasis on
growing market presence through social media. That
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form of marketing is likely to become more important and
popular than television advertising was in the 1980s. This
move will probably start when major companies recognise
that social media is a natural match to data analytics. That’s
likely to happen within the next two years.
If that sounds far-fetched, one paint company at least has
understood this imperative, and started to act. PPG acquired
PaintZen in January 2018 (www.paintzen.com). PaintZen
helps homeowners find and manage painting services. PPG
has integrated the online platform into paint sales as well,
by enabling users to select and order 200mm square paint
swatches. Services extend to a job manager for the painting
contract, and paint consultants who will help homeowners
select colours.
Today, we no longer think in terms of “typing pools”, or
even (really) “word-processing”. We have a range of communication techniques blended into everyday business — email,
texting, Slack. In the near future, social media advertising
will, similarly, be synonymous with every advertising campaign.

Performance
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As debate continues to rage regarding whether globalisation is a good thing or not, we can’t escape the fact that we
are, today, living in a highly globalised world. That is heavily
underlined by the results from PPG, AkzoNobel, Nippon and
even Australia’s DuluxGroup. All of these companies trade
internationally. All are continuously seeking to become even
more global.
As a result, all of these companies have suffered to some
extent from changes to the Chinese economy, as that nation
grapples both with an internal evolution brought about by
increased prosperity, and increased external trade pressures.
It’s a matter of some frustration that those external problems
have been exacerbated by the trade tariffs imposed by the
current US administration, as it works to shore up the least
productive sectors of its economy.
While it is tempting to regard those external pressures as
being somehow dominant, most
experts in the Chinese economy
agree that the nation’s internal
forces far outweigh external
forces when it comes to the
current slowing in China’s gross
domestic product (GDP) growth.
Richard Dasher, director of
the US-Asia Technology Management Center at Stanford
University has pointed out that
currently net exports are only
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Top: Chart 12 is from the McKinsey
Company’s “What can we expect in China
in 2019?”, accessible at: mck.co/2LxlBgI
Bottom: Chart 13 shows comparative
GDP growth over ten years for major
world regions,

1% of the total Chinese GDP (whr.tn/2YhK5TZ), and of that
1%, only 5% is reliant on the US, and thus affected by newly
imposed sanctions. Marshall W. Meyer, emeritus professor of
management at the Wharton School of Business, sees three
main factors in the Chinese slowdown: an ageing workforce
(partially a legacy of the one-child policy); a normal slowdown in an economy after a period of rapid expansion; and
an economy that had become very reliant on government
investment in infrastructure as a main driver.
As important as those issues are, however, Prof. Meyer sees
the country’s lagging productivity as the key issue. Combined
with growth funded by high levels of debt, the result will be
an economy that seeks to move up the value chain of production. Global competition in the future, in other words, is
going to be much more about innovation than cheap sources
of labour. To borrow a pithy sentence from The Economist,
“Supply chains are as disaggregated as they are likely to get”.
Nippon Paint is already progressing on this path. It has
been busy upgrading its coatings production process in its
new Chinese plants. This includes introducing cutting-edge
Industry 4.0 processes to the plant it has built in Xianning,
Hubei province. Reports state that as few as 50 workers can
run the entire production facility. It’s estimated this facility
can produce over 180,000 tonnes per year.
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In terms of how the Chinese economy directly affects paint
companies, it’s important to note that these companies interact with China both as a source of production, and a rapidly
growing market. It’s also worth noting that in the ranking of
the top 10 paint companies in the Asian Pacific region, two
Chinese companies are now listed: Oriental Yuhong, with
sales of USD669 million in 2018, and Xiangjiang Coatings with
sales of USD608 million.
In that same list, Nippon Paint is number one, with revenue of USD5480 million, and Australia’s DuluxGroup is
ranked at number 5, with sales slightly less than 25% of Nippon Paint’s. Of the top 10, four are Japanese companies, two
Indian, two Chinese, one Australian, and one South Korean.

Companies
We have provided more in-depth analysis of the performance of the global top four companies, plus Australia’s DuluxGroup. However, it’s also useful to have a quick overview
of the top numbers for those companies.
As a note to all the financial results, HNN has elected to
not include results adjusted to eliminate the effects of exchange rate fluctuations. These results made sense from 2015
to 2018, but in 2019 such fluctuations are expected, and currency hedging has become a key corporate skill. Additionally,
the results we present are comparative, and all companies
operate under similar currency difficulties.
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Exchange rate fluctuations have become
a part of modern business. The JPY/CNY
rate shows a common pattern, a period of
sharp change, followed by cyclical fluctuations. Source: FXTop bit.ly/33z0aVc

Sherwin Williams
For the company’s FY2018, it reported good results. Sales
were USD17.53 billion, up by USD2.55 billion or 17% on the
previous corresponding period (pcp), which was FY2017.
Much of this growth came from Sherwin’s acquisition of
Valspar, but organic growth was itself 4.7%, the company
stated. Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA) was USD2.32 billion, up by 4.4% on
the pcp. However, net income from continuing operations
before income taxes came in at USD1.36 billion, falling by
over 7.4% on the pcp. That decline was largely due to a sharp
increase in cost of goods sold (COGS).
Results for the first half of the company’s FY2019 are also
promising, with sales increasing by over 2% on the pcp, which
was the first half of FY2018. While demand softened during
the half, this was offset by higher prices and the beneficial
effects of a customer program launched in 2018.

Sherwin-Williams has relied on its close
partnership with US big-box home
improvement retailer Lowe’s Companies
to help boost North American revenues.

PPG
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PPG’s performance stuttered during the second-half of
FY2018, hit by a combination of increased raw materials
prices (both titanium oxide and petroleum costs went up),
slackening demand in China, and adverse fluctuations in nonUS currency exchange rates. Overall for the year, volumes
suffered, as the company sought to
recoup cost losses by increasing prices
on many of its product lines. Net sales
increased by 4% on the pcp (FY2017)
to reach USD15.4 billion. However, net
income from continuing operations fell
by 3%, to USD1.3 billion.
The company’s problems persisted
during the first half of FY2019, with net
sales falling by 3.34% to USD7.6 billion,
and income before taxation down over
13% to USD762 million. However the
company stated that, in constant currency, sales for Q2 FY2019 were up by
1%, as selling prices lifted by 2%.

AkzoNobel
AkzoNobel is noted for having
turned down a generous acquisition
offer by PPG during 2018, suggesting
instead that it would remedy its poor
performance, and return more value
to investors. FY2018 turned out to be a
little disappointing in this regards, but
results for the first half of FY2019 indicate it could reach some of its declared
performance objectives.
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Top: Chart 14 shows a graph taken from
an investors’ presentation given by PPG,
showing PPG’s performance in return on
capital (RoC) for ongoing operations.
Bottom: From AkzoNobel’s annual report
for 2018, this shows the company’s
revenue sources.

In FY2018 revenue fell by 4% over the pcp (FY2017) to reach
EUR9.3 billion. Operating income was down 27%, reaching
EUR605 million, and net income from continuing operations
was also down 7%, at EUR410 million. The decline was due
to the same forces that affected most coatings manufacturers: increased raw material prices, lower sales volumes, and
adverse fluctuations in non-Euro currencies.
For the first half of FY2019 the company reported more
positive results. Revenue remained flat, increasing by 1% in
constant currency terms, to come in at EUR4.6 billion. Operating income increased by 40% on the pcp (first half FY2018),
coming in at EUR421 million, and net income from continuing
operations was EUR280 million, up 24%.

Nippon Paint
Nippon reported relatively poor results for its FY2018. The
original forecast called for consolidated net sales of JPY650
billion, which was sharply revised down to JPY615 billion, and
came in at JPY623 billion, a lift of 2.9% over the pcp, which
was FY2017. Operating income was JPY66.2 billion, down 11.7%
on the pcp, and net income was JPY34.2 billion, delivering
return on equity (ROE) of 6.8%, down by 7.8%.
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According to Nippon, a major contributing factor to the
poor results was a slide in sales for China, where fewer housing completions and new regulations deflated the market.
The company was also hit by increased raw commodity costs.

DuluxGroup
In what could be the last comprehensive financial report
from Australia’s DuluxGroup, the company reported flat
results, with a difficult first quarter offset by stronger performance in the second quarter. Sales revenue came in at $893
million, indicating growth of around 0.2%, while earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) rose by 0.5% to $109 million.
The company reported that decorative paint sales volume
fell by 4% for the half. The company’s Selleys and Parchem
division recorded good EBIT growth of 16.7%, but every other
business segment recorded EBIT declines, with B&D Group
down 5.9% and Lincoln
Sentry down 6.2%.
The company remains
optimistic regarding its
prospects for FY2019,
repeating earlier guidance that sales would be
heavily balanced into the
second half of the year.
In-depth analysis begins on page 104.
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From Nippon Paint’s Integrated Report
for 2018, this shows some of the company’s strategic thinking.

John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

SHERWIN WILLIAMS
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Like most other paint and coatings companies, Sherwin-Williams has found itself beset
by difficulties over the past year. As the president and CEO of the company, John Morikis,
stated in his prefatorial remarks to the 2018
annual report, after referencing the company’s financial gains over the year:
We posted these outstanding results while also making tremendous progress on the integration of Valspar, the largest
acquisition in our history. Integration synergies in 2018 exceeded the target we set at the beginning of the year. We also
faced significant and persistent raw material inflation for the
second year in a row, which we responded to with selling price
increases, some of which were still flowing in as we entered
2019. Tariffs, global trade uncertainty, interest rate hikes and
other headwinds also impacted the operating environment.

Among the woes the company faced was
a curious drop-off in sales during its FY2018
Q4, with October and November showing
a strong slump. Even Mr Morikis confessed
himself stumped as to what caused this, stating during the presentation of results to investment analysts:
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Image from Sherwin-Williams FY2018
Annual Report. While
Sherwin-Williams is a
global company, the
North American market
remains key to its earning power.

While we could speculate why sales slowed down in October
and November, the conspicuous rebound in December and
January argue against a sustained broad-based downturn in
our end markets.

He did, however, point to general weakness in some global
operations as contributing to the results:
Some of this weakness is likely explained by the impact of
tariffs. Our industrial wood finishing business in China is
probably the best example, down in the high single digits year
over year. Wood finishing also slowed in Europe in the fourth
quarter.
Additionally, Mr Morikis also confirmed in response to an
analyst’s question that DIY sales were in a state of decline.
I’d say DIY -- trend in DIY has been soft most of the year, so it
continued to be soft and it was a little softer than we would
have liked or expected. It’s probably in line with what we’ve
been seeing, for the most part, over the year from a trend
standpoint.
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Fortunately for Sherwin-Williams, the sales for October
and November 2018 did turn out to be more of a blip than a
trend. The Americas Group division, which operates the company’s own paint outlets and paint manufacturing, posted a
sales increase for the FY2019 H1 of 4.37% over the pcp (FY2018
H1), reaching USD4911 million, with profit lifting a similar
3.99% to USD943 million.
The Consumer Brands division also performed well.
This division manages the sale of Sherwin-Williams paints
through third-party retailers, and operates a global supply
chain for paint, coatings and related products. It also looks after the company’s Australian-based operations. It recorded a
slight increase in sales of just 1.73% over the pcp, coming in at
USD1459 million, but also lifted profit by over 38% to USD165
million.
One aspect of the company that is helping to drive performance is its ongoing integration of the Valspar businesses.
Mr Morikis offered a comment
on the progress of this process in
response to an analyst’s question
during the results presentation for
FY2019 Q2:
We’ve spoken about our goal to
drive this business up to a 20%
operating margin and we feel as
though the businesses, the customers, the technology all give us even
more confidence than [when] we
initiated this acquisition. The key
area here is our focus on the solutions that will help our customers to
be more successful.
When we look at this business, we’re
not driving and chasing every shiny
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Left, John G. Morikis, chairman,
president and CEO; and Allen J.
Mistysyn, chief financial officer. Source:
Sherwin-Williams Annual Report 2018.

object. We’re really focused on those areas that are meaningful for our customers that allow them to reach and exceed their
goals and in turn allow us to provide a reward for our shareholders. So we’re very focused on the right customers, the
right programs, the right technologies, having the right people
at the right place doing the right things that drive these results
and we have great confidence in our ability to do that.

Two of the changes that the company has gone through recently were its replacement by Benjamin Moore paints in Ace
Hardware Stores in mid-2019, and a deepening of its relationship with US big-box hardware retailer Lowe’s Companies in
early 2018. Under the latter arrangement, Sherwin-Williams
will become the sole nationwide supplier to Lowe’s US retail
outlets for interior and exterior paints.
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Mr Morikis agreed with an analyst who asked whether the
closer alignment with Lowe’s had significant benefits, during
the presentation of the first quarter results.
We are looking at a collaborative view of how do we help our
customer reach their goals. And so sharing of information and
the tactics that we use are certainly in line with their goals. And
it allows us to have more open dialogue with how to best help
them reach those goals. And so there’s a lot of momentum
there.
There’s a terrific leadership team that is driven to improve
those results, and we want to make sure that our resources are
in line with the goals that they have.

The Outlook
At that same results presentation, Bob Wells, who is senior
vice-president for corporate communications, gave a good
summary in response to an analyst’s question about the company’s outlook for 2019, in particular what the growth drivers
would be.
As a reminder, where we stand right now from an industry
standpoint, more than 80% of gallon volume in the industry is
going into the repaint markets, both residential and nonresidential. So it is what will drive industry volume over the foreseeable future.
We think it’s an oversimplification to assume that turnover
[sales of established dwellings] is the only driver of remodelling activity. In fact, if you look
at all the historical drivers of US
remodelling activity, only one,
albeit an important one, that is existing home turnover, has stalled
over the last 12 to 18 months.
The others, including ageing
housing stock, home value appreciation, strong employment
backdrop, consumer confidence,
et cetera, remain intact. And I’d
argue, a lot of those are getting
stronger.
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A slide from Sherwin-Williams’ June 2019
presentation to investors which shows
how the US market is shifting from DIY to
pro/tradie painters.

The other kind of difference in this cycle is in recent years,
there have been some unique nontraditional factors driving
demand for remodelling. For example, the baby boomers’
decision, at least up to this point, to age in place. Baby boomers represent about a third of owner-occupied households that
over the last couple of years have accounted for about [half] of
the remodelling spend. And we’re not seeing that slow down,
at least there’s no indication that, that’s slowing down.
As I mentioned in my previous comments on the housing
market in general, the conversion of single-family rentals and
vacant homes back to owner-occupied, we’ve actually seen a
reversal in the rate of homeownership. It’s been declining or
stagnant for years. Now we’re seeing it start to tick back up as
those rental — single-family rentals — are being absorbed by
owners.

And it’s important to note that the roughly three million housing units that went from rental or vacant to owner-occupied
over the last couple of years, on average, are in higher disrepair than an existing home transaction would generally be,
and therefore require more remodelling and higher spend per
unit than a typical existing home transaction.
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So our conclusion is, absent a recession, these factors are going to continue to drive growth in remodelling spend at higher
rates than overall growth in the housing market. And it’s true
that [the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University] has lowered their outlook for 2019, but we’re still above
5% remodelling spend. And we also believe that you’re likely
to see kind of a shift away from high ticket, which has been
driving a lot of the remodelling spend over the last few years,
to a lower ticket, which primarily is painting and decorating.

In a market presentation in June 2019, Sherwin executives
spent much of their time outlining where they see future
demand originating. Among the points the company made
about future growth are these:
• Residential and non-residential square footage in the US market has increased by 18% since the prior peak of paint sales in
2004, indicating that their is plenty of “runway” for further
growth in paint sales.
• Housing growth is not keeping up with growth in demand,
indicating further pressures for ongoing growth in construction.
• Statistics forecasting demand for repaint and remodel services show demand diminishing,
but remaining above 5%.
• Housing turnover (resale of established dwellings) continues
to trend upwards from the low
reached in 2010/11 (at the conclusion of the GFC), though at
around 5%, these are well below
the 2006 peak of 7.5%.
• Median age of housing stock
continues to increase, currently
at over 40 years.
• 76% of US housing stock was
constructed prior to 1990.
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A slide from Sherwin-Williams’ June 2019
presentation showing the contribution of
the divisions to the company’s sales.

Analysis
Sherwin-Williams is, without doubt, an outstanding performer in the global coatings industry at the moment. It is
worth noting that, especially since the acquisition of Valspar, it truly is a coatings company, with only 39% of its total
revenues based on architectural paints. That said, while the
Performance Coatings division contributed 40% of sales for
the three divisions, it only contributed 21% of the profits.
The real difficulty, of course, with demand forecasting for
the paint industry is that it relies very much on the underlying economy. That simple caveat in the quote from Bob Wells
above, “absent a recession”, carries a lot of weight.
In terms of Sherwin-Williams, two things remain of concern beyond the possibility of a recession. One is simply that
a key fact which has emerged about the current US Administration — outside of political, social and cultural issues — is
that its domestic economic policy has a very narrow focus.
This relates largely to job creation in forms of manufacturing
which have a diminishing role in the world economy, except
in forms where workforce participation is largely replaced by
robotics. It’s possible that under this form of economic guidance, the US economy may escape from actual recession, but
enter into a period of low growth for a decade or more.
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The second issue is one which was raised at the end of the
FY2019 Q2 results presentation by the always entertaining
Rosemarie Jeanne Pitras-Morbelli, an analyst with G. Research. She asked:
In terms of China and the demand, which obviously had
slowed down because of tariffs, but seems to be picking up in
terms of domestic demand. Would that be helping? Are you
seeing it, first of all? And is it mostly in your wood business
that you would see it if it is occurring?
Mr Morikis responded:
Well, part of that has to do with the focus of our businesses. I
would say that we’re looking more into that domestic business,
Rosemarie, but it’s not been a primary area of our focus. So
while we’re looking to grow in those areas, that speaks more
to the point I made earlier about the fact that given our market
share and the opportunity to
grow, that we need always to be
looking for those opportunities
regardless of what’s happening
in the market.
We’ve not been traditionally
solely focused on one area, but
we’ve been more focused on
the exported products than we
have been the domestic market.
And so that gives us a terrific
opportunity to grow forward in
the future.
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A slide from Sherwin-Williams’ June 2019
presentation to investors which indicates
guidance for Fy2020..

There are two issues which emerge from this. If leadership
in the global paint market is going to depend to some extent
on size, then not investing in one of the largest potential
markets for coming decades opens up a vulnerability in
Sherwin-Williams. Secondly, it’s no accident that the issues of
domestic investment in China, and the imposition of harsh
tariffs by the current US Administration are interlinked here.
Trade relations are not confined to narrow tranches, but tend
to be broad paths. Blocking one such path typically leads to
occlusions of others as well.
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Specifically, Sherwin-Williams may be planning growth by
acquisition as a strategy for the Chinese domestic market.
Any such move
would likely
require the
agreement of
the Chinese
government.
The chances of
such an agreement being
easily granted
have likely diminished over
the past year.
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PPG
Of all the major paint and coatings companies, it is PPG that seems to have the closest reliance on technological development.
Sherwin-Williams, we could say, is very much
about integrative developments, in markets
and between company functions. AkzoNobel
is (increasingly) about market fit, and Nippon
Paint has, along with many other great Japanese companies, a sense of the culture of its
products, the culture of paint. But PPG really
is about having a clear faith in innovation, ongoing change, and reaching, as much as possible, for the next market.
It’s best to draw a portrait of the company
not from the words of its CEO or board chairman, but from the company’s self description
in its annual report filings:
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For 2020, PPG has
selected a deep blue
as its premier colour.
According to PPG:
“Chinese Porcelain
(PPG1160-6), offers escapism in today’s technologically driven society.
Hand-selected by PPG’s
global color experts, the
shade is a blend of cobalt and moody ink blue
that imparts calmness
and restful sleep while
also offering the spirit of
hopefulness – a precious
commodity in a restless
world.”

Technology innovation has been a hallmark of PPG’s success
throughout its history. The Company seeks to optimise its investment in research and development to create new products
to drive profitable growth. We align our product development
with the macro trends in the markets we serve and leverage
core technology platforms to develop products for unmet market needs. Our history of successful technology introductions
is based on a commitment to an efficient and effective innovation process and disciplined portfolio management.

The report also outlines the risks PPG faces:
Recently, global economic uncertainty has increased due to
a number of factors, including slowing global growth, global
stock and commodity market volatility, disruption in existing
trade agreements, the imposition of tariffs and the threat of
additional tariffs, the United Kingdom’s exit from the European
Union, weaker demand in China and increasing interest rates
in the United States. PPG provides products and services to a
variety of end-use markets in many geographies.
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A short take on PPG over the past 12 months would be to
say that it has become vulnerable to the risks it has enumerated. The results for FY2019 H1, for example, are disappointing, and indicate the company is finding it difficult both to
grow and to find profitability. Sales for the half were down
by 3.34% on the pcp (FY2018 H1), reaching USD7648 million.
Income before taxes fell by over 13% on the pcp, at USD782
million, while income from continuing operations net of tax
was down by over 16% at USD594 million.
At the moment, the main narrative from PPG as regards
its troubles is that it has chosen to move on price increases
ahead of the rest of the market. At the company’s presentation of results for FY2019 Q2 this exchange between analyst
Dmitry Silversteyn of the The Buckingham Research Group
and the CEO of PPG, Mike McGarry, outlines how this strategy has worked:
You mentioned that you’ve taken price for 11 quarters when
the demand conditions were amenable and we’ve had strong
economic conditions. We’re seeing a pretty meaningful slowdown across the globe when it comes
to industrial economy. And if you kind
of read the early signs, it may actually
gets worse before it gets better.
How does this environment, given
that, yes, you are adding technology,
but you’re competing against other
very competent players out there with
technologies of their own, are you
-- am I fair in citing that you may be
sacrificing a little bit of volume growth
to make sure you get the pricing, and
that is the most important part of your
strategy in the short term is to restore
your margins through price and then
worry about volumes later?
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A slide from PPG’s FY2019 Q2 results,
representing a “dashboard” of sales
volumes across geographic markets and
categories.

Mr McGarry replied:
Dmitry, that’s 100% accurate. We’re -- we are expecting to get
paid appropriately for the technology we deliver. If we haven’t
been able to get that, we’ve been willing to walk away from
volume. We -- as you saw, our volumes in 2018 in architectural
Europe were down as we were the only ones out there leading
price. Now that the other parties are up there leading price
along with us, volume is flowing back our way.
We’ve always said that we might get short-term penalised for
raising the price, but ultimately, most of our customers want to
do business with PPG. And as soon as our other friendly competitors, if they decide to raise price independently, some of
that volume could flow back to us, and we do see that happening sometimes.
This is a very revealing exchange. As background to it, in
the paint market there are times when paint companies will
play a kind of “price leapfrog”, where one part of the market
will increase prices and lose volume, while another part will
maintain prices and sacrifice some profit margin. This cycle
typically plays out over three years or so, when the two parts
of the market swap positions.
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However, what is indicated in this exchange is something
a little more complex than this. The key statement by Mr
McGarry is his opening remark that “we are expecting to get
paid appropriately for the technology we deliver”. Aside from
price, this introduces the problem of market fit. It would
seem from the evidence that PPG is invested in technologies
that may prove profitable in the long-run, but are not seen as
advantageous by the current markets.
That critique of PPG is backed up by some of the other
remarks by the company at its results announcements. At the
results announcement for FY2018 Q4, analyst Harris Fein of
Credit Suisse posed this question:
I was just wondering what expectations you have that are
embedded into your guidance on U.S. housing? And is there
anything that you’re seeing either from from the data that’s out
there or just qualitatively from being on the ground that gives
you confidence that the [residential] repaint activity can keep
growing even in an environment where we have lower housing turnover?
Mr McGarry responded:
So, we have 1.3 million builds and for
the new one, we have about the same
five million and change for overall
units turning over, so we don’t have
a big difference. [Residential] repaint
for us, I would say we’re undersized in
that market. We’re a much more commercial and maintenance type painter
in that area. So that probably will not
have a significant impact on us. We’re
still anticipating that architectural
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A slide from PPG’s May 2019 presentation on the strategy review announced in
January 2019. PPG makes the point that
it has control over costs, as compared to
its peers.

have a good year. There’s a significant amount of backlog with
our painters and they feel very comfortable that their order
book looks good.

For a consumer/professional paint company that is facing
declining markets to take quite so casual an attitude to the
potential in the residential repaint market seems curious
— especially when its competitors, such as Sherwin-Williams, see this as a major growth area. It’s worth noting that
residential repaint is an area where PPG in Australia, with
its Taubman’s brand, has excelled, managing to promote its
products as being technically superior to other market leading paints.

Strategic review
In a surprise move, shortly before announcing the company’s FY2018 Q4 results in January 2019, PPG informed the
market it planned a strategic overview of its operations.
The focus of that review, it stated, was whether PPG should
consider breaking itself up into two parts, one focused on
its architectural paints business, and the other more around
industrial coatings.
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The results of the review were conveyed to analysts in late
May 2019. The review was conducted by two independent
consultancy firms, and both reached the same conclusion:
that PPG was better off continuing as it was, rather than
restructuring.
Mr McGarry explained that decision:
Despite running two parallel and independent analyses, both
advisers were consistent in their findings and recommended
we stay the course with our current strategy and business portfolio as the best opportunity to maintain strategic optionality,
minimise risk and maximise shareholder value.
Mr McGarry then enumerated some of the findings from
the strategic review. These were:
• A split of the entire global architectural coatings business is
not likely to result in value uplift for PPG shareholders.
• A change in the portfolio would likely create potential meaningful dissynergies, incremental costs and potential tax
leakage.
• Even excluding any potential dissynergies, a separation is likely to result in a material shareholder
uplift.
• A split or separation will reduce
overall strategic flexibility and lower
potential synergies available in the
future acquisitions.
• Both advisers recommend that we
continue to pursue accretive acquisitions as the primary use of our cash.
The PPG Board announced itself
as backing this strategy, Mr McGarry
stated:
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A slide from PPG’s May 2019 presentation on the strategy review announced in
January 2019. This slide illustrates trends
in combining architectural and industrial
coatings among the company’s peers.

After reviewing the assessment of the independent financial
advisers, our Board concluded that maintaining our current
business portfolio supports competitiveness versus all major coatings peers, nearly all of which have mixed business
portfolios. Retained investment flexibility via access to a
broader M&A pipeline for future value-creation opportunities
with neither business being capital constrained; maintained
financial flexibility via diversified earning streams, a robust
balance sheet and strong cash flow; preserve operational and
synergy benefits, including supply chain, R&D, operational
footprint and top quartile SG&A (sales, general & administrative) expenses.
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While the review affirmed the company’s ongoing strategy,
it also brought about a few changes, according to Mr
McGarry.
The most immediate outcome was the establishment of a project management office to provide ongoing real-time measurement and guidance on the opportunities identified to return
this business to the prior earnings level. This includes execution of the restructuring program we announced in mid-2018.
However, this is only one of the many elements of the project
management office. We are continuing to strategically implement the findings from this engagement, and I’m pleased to
report that we are on pace to deliver in the upcoming third
quarter, in the short period of 12 months, business earnings
that are consistent with the pre-customer assortment level
change.
Lastly ... our third initiative, which was an internal in-depth assessment of our business and product array by region across
a variety of financial measures, including sales growth, profitability and cash flow.
This approach prompted one analyst, Arun Viswanathan
of RBC Capital Markets, to ask whether any direct material
changes would result:
Just wondering about the volume side of your business.
Volumes have been weak, and obviously, there’s been macro
pressures. But did the review include any new initiatives from
a company standpoint that, that would drive extra volume
growth? Is there anything that you could do internally to accelerate and potentially recover some of
that volume?
Vince Morales, the chief financial
officer of PPG replied:
Yes. I’d say two things, Arun. One, our
review — our internal review as well as
the Ibis [IBISWorld] estimates had certain assumptions in them, we definitely
are focused on our cost-savings programs around our view of the economy in certain regions, et cetera. With
respect to the current environment, it is
certainly a bit choppy out there. Again,
that was assumed in our Q2 guidance
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From PPG’s Annual Report for FY2019, a
portrait of the leadership team.

and our full year guidance. And so there’s no change there.

We do have significant amount of work underway in our U.S.
architectural business around the consulting feedback to try to
increase our volume growth there. And all of our businesses,
frankly, have significant actions around volume growth even in
an amiable volume environment. So there’s nothing out of the
study other than the architectural work that’s specific to that.
But again, we have significant organic R&D efforts underway
that have been underway for quite some time, and we’re executing against those.

Analysis

One way of looking at what has happened at PPG is that
the company has moved ahead with technological innovation
in coatings and paints, aimed at a future market, and that
future market has yet to eventuate.

One path forward for the company might be to consider
finding innovations that are (in the Clayton Christensen
sense) disruptive, rather than sustaining. For example, the
emerging markets in the Asia Pacific region are middle class,
but the current markets are the well-off working class. What
exact characteristics does that market need in a paint, and
how could these be delivered directly to it at low-cost?

In a recent press release from PPG’s Taubman’s brand, the company suggested a
great use for tax refunds would be to use
paint to improve one’s house.
“This kitchen was given a new lease
on life for just $2,000 with the help of
WHITE KNIGHT® Laminate Paint and
White Knight Tile Paint to renew the
cupboards, benchtops and tiles, while
the walls were given a fresh coat of
TAUBMANS® Endure Kitchen & Bathroom
paint. Colours featured include Taubmans
Sussex on the cupboards and Taubmans
Crisp White on all other surfaces.”

Photo Credit: Cherie Barber
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That is partly due to an ongoing economic slowdown,
which seems largely to have been caused by resistive features
of several national economies, which are (for now) preferring
the familiar over the more effective, when it comes to technology, at least. The other factor in world markets is that the
biggest potential for fast growth rests in markets such as the
emerging middle classes in both China and India. Yet those
markets, in terms of paint, are relatively unsophisticated, still
in the process of moving from the widespread use of solvent-based paints to the adoption of water-based paints.
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AKZONOBEL
The format of AkzoNobel’s annual report
for FY2018 will be familiar to anyone who has
read the annual reports of struggling companies with strong future ambitions: lots of photographs, lots of illustrations, strong, dynamic
pictures of executives, and prose laden with
interesting declarative sentences.
Outlining the company’s strategy in the introduction, it states:
We’re now a focused paints and coatings company with strong
global brands, leading market positions and a balanced
geographic exposure across all regions, with 50% of revenue
from emerging markets. Our ambition is to be the reference in
paints and coatings. We’re building our future on solid foundations — our long and proud heritage of more than 200 years,
our core principles and our values. Our success will be driven
by our passion for paint, our precise processes, our powerful
performance and our proud people.
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Our “Winning together: 15 by 20” strategy is driving a major
transformation to accelerate growth and profitability. We’re
adopting a laser sharp focus to deliver 15% return on sales
[ROS] and more than 25% return on investment [ROI] by 2020.
We’re creating a fit-for-purpose organisation with clearer
customer focus, continued cost discipline, and a performance-driven culture with simplified ways of working. All our
businesses and functions are working together to achieve our
ambition. We’re reigniting our passion for making and selling
paint by gaining a deeper understanding of our customers’
needs and stepping up our innovation to develop more sustainable products and solutions in the most efficient way.

What rests behind this document is a situation by now
well-known to the paint industry. PPG made a series of offers
to takeover AkzoNobel, all of which were rebuffed for reasons that many thought did not represent the best interests
of the company’s shareholders.
The first proposal was made in March 2017, and offered a
30% premium on the company’s share price at the time, with
a total valuation of EUR22.4 billion. This was rejected, so PPG
made a second bid with some improvements in conditions.
Again, this was rejected. PPG made a third bid, this time for
EUR26.0 billion, which represented a 50% premium on AkzoNobel’s share price from the previous March — and, yes, it
was rejected as well.
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In the midst of this, AkzoNobel’s CEO, Ton Büchner, resigned, citing health reasons. He was replaced by Thierry
Vanlancker. The real ongoing legacy of all this, however, has
been a series of promises made by Mr Büchner prior to his
resignation regarding the improved performance of AkzoNobel. The purpose of those promises was to present the company as one that could produce the same level of shareholder
return as would have been generated by simply accepting one
of PPG’s offers. Mr Buchner promised, but it has been up to
Mr Vanlacker to deliver.
The core promise is something the company calls “15 by 20”,
which is a “guarantee” its results
will produce 15% return on sales
(RoS) during FY2020. A secondary
goal is that it will also produce return on investment (RoI) in excess
of 25%.
(RoS is simply operating profit
divided by net sales. It’s used to
measure the operational efficiency
of a company.)
One reason for the enthusiasm
of the annual report for 2018 is
that the company showed itself
to be very far from meeting those
promises. Revenue for FY2018 was
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From AkzoNobel’s FY2018 annual report,
a suitably dynamic portrait of CEO Thierry
Vanlancker with, yes, an airplane in the
background.

EUR9256 million, down 3.7% on the pcp (FY2017). Operating
income declined by over 26% to EUR605 million, and profit
before tax was down by 25% to EUR573 million.
Fast forward six months from those results, and things begin to look much better. Revenue for the FY2019 H1 increased
marginally to EUR4636 million, up 0.3% on the pcp (FY2018
H1). Operating income, however, increased by over 40% to
reach EUR421 million, and net income from continuing operations was up close to 24%, at EUR280 million.
The point is, of course, whether these improvements are
structural and ongoing, or if they are instead the result of
more temporary measures — cost-cutting, for example, is
always possible in the short term.
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That was very much the point of a question posed in AkzoNobel’s presentation of its FY2019 Q2 results by Georgina
Iwamoto from Goldman Sachs.
Thierry, Maarten, I’ve got two questions. The first one is if we
can just take a step back and look at the big picture view of 15
by 20. I think it’s fair to say that you have both sounded consistently, nothing less than very confident on delivering on 15
by 20 over the past year. And I think that’s despite the demand
environment being a bit less supportive than you could have
imagined. Can you remind us what gives you such confidence
on delivering that when we’re really getting down to it and
what you’re currently focusing on? And then my second question is your peers in the U.S. have been later in price-raising
initiatives than you have, so pricing for them seems to be more
in focus for the second half than volumes.
Do you see a market share gain opportunity ahead?
Mr Vanlacker, as expected, defended
the potential of the changes at AkzoNobel. He pointed to a degree of caution in
predicting results, based on preparedness
for the less-than-positive environment
of 2019. He also pointed to the extent of
effort the company has put into its planning and transformation.
As these programs get mature and they
roll out, there’s an enormous amount of
work that’s happening between our RD&I,
our research organization; our integrated
supply chain manufacturing organization;
and procurement around what we would
call value engineering. And that goes to
really getting order in our suppliers, getting to multiple suppliers, e-auctioning, tail
management, et cetera, which is probably
a self-created tailwind that is an additional buffer in case markets will deteriorate
more.
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Top: From AkzoNobel’s FY2018 report, a
graphic representation of the company’s
targets for 2020, and its progress towards
them.
Bottom: From the company’s FY2019 H2
report, the path to meeting the targets.

(HNN would note, mildly, that “self-created tailwind” is a
complete oxymoron.)
Maarten de Vries, the company’s chief financial officer, also
contributed to the response:
Basically, if you take the 10.6% starting point of last year and
reaching to the 15% [RoS] in 2020, it is really half is margin
expansion through our pricing initiatives and creating that
spread versus -- pricing versus raw material as we have trailing
-- as we have been trailing the raw material price increases.
So -- and the other half is really our OpEx cost-saving actions
on the back of the EUR200 million which we’ve indicated, plus
some kind of carryover of the EUR100 million program we did
last year.
As these comments indicate, much of the improvement
for the company has come from raising prices and/or exiting
from lines with poor margins, while also improving operational efficiencies. It’s a classic play of sacrificing volume for
price value.
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In terms of an overview, Mr Vanlancker suggested during
the FY2019 Q2 presentation that the decorative paint market
was largely stable, and that growth would be most closely
related to overall gross domestic product (GDP) growth, especially throughout the EU.
I think we’re very encouraged by the resilience of our businesses, and I will say there’s two secrets to it. And a lot of
moving parts also in our business is one, getting distribution
right both in our own stores, the network as distributors, all the
channels. There’s a lot of work ongoing in all of the markets
very tailored to what we need to do. We did it in the Netherlands, doing it in France. We did it in the U.K., and we continue
to do this around the world. So, distribution is obviously a
strong element for winning or losing in this market.
And, secondly, innovation. We have -- around the world, I
think, where we’re using our global portfolio of products allows us to introduce new products in another geography that
haven’t been there before. And in that sense, I think we can
renew the product line. Helps in pricing but helps also in just
being relevant for customers.
So pricing, reduced volume of sales, networks of distribution and innovation. Added to strong operational expenditure controls, and attention to capital placement.
AkzoNobel’s comparison with its peers.

Asian markets
Those changes have been particularly
profound in Asian markets, and China in
particular. In response to a range of questions, the AkzoNobel team described how
those changes have taken place.
Mr Vanlancker pointed out that in
looking at the Asian markets, from AkzoNobel’s perspective it was best to regard
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it as two markets: North Asia, which is essentially China, and
then South Asia, which includes India.
In terms of China, Mr Vanlancker said:
I think the price for price increases for us were -- has been -for Dulux has been relatively modest. The biggest change in
seasonal average price is that we exited that low-end business
and which would have been at zero margin — or negative
margin even by now if we hadn’t moved prices on that. So, if
you were buying a pot of Dulux paint 18 months ago, the price
hasn’t gone up that much, but the mix in our business has
been significantly different.
AkzoNobel does not see the market decline that some other paint companies have pointed to, with market for decorative paint simply flat.
In contrast to China, elsewhere in Asia AkzoNobel has
made ongoing moves on price.
Volumes in Southeast Asia have not been impacted that much,
so that has been much more of an, I would say, handling of
the normal business but a bit more aggressive, I would say, on
pricing.
He added that:
Also, sometimes, with new product introductions, that allow
you then to reset your pricing points there significantly.

UK market
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During the FY2019 Q2 presentation, Peter Clark from
Societe Generale asked about the UK market, especially for
decorative paints.
There clearly seems to be two winners in this market at the moment. Have you got some sort of volume growth in the U.K. or
a reasonable volume environment? And how comfortable are
you, given all the uncertainty we’ve still got, that you and your
other peer continues to do pretty well potentially against the
other weaker players in the market in a difficult environment?
Mr Vanlancker responded that, despite the difficulties with
Brexit, AkzoNobel remained optimistic.
We’ve ... commented before around consumer confidence.
There was doom-and-gloom periods. And maybe they’re just
still there, but they’re just one-off. People just get on with it
and start painting the shed in
the garden just to get rid of their
frustration. So, the market has
been holding up. The pound has
dropped, so that didn’t help us,
but I think there again, I would go
to the reach we have both in the
big boxes, as in our own stores, as
through distribution. I think that,
of course, with that Dulux brand
we are so visible in that market
that we’re probably the first
choice for consumers in the UK.
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AkzoNobel’s “Let’s Colour” campaign
for its Dulux Valentine paint range in
France is reported to have produced good
results.

DuluxGroup
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Many in the paint industry were a little surprised that
AkzoNobel — as the global owner of the Dulux brand outside
Australia — did not consider bidding for Australia’s DuluxGroup. An analyst asked Mr Vanlancker that question, in the
context of how the company was handling its mergers and
acquisitions business, during the presentation of the FY2019
Q1 results. Mr Vanlancker’s response was that integration
was more important to the company than expansion.
I think we said a couple of times before that, for us, what’s
happening in AkzoNobel is really to integrate all those separate functioning businesses as one. So that’s why you hear us a
lot talking about such exciting stuff like ERP platforms, costings
and then organisational design, et cetera. So that’s what we
keep doing.
Last year, we said — and we continue to do so — that bolt-on
acquisitions is what we are looking for. Last year, we did about
10 of those bolt-on distribution and acquisitions of producers.
The hurdle rate that we put ourselves is that it has to be accretive to 15 by ‘20. That is, of course, as we get closer to 2020
and increasing the high hurdle rate.
But for us, you really have to see it as building the house, the
structures, the process and the systems getting our pricing
and value generation right. So that if there were to be a larger
deal somewhere in the future, that is in fact something where
we can deliver the value and the synergies that should come
out of that kind of a deal.
So in that sense, we are -- we can kind of congratulate Nippon
Paint with their acquisition in Australia. It’s one that we were
aware of and that really wouldn’t have made any sense for us
given the situation in Australia, given the valuations et cetera.
I think it’s also for our own M&A team to have a pretty nice
pipeline of bolt-on acquisitions, which we don’t want to force
so that we basically can get to the true valuations of such.
But also I want to compliment them on the discipline for not
chasing everything that comes on to the market. So I think we
keep it disciplined there as we are in the fitness room for the
company until 2020.

Analysis
To a large extent, AkzoNobel follows the pattern of most of
the paint companies: it faces an adequate US market (depending on market position), a European market that struggles
but is sustainable, and an unknown UK market that seems
OK for now, but could sputter during 2020. That is topped off
by a high degree of uncertainty in Asian markets, specifically
North Asia, and primarily China.
In the past, paint companies have built market share in
China through low prices, as their technologically advanced
paints have competed with the cheaper products of some
Chinese companies. For AkzoNobel, 2019 has seen the end of
that kind of subsidy, with the company seeking to increase
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Chinese market prices to achieve margin, even if that does
reduce volume sold.
What is different about AkzoNobel is that it also has
hanging over it the consequences of having rejected a very
generous offer from PPG (guaranteeing pensions, retention
of the company’s headquarters in Europe, and so forth) which
would have amounted, in 2019’s currency, to around EUR100
per share.
In the short term, the company has focused the attention
of the investment community on its “15 by 20” promise, to
provide a 15% RoS ratio by the end of FY2020. It was a clever
move, as it helped to change the conversation from why it
had let slip a massive gain in shareholder value, to what happens next. Effectively, though, two years after the company
turned down PPG’s offer, it’s really just another major paint
company. It could meet its target, miss it by a percentage
point, or even exceed the target, but that’s not going to alter
its position in the market.
In the longer term, however, AkzoNobel (and Dutch industry overall) has hampered its future prospects. If HNN
is right, and the future of the paints and coatings industry
will rely on the development of nanoparticle technologies, at
great expense, then AkzoNobel could face a future where the
company finds it difficult to leverage those research efforts.
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That is because it has demonstrated that it is not truly
a part of the global financial system. This was a company
that grew through foreign acquisitions, welcomed foreign
investment, and pursued global markets. To then do what
some commentators have seen as “stiffing” the investors
that helped build it, for purely narrow, nationalistic reasons,
indicates that the company, and its political environment, can
only be trusted so far.
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NIPPON PAINT
Nippon Paint’s significance for the Australian market has increased considerably
with its pending acquisition of DuluxGroup.
The company is actually a very complex one,
where regional differences and personal beliefs have played a part in its recent management.
While from the perspective of many Western nations, global companies can seem somewhat “blended” in their cultures, it’s necessary
to rethink some of these assumptions in assessing a Japanese company such as Nippon
Paint. A good introduction to that rethinking
is this paragraph from Nippon’s “Integrated
Report” for its FY2018. It appears in the introduction to the document (delightfully named
the “Top Message”). Its author is Tetsushi Tado
president, CEO and representative director of
the board.
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From Nippon Paint’s Integrated Report, Tetsushi
Tado viewing exhibits
at a museum of Japan’s
industrial history.

Specific programs to support diverse work styles include a
program to take holidays for one full week (one-week holiday
program) and the flexible working system, which have already
been operated in Japan. In 2019, we plan to introduce a
system for employees to take annual paid holidays by the hour
and the teleworking system, as well as a system for employees
to have a certain amount of rest between working days on a
trial basis.

That is a difficult statement for many Westerners to even
parse effectively. Some background is provided by the online
news service Vice, in a February 2015 article:
Japan is poised to force workers to take at least five days
of paid vacation a year, a compromise between employers’
groups calling for three and labor unions that wanted eight.
Everyone in the country seems to agree that it’s critical workers
take their legally guaranteed vacation time, because not only
are Japanese people not having sex, they’re also refusing to
take a break from the grind—and it’s becoming an economic
and health crisis.
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An update from late 2018 on the Nikkei news service indicates that progress remains slow:
With a new law taking effect in April 2019 requiring employees who are due 10 days or more of paid vacation to take at
least five days off per year, Japan’s workaholics may be forced
to put up their heels a bit longer. But changing business-before-pleasure mindsets will not be easy.
(Our Japanese friends might not be surprised by the
exact ranking most Australians would apply to the
activities of work, holidays and sex, but they might be
somewhat taken aback by the vigour of the opinion.)
To fully understand the reasoning and consequences of Nippon Paint’s acquisition of Australia’s DuluxGroup would require a good deal of analysis and
background history. This might seem, for a Western
company, a relatively minor move, but for Nippon
Paint, which now has a radically different board than
it did in 2017, entering into the first year of the Japanese Reiwa era, it has real significance.

NIPSEA and Wuthelam
The modern history of Nippon Paint really began in
1962, when the company entered into a joint venture
arrangement with Singaporean businessman Goh
Cheng Liang, forming a company known as Nippon
Paint South-East Asia Group, or NIPSEA. There were
also further joint ventures formed with Goh Cheng
Liang’s investment company, the Wuthelam Group.
These activities permitted Nippon Paint to expand its
business throughout Asia.
During the mid-1970s, the company expanded its
operations to the US and UK markets. In 1992 Nippon
Paint made its move into the Chinese market.
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In 2014, the company underwent a major change. To quote
Tatsushi Tado, from his 2019 “President’s Message”:
In October 2014, we transferred to a holding company structure. In December of that year, we strengthened our collaboration with our 50-year-long business partner Wuthelam Group
and, by adding most of the joint ventures in Asia to the scope
of consolidation, our group has expanded its business scale
significantly.
Currently, five major operating companies in the group play a
leading role in our global business expansion, dealing in automotive, industrial, trade-use and marine paints and coatings,
as well as surface treatments. We already have strong bases
for dealing in architectural paints in Asian countries including
China, where demand for paints and coatings is continuously
expanding in line with the growing economy.
Part of the deal in 2014 meant that the Wuthelam Group
became the largest single shareholder in Nippon Paint, controlling 38.9% of its shares.
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That issue of control came to a head in 2018, after the management of Nippon Paint decided to make a JPY1000 billion
(USD9.1 billion) all cash acquisition bid for the US coating
company Axalta Coating Systems (whose major investor is
Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway) in 2017. Axalta had
earlier rejected a bid by AkzoNobel, on the basis that Axalta
regarded the acquisition as a merger of equals, and AkzoNobel thought it brought more to the deal. The Nippon Paint
deal was waived off in early December 2017.
The current controller of Wuthelam Group, Goh Hup Jin,
son of founder Goh Cheng Liang, is reported as having been
somewhat against the acquisition. Perhaps in response, he
moved for the number of board members for Nippon Paint to
be increased from five to 10. Wuthelam is said to have insisted that the board would include at least five members from
Wuthelam (as outside directors), and Goh Hup Jin assumed
the role of chairman. That gave Wuthelam a majority of six
on the 10-member board.
Nippon Paint’s CEO, Tetsushi Tado, did retain the role of
representative director. The role of representative director in
Japanese companies is close to that of managing director for
Western companies. The representative director is a company’s highest authority and possesses the right to enter into
business and sign legal contracts on behalf of the corporation. His/her statements legally bind the corporation.
However, in the next chapter of this board saga, in March
2019 the number of board members was increased from 10
to 11, with the appointment of Masaaki Tanaka as executive
chairman of the board, as well as representative director of
the board. This meant that Goh Hup Jin ceased to be chairman and became an “ordinary” director. Nippon Paint now
has three representative directors.
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Tetsushi Tado is the first
president of Nippon
Paint Holdings who is
from a company in the
Nippon Group. After becoming the president in
April 2015, he achieved
the expansion of Nippon’s overseas business
through the acquisition
of a US construction
paint company as a subsidiary, as well as other
initiatives. His current
position is as CEO and
one of three representative directors.

In terms of exactly what is being played out at Nippon
Paint, HNN has heard a number of different scenarios, some
of which may be true, but none of which can be confirmed.
These all relate to exactly what the appointment of Masaaki
Tanaka means, which comes down to whether this is longterm succession planning, or shorter term succession planning. (HNN leans somewhat towards the former rather than
the latter, but this is purely a matter of opinion.)
This brings us to the next paragraph in Tetsushi Tado’s
“President’s Message”:
In 2018, our group set out what we would like to be in 2030—
that is “a leading company committed to continuously creating
new value.” To achieve this, we rolled out the group’s medium-term management plan for 2018 through 2020 (called
N-20) designed to attain the leading position in the segments
and regions where we do business.
In accordance with the plan, we have built an overwhelming
presence in Japan and the rest of Asia and accelerated our
global growth. Also that year, our group established a corporate governance system to separate management from execution more clearly than before.
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It’s a little difficult to know exactly what “separate management from execution” really means, but one suspects it might
have something to do with a change in board involvement in
moves to acquire companies.

The acquisition
Looking at the acquisition of DuluxGroup from the perspective granted by Nippon Paint’s recent history, we could
suggest a double-track path to this result.
One thing we can point to is that Nippon Paint did acquire
the US-based Dunn-Edwards paint company at the start of
2017. That gave Nippon Paint access to the architectural paint
market in the US, where previously it had competed only in
the automotive finishes sector.
The DuluxGroup acquisition has some of the same characteristics as the Dunn-Edwards one, as it grants access to a
new market in architectural coatings — not to mention the
Selleys and Parchem businesses, which have potential for
international success.
Looked at in another way, however, the DuluxGroup acquisition sits comfortably between the Dunn-Edwards and the
proposed Axalta acquisitions. The cost of the DuluxGroup
move is about 4.4 times that of Dunn-Edwards, but Axalta
was about 3.4 times more than DuluxGroup.
DuluxGroup is a more ambitious move into a Western
market, but it’s also a very safe move — in fact, the only question mark over it is why Nippon Paint would choose to play
it so safe. What it could be, however, is a move by the newly
formed board to demonstrate it still has the capacity to generate acquisitions, and to help forge better cohesiveness after
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As the representative of
the joint venture partner
in Asia, Hup Jin Goh
helped Nippon Paint
achieve the largest share
in Asia. He became a
director of Nippon Paint
Holdings in December
2014 and contributed
to the revitalization of
Board activities. Goh
became the chairman
in March 2018. He
returned to being a
director in March 2019.

what must have been a very difficult period.
There is also the simple fact that 2019 is the ideal time to
acquire the company. One would expect that AkzoNobel,
which owns the Dulux brand outside Australia, would be a
natural competitor for the company. However AkzoNobel is,
at the moment, so preoccupied with problems of improving
its performance, it could not possibly be interested in an
acquisition which would damage its bottom-line in the short
term.

Nippon Paint performance
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With its sales modestly increasing, though missing the
original forecast, and operating income falling by 11.7%,
FY2018 was not a good year for Nippon Paint. The major reason was outlined at the top of the CEO’s Top Message in the
integrated report:
In fiscal 2018, we were greatly affected by changes in the external environment that exceeded the initial estimates, such as
stagnant economic growth due to trade issues between major
countries, as well as rising prices of raw materials.
Particularly, our trade-use paint business, which accounts for
the largest portion in our business, was significantly influenced
by the slowdown of the housing market in China, which is
our core region, as a result of the tightening of regulations
on housing investment by the government from the previous
year.
Our activities to procure raw materials were also affected by
their continued high prices due to environmental regulations
in China as well as increases in the prices of raw materials in
Japan, the United States, and other regions.
The performance numbers, broken down by regions, show
a familiar picture for paint companies in 2018: modest increases in sales, but decreases in operating income (OpInc).
Sales in Japan lifted by 1.25%, but OpInc fell by 9.8%, while
across the rest of Asia, sales rose by 2.5%, but OpInc fell by
11.5%. That’s particularly significant, as Asia sales ex-Japan
account for 57% of the company’s overall sales. Performance
in the Americas did better, with sales up a worthwhile 12.1%,
and income down by only 3.1%.
Trade-use paints make up over 50% of Nippon Paints, automotive finishes make up 26% and industrial coatings 11%.
These results fall far short of the company’s projections
and planned expansion. According to the integrated report:
While the medium-term management plan, N-20 sets the target of achieving net sales of 750 billion yen and an operating
income ratio of 14% by the Japanese standards in fiscal 2020,
net sales and operating income ratio in fiscal 2018 were 623
billion yen and 10.6%, respectively.
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Masaaki Tanaka has
been appointed executive chairman of the
board, and representative director of the board
as of March 2019.
Mr. Tanaka has extensive
experience in the global
banking and capital
markets through his
career as executive of
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial
Group (MUFG), Japan’s
largest financial conglomerate with $2.8tn
of assets, and advisor of
multiple companies. He
has also been a member
of government councils,
panels and advisory
groups.

FY2019 H1
Revenue for the six months ended 30 June 2019 was
JPY312.42 billion down by 0.3% on the pcp (FY2018 H1). Operating profit also fell, down by 6.5% on the pcp, to come in at
JPY41.95 billion. Operating profit increased in Asian markets
(excluding Japan), but declined in Japan, the Americas and
Europe.
In terms of business segments, revenue declined in automotive coatings by 5.9%, but rose in decorative paints by
3.0%. Geographically, revenue increased by 1.4% in Japan, but
operating profit fell by 12.6%. This was due to gains in automotive coatings, decorative paints and industrial coatings.
Asia excluding Japan was relatively flat. Automotive
coatings in the region saw revenue fall by 11.4% over the pcp,
while decorative paints increased revenue by 2.6%.
The Americas saw essentially flat revenue, but a decline of
8.9% in operating profit. Europe saw revenue decline by 7.0%,
and operating losses were repeated for the half.

Analysis
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Of all four top paint companies, Nippon Paint is both the
one with most promise, and the most risk. Its immediate
future is tied primarily to the performance of its markets in
China, and secondarily to the performance of other Asian
markets, such as Malaysia and Thailand.
In the longer term, however, you could say its performance
is going to rely on how overall Asian markets evolve. Markets
that are currently not well-regarded, particularly Indonesia,
have the potential for very strong growth.
It is that potential which has really been reflected by the
shift in power during 2018 from Japan to Singapore, as regards the board of Nippon Paint. What could emerge from
this is one of the few truly pan-Asian corporations, where the
sagacity of Japanese management meets the aggression and
agility of Singaporean business.
In fact, HNN would go so far as to say we would not be surprised to see Nippon Paint emerge as the global number two
paint company (number two, because we expect Sherwin-Williams to make a major acquisition of an Asian-based paint
company by 2025 or so). Given the potential of Asian markets,
it is the only paint company really positioned to take advantage of this opportunity.
It’s also worth noting that Nippon Paint has several directors on its board with extensive knowledge of Western, and
specifically North American, business. That applies both to
education and to business experience. There are very few
board members for the other three of the top four companies who have even remotely similar experience with Asian
markets. It’s a curious gap in the capability of non-Asian but
supposedly global companies.
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In terms of the DuluxGroup acquisition, it is evident this
is, as the company has itself declared, something of a “safety
play”. It’s pretty clear that DuluxGroup will outperform some
of the company’s past investments (especially those in the
Americas), but it does lack the potential upside that larger,
more competitive markets offer.
That’s as much a reflection of the current times we are in,
as it is a part of a larger strategy. For the Australian market,
however, more changes could lie ahead. While growth at DuluxGroup has been closely tied to the company’s relationship
with Australia’s dominant hardware retailer, Bunnings, it’s
likely that in the future the company could gear up to compete with more force in areas such as mid-range trade paints,
with a view to increasing its penetration into the new house
build market, among others.
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DULUXGROUP
What is most likely the final results announcement for Australia’s DuluxGroup was
not an occasion for much vigour. That wasn’t
only because Nippon Paint will, bar some
unforeseen accident, own the company before
September 2019, making the soon-to-be division’s current results only a line item, but also
because these results followed the basic pattern of so many of DuluxGroup’s past results.
There has always been some volatility, but
essentially, given the company’s cautious and
conservative approach to its businesses, it has
basically tracked growth in Australia’s gross
domestic product (GDP).
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Caroline House, an
inner-city Melbourne
Edwardian house
renovated by architects
Kennedy Nolan won the
Dulux Colour Award in
its Residential category.

The results announcements have mostly devolved into
variations on describing that tracking, quarter-by-quarter.
Which is then followed by some light squabbling about
whether DuluxGroup’s side investments, in B&D garage
doors, Lincoln Sentry and some overseas activities made any
sense. (HNN’s take: they didn’t make as much sense as DuluxGroup thought they did.)
In fact, a more thorough review of DuluxGroup since it
was demerged from mining and explosives company Orica
in 2010 (delayed from 2008 by the GFC), will likely reveal that
the past nine years of management have really been more
about stewardship by the company’s managing director, Patrick Houlihan, and his team, rather than active growth. The
company has done well with its consumer marketing, and it
has made great choices in its retail distribution (closely tying
itself to Bunnings, as well as being a leading independent
hardware brand). It has replaced manufacturing facilities as
they became outmoded, and constantly improved its environmental credentials.
There have been one or two setbacks, such as running
afoul of the ACCC in regards to how some paints were marketed, and using the now-disgraced Australian performer
Rolf Harris as a major ambassador for its British Paints brand
for some years. But these were ripples more than waves.
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DuluxGroup has managed to outperform the ASX100
index, but it has not managed to deliver the kind of performance some major paint companies have, despite being dead
centre to one of the most vibrant markets in the Australian
economy. Which is understandable, because, in paint company terms, that market has been quite small.
In the end, the achievement of DuluxGroup has been to set
itself up as a perfect acquisition target. As Nippon Paint has
pointed out, its main attraction is simply that it represents
only a very moderate risk. In terms of timing of the acquisition, it comes as markets in Asia, and especially China, have
become very uncertain. North America, partly due to currency valuations, is over-priced. Europe, partly due to Brexit
and increasing trade
pressures from the
US, but also instability due to Russia’s activities, has seen its
economic prospects
worsen. The final
piece of the puzzle
is that AkzoNobel,
which owns the
global brand, is far
too concerned with
hitting short term
performance goals
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Slide from DuluxGroup’s FY2019 H1
presentation, describing markets, and
paths to market.

to even consider such an expensive acquisition at this time,
which took a major counter-bidder off the table.
In what seems at times as though it were a game of Go for
markets, the Nippon Paint move on DuluxGroup is definitely not an Atari, but neither is it the Dame the company is
almost suggesting. It has more the characteristics of good Aji,
the preservation of future possibilities.

The results
Sales for DuluxGroup continuing operations were mostly flat, increasing by 0.2% over the pcp (FY2018 H1) to reach
$889.8 million. On an adjusted comparison basis, earnings
before interest and taxation (EBIT) rose by 0.5% on the pcp,
up to $109.1 million. Also on an adjusted basis, net profit after
tax (NPAT) fell by 4.0% on the pcp, to come in at $68.2 million.
On a divisional basis, Paints and Coatings grew revenue on
the pcp by 0.2%, to $493.8 million. EBIT fell by 1.9%, down to
$91.3 million. The company stated that the first quarter had
strong comps from FY2018 Q1 to face off. Revenue was down
by around 5% in that quarter, then in the second quarter
picked up by around 6%.
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Selleys and Parchem produced basically flat revenue
growth at $128.3 million, while EBIT increased by 16.7% to $18.1
million. B&D Group grew revenue by 6.3% to $94.0 million,
but saw EBIT slide by 5.9% to $6.4 million. Lincoln Sentry saw
both sales and EBIT fall, the former by 2.5% to $95.3 million,
the latter by 6.2% to $6.1 million.
The “other” category, which includes export markets such
as Papua New Guinea and the Yates garden business saw
revenues fall by 17.6% to $88.3 million. EBIT fell by 46.7% to
$3.2 million.

Presentation
Mr Houlihan started his prepared remarks by stating that
the paint sector had seen sales decline by 4% during the first
quarter of the half, and then increase by 4% during the second quarter. He noted that DuluxGroup had previously forecast that sales would be weighted more towards the second
half of FY2019 than the first half.
He went to describe the decline in
EBIT for the B&D division as being due
to the need to reinvest $1 million into
marketing for the division. Mr Houlihan
then said that Lincoln Sentry had undergone a tough half, but was still delivering
a 25% return on net assets.
Only three analysts asked questions
during the brief presentation, and most
of these were clarifications on how DuluxGroup sees the paint market developing.
hnn.bz

Detail from slide in DuluxGroup’s FY2019
H1 presentation, showing the company’s
declared pattern of growth.

Analysis
The real questions that remain about DuluxGroup is how the company will be affected by the
acquisition. Without there being direct collusionary forces at work, many Australian industries do
operated under indirect collusionary forces. A revitalised company under more aggressive, Singapore-based management, could see the Australian
Dulux brand revved up to take more marketshare
away from competitors.
With Nippon Paint’s expertise in more lowcost, trade-based paints, that could be one area
where commodity prices may drop considerably.
It is also likely that Dulux paints will begin to follow a different innovation and development path
than they have in the past, which has previously
echoed that of the worldwide Dulux brand.
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It’s particularly worth noting that Nippon
Paint’s US brand, Dunn-Edwards, takes pride in
being based in the South-West of the USA, with
manufacturing facilities in Arizona. The conditions in that region of the USA are as harsh as
Australian conditions, and possibly more variable. It’s likely that benefits will emerge for both
divisions in sharing technical expertise.
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DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING
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YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz
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in this
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cuts at
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• AI used for asset
protection

• True Value becomes pure play
wholesaler
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• California locations for new Ace
stores
• Women and millennials important to The Home
Depot

• Customers favour
Ace Hardware
and True Value,
according to J.D.
Power

Ace Hardware and
True Value managed
to excel against their
big box competitors
— Lowe’s, Menards,
The Home Depot — as
ranked by the 2,400
customers surveyed in
the latest J.D. Power
Home Improvement
Retailer Satisfaction
Study.
The survey rated the
retailers across five
key attributes. But in
analysing the overall
survey results, J.D.
Power analyst Christina Cooley identified
online engagement as
critical to success in
serving home improvement customers. In
this area, Ace Hardware puts distance
ahead of the competition. She said:
The better a retailer
site performs online in
meeting the customers’
needs, the greater their
overall experience. So
the two go hand-inhand.
Ms Cooley noted that
41% of the customers surveyed either
researched or shopped
online prior to visiting
the store. Consumers
who check out potential purchases online
also spend more on
home improvement
products than those
who do not conduct

web-based research.
Yet, J.D. Power added,
many home improvement retailer websites
don’t measure up to
customer expectations.
Overall satisfaction for
home improvement retailer websites is 821 on
a 1,000-point scale, a bit
lower than the rating
for manufacturer websites (832), image and
video sharing websites
(843) or social networking sites (869).
The Ace Hardware
corporate website
is filled with how-to
information in its tips
and advice section. The
site also directs visitors
to the local store’s site
which is personalised
to the community
and the needs that it
serves. Ms Cooley said:
Over the last several
years, Ace clearly has

put a lot of resources,
attention and investment into their website
to be engaging for
customers, whether
they’re looking to just
purchase online or to
find information at the
local level.
A positive online
experience researching local destinations
where the right
products and help can
be found is directly
correlated to a more
positive shopping
experience and more
money spent. Ms Cooley adds:
Those that did
research online prior
to purchasing spent
about USD600 more
per year on home
improvement products,
than those who did
not shop or research
online.
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In her consulting
work with independent retailers, Ms Cooley emphasises that the
website’s primary role
is to draw customers
into the store where
the real retail magic
happens. Ace Hardware’s corporate structure, as a co-operative
of 5,200 locally-owned
and operated hardware
stores supported by
a high performing
head office operation,
gives it the edge. Andy
Enright, vice president
retail development at
Ace Hardware, told Ms
Cooley:
While we do have
significant national
scale, our independent
owners live in the communities they serve.
This local mindset and
continues next page
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customers’ preferences
at both the national
and local level helps
the retailer further
personalise product
selections and services
in the stores.
In addition, Ace Hardware members are
increasing the number
of special in-store
events.

Staff and service
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entrepreneurial spirit,
along with a nonstop
focus on fulfilling our
‘Helpful Place’ promise
is why Ace continues to
be recognised for high
customer satisfaction
and has seen nine years
in a row of same-store
sales growth.
Besides Ace Hardware’s support of local
member companies’
digital presence, the
retailer gets the five
key attributes in J.D.
Power’s home improvement index right as
well.

Store facility
In addition to ranking
home improvement
retailers by cleanliness,
convenient location,
store layout and design, the survey found
shoppers want to get
in fast, find what they
need fast and get out
fast. Ms Cooley said:
Local hardware stores
like Ace do that much

Ace Hardware doubles down on customer
service as the key to
being its tagline, “Helpbetter than the big
that its local customers petitive price index),
ful Place.” To do that it
boxes.
want.
and recently deployed also doubles down on
Ace’s smaller size
Merchandise is
CPI data down to the
training. Mr Enright
and scale, as well as its customised to each
store and item level to said:
community-centric ap- local market with the
better ensure we stay
We put a lot of focus
proach to merchandise aim to present the best competitive in each
on employee training,
selection, gives it the
quality brands. Ace
local market.
development and
edge. Mr Enright said: ranked highest in the
Regarding customers’ engagement. Last
We are a high-touch, “Quality of merchanoverall satisfaction,
year we launched a
convenience hardware dise is above expected” J.D. Power said the
new training prostore that makes it easy question, and in “Staff retailers that provide
gram combining both
to get in, find the prod- thoroughly explained assistance to custome-learning tools and
uct you are looking
products and features”. ers within two minutes hands-on training. The
for, get help if needed
of arriving in the store curriculum is based on
and get out quickly so Priced for value
get a 67 point boost
an associate’s role and
you can complete your
in overall customer
experience level in the
project faster.
In retail, price still
satisfaction. Having
store in order to immatters and many con- the cheapest prices in prove their knowledge
Product selection sumers will drive a few no way matches the
and confidence. That
extra miles to save a
impact of superior
way they are better
Lowe’s and Home
few cents. So while Ace service.
prepared to provide
Depot may have a lot
Hardware may not be
exceptional service to
more product selecable to match the often Promotions atour customers.
tion, but they also
lower prices that a big tract shoppers
To have highly-enpresent shoppers with box retailer can offer,
gaged customers, you
a “paradox of choice”
it also understands
In addition to
need highly-engaged
problem where too
that the real value of
supporting regular
employees.
many choices make
choosing Ace hinges
sales promotions, Ace Sources: Forbes and Homefor confused and often on many other factors Hardware provides
world Business
dissatisfied shoppers.
besides who’s got it
extra incentives and
https://bit.ly/322JWC8
Rather than stocking
cheapest. Mr Enright
exclusive discounts
https://bit.ly/2U1emln
everything, Ace Hard- said:
to its 48 million Ace
ware aims to stock
We pay close attenRewards members. The
only the right things
tion to our CPI (comdata collected about
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Home Depot is tailoring its online decor
selection to appeal to
women customers.
Merchandising executive vice-president
Ted Decker and senior
vice-president Jeanine
Huebner recently
spoke to Business
Insider about the
importance of female
shoppers and the big
box retailer’s strategies
around home decor.
They also discussed
how this would be balanced with the big box
retailer’s important pro
(tradie) customers.
According to the
executives, the answer
lies in focusing on
women customers
instead of the pros
themselves. Ms Huebner said:
From all of our history, when you look at
the categories we play
in – in decor, paints,
rugs and all the other
categories – the ‘she’
customer is making
most of the decisions,
even if they’re utilising
that pro to help them
with the renovation.
If they’re utilising
the pro, whether it’s to
install or paint, we’ve
really had our focus on
‘her’, to help convert
her with the sale.
The company is
thinking less about
what the average home
improvement professional might want
from decor, and more
about what female
customers hiring those
pros might have in

mind. The end result
is that Home Depot
is seeking to make it
easier for both pros
and their customers to
get the products they
want.
Ms Huebner said it
will rely on its trend
and design team, along
with a group from
Home Depot’s Company Store subsidiary
dedicated to textiles.
They do look at
what’s trending: Is it
bright colours? Is it
more subdued? What’s
the influence?
The Home Depot
acquired the Company
Store, an online retailer
of home décor and
textile products in late
2017.
https://hnn.bz/hinews-4-01.pdf
Ms Huebner added
that the company also
relies on guidance
from exhibitors and
insights from trade
shows. But, for the

most part, Home Depot
isn’t too concerned
about chasing down
trends. That’s simply
not what its customers
are looking for, according to Ms Huebner.
We will not lead in
trend and design,
because we really have
more of that kind of a
general customer and
we don’t hit on either
side of the larger spectrum.
That doesn’t mean
that a leap of faith is
out of the question
for Home Depot, as
Ms Huebner said the
company is keen to “see
where our customers
are going to allow us to
take them.”
As The Home Depot
becomes more comfortable in the decor
space, things might
change. She said:
There are categories
that we’re much more
mature in because
we’ve earned that customer. I look at patio

furniture. We have
been in patio furniture
for years, and we’ll
specifically get into
trends as it relates to
the question of whether our customers are
ready for this trend.

rental economy; that
people are just going to
rent the same way we
do Airbnbs and Ubers
and Zipcars, that it’s
going to be the same in
housing.”
But one particular
group of millennials
Millennials
ended up steering
Home Depot’s beliefs
Mr Decker said there about the generation
had been ongoing con- in an entirely different
cerns that post-reces- direction. Five years
sion woes and declinago, the company
ing home ownership
established an internwould permanently
ship cohort consisting
influence the generaof millennials from a
tion’s relationship with diverse range of backthe home improvegrounds and interests,
ment sector.
including business
This stemmed from
students, computer
research that indicated programmers, demillennials weren’t
signers, and students
embarking on the
studying the arts. He
“traditional” path of
explains:
finishing school, getWe brought them
ting married, starting
all together and we
a family, moving to the said, ‘All right, you’re
suburbs, and buying
a millennial. Your job
a starter home. Mr
this summer is to tell us
Decker said:
what’s relevant to you
...There was a lot of
continues next page
discussion about the
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enhancing the supply
chain.
A letter to suppliers
from vice-president of
merchandising Brian
Wiborg said the co-op’s
board of directors has
approved USD2 billion
in wholesale and retail
investments that are
intended to pave the
Retail co-operative,
around 30,000 square
way for another 800
Ace Hardware will
feet.
stores and more than
open new stores in 11
USD20 billion in sales
former Orchard Supply Supplier fee
over the next five
Hardware locations in
years. Mr Wiborg said
California. Nine of the
Ace also announced
in a video statement:
stores will be owned
it would charge its
This allowance
and operated by West- suppliers a 1% annual is 100% focused on
lake Ace Hardware,
fee on all distribution growth. It’s aimed
a subsidiary of Ace
centre and dropdirectly at improving
Hardware Corp.
ship purchases of its
our customer value
Two of the stores will products starting in
proposition for your
be owned and oper2020. Described as the products, and then
ated by independent
“Ace Hardware Transshouting it from the
retailers.
formational Growth
rooftops with more
Ace Hardware antic- Allowance”, the fee will marketing.
ipates the opening of
support growth in two
According to Mr Wimost locations with
main initiatives: adborg’s, Ace will spend
the average size store
vancing the brand, and 50% more marketing

dollars over the next
five years to boost
in-store and online
traffic. The co-op will
also make significant
investments in acehardware.com, digital
marketing and customer experience. He
said Ace will invest in
expansion of its retail
support network to
handle more products
and faster shipments.

John Venhuizen, president and CEO, said:
Significant growth
from new stores,
including 44 in the
second quarter and a
58% surge in revenue
from acehardware.com
fuelled our revenue
increase.
The 1.7% increase in
retail same-store-sales
during the second
quarter of 2019 reported by the approximateQ2 performance
ly 3,200 Ace retailers
who share daily retail
Ace Hardware has
sales data was the rereported second
sult of a 1.8% increase
quarter 2019 revenues in average ticket parof USD1.69 billion, an
tially offset by a 0.1%
increase of USD99.8
decrease in same-store
million, or 6.3%, from
transactions.
the second quarter of
Sources: Homeworld Business
2018. Net income was
and HBS Dealer
USD53.8 million for the https://bit.ly/2MCOsecond quarter of 2019, JGw
a decrease of USD1.0
https://bit.ly/2KRP32n
million from the
second quarter of 2018.

About the “she” customer (cont.)
and what’s not relevant
to you in Home Depot,
in-store and online.
He said the interns’
feedback was largely
heartening for the
company, as many of
the millennials had
grown up with The
Home Depot, either
through their parents
or through the company’s long-running
workshops for children. These workshops
“help introduce” the
company to both
future customers and
employees.
Along with the “ker-

nels of insight” from
the millennial interns,
continued research
over the past five years
has also caused Home
Depot to pivot its view
on millennial preferences. Mr Decker said:
The older millennials
now are entering that
home ownership in
similar penetrations,
as you know, maybe
not as much as the
baby boomers, but
still much more on the
norm than what we
were seeing in 2010. The
percentage that want
to own a home or have

an aspiration to own
a home, all those are
back trending norm.
The company’s latest
push into home decor
partly stems from its
interest in continuing
to court millennials.
It is banking on the
idea that its revamped
home decor options
will also appeal to
those millennials who
have yet to buy a starter home. Mr Decker
said:
One of our thoughts
for home decor was,
‘Why do you want to
have them buy all these

things, and then log off
Home Depot and go to
Bed, Bath, and Beyond
or Wayfair or whomever else?
The millennials are
telling us that they’ll
buy this product from
us. So again, this reinforced why we wanted
to add convenience and
more of a solution…
Home Depot CFO
Carol Tomé also
recently said in an
interview that millennials, as a demographic group, made
up the largest group of
first-time homebuyers
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in the US last year.
Thirty-three-year-olds
bought more homes
in 2018 compared to
any other age group
and are approaching
homeownership as an
investment.
Homeowners that
think of their dwelling
as an investment, as
opposed to an expense,
tend to spend more
money on their home,
she said.
Source: Business Insider
https://bit.ly/2HprUSv
https://bit.ly/33U7cnw
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In just a little over a
year, True Value is expanding the number of
businesses it serves after moving away from
its historic roots as
a member-owned cooperative to become a
wholesaler of products
and services to its 4,500
members independent
retailers, up from 4,000
last year.
In March 2018, private
equity firm, ACON
Investments struck a
deal to take a majority
stake in True Value.
https://hnn.bz/hinews-4-03.pdf
This led to the development of the new
corporate structure.
ACON got a 70% stake
in the company based
on its $229 million
investment while True
Value retailers retained
the 30% holding in
the newly constituted
True Value Company.
As a result, retailers
received a cash windfall to reinvest in their
local business. The
corporate entity received funds to invest
in modernisation and
expansion.
By unshackling retail
members from the
bonds of co-op ownership, each one is free to
make business decisions that are right for
their local markets.
For the True Value Company it has
realigned the relationship with its retailers
from stock holders and
investors to customers. So, it is also free

to make decisions
based on the new
relationship and not be
constrained by the differing needs of many
other retailers.
The new corporate
structure allows the
company to engage
more retailers, including hardware stores
that might have been
reluctant to commit
to a single cooperative
and now can connect
with True Value. Garden centres, lumber
yards and home centre
retailers that may emphasise other product
categories but who
have a DIY orientation
can now buy from True
Value.
John Hartmann,
True Value Company
president said growth
in the retail base will
give True Value more
muscle and lend itself
to building the investment its member
retailers retain.

True Value retailers
now can order merchandise directly from
company but without
the requirement that
they purchase stock
in it, the financial obligation that had been
required for membership. They can benefit
from a volume and
growth rebate program
designed to keep the
cost of doing business
with True Value down,
and retailers working
with True Value have
access to trademarks
and programs such as
free shipping to stores.
Mr Hartmann said
the new corporate
structure positions
True Value to partner
with current and prospective retailers as a
more flexible supplier
and service provider.
He called access to the
benefits of a national
and, in fact, global
brand without any
membership fee “a

game-changer” for the
hardware channel as
it allows True Value
retailers to invest
more in their own local
formats.
Mr Hartmann
believes the deal with
ACON is consistent
with True Value’s
long time mission to
support independent
retailers. He told
Homeworld Business:
True Value has been
around since the 1940s.
It allowed individual
store owners to bundle
their buying power.
We have the same goal
today, to do the things
for independent retailers that allow them to
grow their businesses
profitably in a very
competitive marketplace. So we changed
our structure from a
100% cooperative into a
private organization.
Our focus was on
freeing up the assets
for our independent
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store operators that
had been tied up in the
company. A quarter
billion dollars owned
by storeowners was
trapped in the company. The plan was to unlock equity and return
70% of the ownership
equity to them and
allow them to reinvest
in locally as they know
best.
Mr Hartmann said
returning dollars to
its independent True
Value retailers provided them with the
opportunity to invest
in their stores, whether
it meant fixing a roof
or a parking lot, physically expanding a store
or enhancing digital
operations.
In the past year, he
has seen local dealers
use their funds to
purchase new stores,
remodel their existing
stores, add new prodcontinues next page
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uct assortments and
increase their digital
advertising.

Hardware supply
chain
To support that
growth and service
the growing number
of True Value retailers,
the company is investing too. Mr Hartmann
said:
We are now free as a
company to accelerate
the investments we
make without being
detrimental to our
shareholders. Before
we had to do things
on the backs of the
retailers.
Mr Hartmann said
the company is currently making investments in its supply
chain, technology and
human resources. The
company is revamping its distribution

difficulty recruiting
and retaining workers,
he said.
Technology also got
a makeover when the
company retired an
antiquated main frame
computer and moved
corporate computing
into the cloud. This
gives it better control
of its pricing systems.
Enhancements to
its retailers’ digital
advertising has been a
most visible sign of its
modernisation efforts.
Mr Hartmann said:
We can do things with
technology for local
businesses that they
network to deliver
explains:
al, promotional and
might not be able to do
goods along a “hubInstead of having
weather-related goods. for themselves.
and-spoke” model to
everything everywhere, The software incorpoThey are entrepreuse inventory more
we have all the things rates detailed inforneurs who wear many
efficiently so that
we need, in the right
mation daily so the
hats in their businessseasonal items like
place.
company isn’t relying
es, CEO, CFO, COO,
patio furniture don’t
True Value is building on monthly forecasts. head of sales, HR, and
take up space where
its first purpose-built
So far, the software
everything else. Our
faster-moving proddistribution centre in
has helped boost the
hyper-local digital
ucts such as hand tools more than 30 years,
first-time fill rate to
advertising approach
and plumbing supplies measuring 1.4 million
99% from 97%. Mr.
equips our stores with
could be stored.
square-foot and locat- Hartmann explains:
the most cost effective
Instead of stocked in eastern PennsylThe tool allows us to and most influential
ing each warehouse
vania. It will serve as a look at the demand,
form of advertising
with every product,
hub supporting more
look at the timing of
to improve their sales
True Value is placthan 1,000 stores in the the orders and replen- and profitability, while
ing slower-moving
Northeast as well as a ish more effectively. If
saving them time and
goods in large central
handful of internation- a customer orders 100
money.
locations and pushing al retailers. It is sched- products, not having
To help support and
inventory that turns
uled to operational in
one [item] is way better grow True Value’s retail
over more quickly out the fourth quarter.
than not having three. footprint, the company
to satellite facilities
To improve the way
More accurate
has doubled its field
closer to customers.
it predicts demand,
forecasting also helps sales team. Mr HartOrders drawing from
True Value is impleregional managers bet- mann explains:
the hub are sent out
menting technology
ter predict how many
In this time where
to the spokes, where
from JDA Software. so people they will need
there is a lot of caution
they are matched up
it can adjust inventory to pick, pack and ship
around the economic
on the loading dock
levels more quickly,
orders. This is a key
situation, we made the
with items pulled from particularly for goods issue in a tight labour definitive decision to
those distribution
with highly variable
market where wareemploy a great numcentres. Mr Hartmann demand like seasonhouse operators report
continues next page
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Retail The Home
Depot is implementing
artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning technology that
will provide prescriptive analytics insights
for the asset protection
department.
The solution is
expected to help The
Home Depot battle
shrink because the AI
platform takes in data,
specifically transactions from any register
as well as online, and
has a machine learning
capability to identify
any behaviour anomalies. Anomalies could
be from fraud, wrong
pricing, a training issue
or many other possibilities. Once the solution
identifies something, it
sends out a guide with
a descriptive insight
and prescribes an
action to take.

Shrink, whether from
waste, fraud, abuse,
training, execution or
other reasons, continues to cost retailers in
the US about 1.38% of
sales. This rate that
has remained steady
over the last few years
and has an estimated
USD50.6 billion impact
on the retail industry,
according to National
Retail Federation’s
“2019 National Retail
Security Survey”.
For The Home Depot,
which has 2,291 retail
stores, shrink can have
a large impact on not
just the bottom line,
but the customer experience. When SKUs are
missing due to shrink,
employees don’t know
to restock those items,
resulting in shoppers
unable to find what
they need on shelves
and suffering a poor

retail experience.
So when Scott Glenn,
The Home Depot’s
vice-president of asset
protection, came on
board a little over a
year ago, and saw it
had a homemade manual process to analyse
shrink, he knew there
were more effective
tools out there and
began an “exhaustive”
search for a better
solution. He explains:
Our top deliverables
in asset protection are
to drive value for our
customers and shareholders by reducing
shrink and mitigating
total retail loss. We
recognised the need for
an enterprise system
that would drive these
results.
Eventually the company selected Savanna
Prescriptive Analytics
to help prevent fraud

by identifying opportunities within the retailer’s sales data. The
solution includes the
Sales and Exception
Based Reporting (EBR)
module from Profitect,
which is now part of
Zebra Technologies
Corporation.
The Home Depot
will be leveraging the
prescriptive analytics

solution to process
data from more than
2,000 stores in the
United States and Canada. Mr Glenn said:
We’re in the test and
learn integration phase
at this point.
He said his team has
been focused on several different things, but

local, relevant assortment of merchandise
and product knowledge
they seek. Millennials
are more cost conscious with their home
improvement projects
and typically tackle
the smaller, lower
cost projects first, and
they love to shop local
stores. And if they run
into a snag on their
project, TrueValue.com
has a video gallery and
project library of various home improvement
projects to help them
get the job done right.
True Value has also

been developing resources to make online
shopping more convenient including a free
ship to store delivery
option.
Related:
https://hnn.bz/pdfs/
hinews-5-02.pdf
Sources: Homeworld Business
and Forbes
https://bit.ly/2Zi1oFO
https://bit.ly/2LaiprH

continues next page

True Value transitions (cont.)
ber of field sales folks
to better support our
existing customers,
spend more time with
them and also spend
more time attracting
new business. Since the
transaction, there’s a
lot of interest in True
Value.

Customers
Some of the other
changes that True
Value addressed with
the updated corporate
structure revolved
around the customer
base. Millennials are

moving into homes,
and many have to, or
want to, refurbish. Mr
Hartmann said:
Any organisation not
clearly focused on the
younger generation
is missing the boat.
Millennials now make
up the largest group of
home purchasers and
about 50% are firsttime buyers.
The neighbourhood hardware store
stands to benefit from
younger consumers
who already have
expressed a preference
for shopping locally

and favouring “authentic” experiences, which
lends itself to building
relationships with the
neighbourhood retailers they see as having a
genuine connection to
the community.
Even as they purchase homes, Mr
Hartmann believes
millennials tend to be
inexperienced and less
familiar with home
improvement projects.
That falls into True
Value’s sweet spot.
Our independent
retailers are in a great
position to provide a
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usa
update
Lowe’s is outsourcing tasks, lays off staff
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A large number of
workers at Lowe’s
Home Improvement
across the US are losing their jobs, the home
improvement company
confirmed, because it is
outsourcing their tasks
to third-party companies as part of a plan
to turn the company’s
finances around.
Lowe’s is hiring
third-party assemblers
and facility services to
replace workers who
assemble larger items
such as barbecue grills,
play sets and patio
furniture for customer
orders. The cuts will
also include janitorial

same hourly pay at
other positions.
In June, Lowe’s announced plans to build
a 2,000 employee global
tech hub in South End,
Charlotte. It plans
to create 1,600 jobs
and said the average
annual pay for the
new positions in the
and other service staff. hub will be more than
Lowe’s said in a stateUSD117,000.
ment:
We are moving to
Q2 results
third-party assemblers
and facility services to
Lowe’s has asserted
allow Lowe’s store asthat its transformasociates to spend more tion plan is on track,
time on the sales floor as it registered a solid
serving customers.
second quarter with a
Workers in affected
rise in both earnings
positions will be given and comparable store
transition pay and
sales.
the opportunity to
It reported net earnapply for open roles
ings of USD1.7 billion
in the company. The
for the quarter ended
Wall Street Journal
August 2, 2019, comreported, however, that pared to net earnings
employees moving
of USD1.5 billion in the
from assembly and
second quarter of 2018.
maintenance jobs will
Sales for the second
not be guaranteed the quarter increased 0.5%

to USD21 billion from
USD20.9 billion in the
second quarter of 2018,
and comparable sales
increased 2.3%. Comparable sales for the
US home improvement
business increased
3.2%.

provide “outstanding
customer service”.
Around 88,000 smart
mobile devices were
rolled out through its
stores so that its associates no longer need
to leave the sales floor
to log into a terminal
to determine the price,
“Smart” model
availability or order
status of an item. The
Lowe’s also delivsmart devices also
ered a new customer
boast functionality
service model it calls
to process buy online
the “smart” model,
pickup in-store (BOPIS)
which now guides the orders, which takes
way the retailer hires, Lowe’s from a 12-step
trains, evaluates and
paper-based process
coaches its associates. to an average of two
Lowe’s trained over
digital scans. Mr Mc280,000 associates on
Farland:
smart customer service The new smart device
in its first quarter,
reduced tasking hours
according to executive by providing associates
vice-president – stores, with real-time data
Joseph McFarland.
without ever-stepping
The program includes up the sales floor.
a toolkit, training
https://bit.ly/2LacEdc
program and mobile
https://bit.ly/2ZjMCdevices, designed to
gY
provide staff with
the tools they need to

The Home Depot shrink (cont.)
doing a very manual,
time-consuming process.
We think we’re going
to see pretty significant productivity and
efficiency returns that
come from this implementation once we get
fully uploaded.
The key to the
prescriptive analytics solution is that it
shows adoption. If,
for example, after two
days a training task
comes back, the retail-

er will know the employee isn’t acting on
it. Value is added when
people take action.
By offering a prescriptive action, or
smart tasks, the
system offers workflow for accountability,
meaning if the end receivers of the message
don’t take the action,
The Home Depot will
know. This helps the
retailer know the adoption of the system,
which is the key to its

success.
The initial users of
the solution will be the
corporate investigations group, approximately 50 employees
who will become the
super users. As they
get better with the
technology, the retailer
will start to deploy
it to their field asset
protection team. Mr
Glenn said:
...It is a change management process, some
people’s jobs are going

to change (they won’t
be cut)…and anytime
there’s a change that’s
implemented at this
scale there’s fear. So it’s
a lot about communication, expectations,
being very transparent
with the people that
are engaged with this
process.
Mr Glenn said they
have been working
through a change management process for
more than six months
as they prepared to
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turn a solution on.
The ramp up time
has helped employees
prepare.
The retailer has
weekly meetings now
about all the issues
that come up and the
process has been “as
good as we can expect”,
said Mr Glenn.
Source: RIS News
https://bit.ly/2Hp6lRY

John Ioakim

The Lakes H Hardware - LAKES ENTRANCE, VIC
How did you come into the hardware business?
I was the store manager of this store under the previous owners when it was
a bannered store. In 2016 the owners called me looking to sell. My wife,
Leanne and I spent many a night around the kitchen table running figures
and swapping ideas for the store. We decided to go for it but we wanted to
be truly independent and in control of our stock.

What made you decide on branding your new store H Hardware?
We had a few recommendations to join the HBT Buying Group and when that
stacked up we had a chat with Steve Fatileh who showed us the branding
for H Hardware. It looked great, the colours are eye catching and it really
stands out. The clincher for us was that the store was ours, we could be

For more information and
membership application call

1300 305 719

independent with a strong brand and no forced promotional stock eating up
floor space and our bottom dollar.

How is business today?
We opened in July 2016 and 12 months on business is good. We’ve had
growth and we have strong customer base. Our trade business makes up
75% of the business, I look after that and Leanne is the face of our retail
side. It’s come along way from our first official order that BGC sent to our
house and I borrowed a trailer to be able to deliver it to site.

What would you say to someone considering transitioning
to H Hardware?

If you want to have control of your business, your stock, your promotions
and a stand out brand,then H Hardware is a no brainer.

europe update
Bathstore bought out
by Homebase
in this
update:
update:
•start
Wickes
textbecomes
standalone
business

• More Screwfix
stores rolling out
• New leadership
at Kingfisher
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• Homebase gains
Bathstore branches and website

UK home improvement retailer, Homebase has secured a
deal to acquire the
UK’s largest specialist
bathroom retailer,
Bathstore. This will
rescue the brand from
administration.
The company will
take over 44 branches
and the Bathstore website, and plans to open
a “significant” number
of concessions within
its own stores over the
next 18 months. The
DIY chain hopes to
boost its own bathroom operations with
the purchase.
The remaining 90
stores not being transferred to Homebase

will continue to trade
until remaining display
stock is sold off.
Bathstore launched a
fully adapted bathing
suite in 2017, revealing
plans to dominate the
specialist space. Its
Easy Bathing collection was part of a

plan to claim a large
stake of the specialist
bathing market after
deciding that it was an
under-served sector.
Founded in 1990 by
Patrick Riley and Nico
de Beer, Bathstore has
been hit by worsening
trading conditions in

recent times with a
slowdown in housing
transactions and ongoing consumer uncertainty in the UK.
https://bit.ly/2ZhPN91

Kingfisher has replaced its outgoing chief
Home improvement
group, Kingfisher has
hired a veteran retail
executive to replace
its chief executive
Véronique Laury, who
stepped down earlier
in the year.
Thierry Garnier, who
currently heads Carrefour’s Asian business,
will join Kingfisher
later this year. He has
spent more than 20
years at Carrefour, a
multinational Francebased supermarket
and department store
retailer.

Mr Garnier was
given the top job at
Kingfisher, owner of
B&Q, Castorama and
Screwfix among other
brands, because of his
credentials building up
Carrefour’s business in
China, a competitive
and politically challenging market, where
it had stood out as one
of very few western
retailers to have stayed
the course.
Carrefour recently
reached an agreement
to sell a majority stake
in its China business

to Suning for EUR620
million in order to
focus its efforts on
its domestic market,
where it faces intense
competition.
The incoming Kingfisher chief executive
joined Carrefour in
1997, progressing to run
its French business, its
international arm and
then its Asian division,
which has more than
350 stores in China and
Taiwan.
Unlike many of the
other executives who
have been linked to
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the post, he has not
worked at Kingfisher
or any of its subsidiaries before. Kingfisher
chairman Andy Coslett
said:
In what was a
rigorous recruitment
process, Thierry stood
out for the board
from a strong list of
candidates due to his
recognised operational
knowhow at a multinational retail business,
his delivery of longterm value creation,
continues next page

europe
update
Screwfix adds to its store network
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As the UK’s largest
multi channel retailer
of trade tools, accessories and hardware
products, Screwfix
has opened two new
branches in High
Wycombe and Northallerton. They officially
opened their doors on
the same day.
The two new outlets
join Screwfix’s network of more than
640 stores nationwide
and form part of the
Kingfisher-owned
chain’s plan to have
more than 97% of the

UK population within
a 30-minute drive of
one of its stores.
The stores will also
provide a Click &
Collect service, where
customers can order
their goods online or
over the phone, and
pick them up from a
store in as little as one
minute.

Kingfisher also
confirmed that it is
moving away from its

following shortly
after.
However many
independents
criticised the
launch, accusing Kingfisher
of squeezing
them out but it
defended its DIY
Express concept.
At the time, the
retail group said:
We are testing
the DIY Express
format because
we feel there is a
trial of a dedicated DIY
gap in the market
store format.
for a DIY convenience
The 5,000sq. ft. DIY
offer – one that comExpress store in Shep- plements the trade/
ton Mallett opened on serious DIY offer of our
Haskins Retail Estate
Screwfix stores, as well
in March 2012, the first as successfully sitting
of its convenience for- alongside the indepenmat “designed to target dent DIY retailer.
consumers in smaller
However, the Hayes
retail spaces”.
trial clearly proved
The venture, headed unsuccessful and the
up by Graham Bell and store closed its doors
Jon Mewett – then,
after just five months
both directors at
of trading, with ScrewScrewfix – initially re- fix choosing to then
ceived good feedback, step up its presence at
with a second branch
the Shepton Mallett
opening in Hayes
branch, opening a

and his experience in
driving leading edge
digital innovation,
most recently in China…
Throughout his
career he has led
significant businesses through complex
change programmes
while operating in
competitive and
rapidly-changing retail
environments.

KIngfisher’s most
pressing problems
are in Mr Garnier’s
homeland. Francebased Castorama and
Brico Dépôt, which it
acquired in 2002, have
experienced stagnating
sales amid strong competition from Leroy
Merlin, a privately
owned rival.
He will be based at
Kingfisher’s headquar-

ters in London
and is a graduate of France’s
prestigious École
Polytechnique. He
was a technical
adviser to Michel
Barnier in the
1990s, when the
EU’s chief Brexit
negotiator was
Jacques Chirac’s
European affairs secretary.

DIY Express
format

Kingfisher outgoing chief (cont.)

https://on.ft.
com/2U5830i
https://bit.ly/2zfrJVA
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small-format trade
counter in the unit
next door.
Confirming the
decision to axe the
DIY Express brand
altogether, a Kingfisher
spokesperson told DIY
Week that the Shepton
Mallett store has been
converted to a Screwfix, explaining:
The focus is firmly on
the Screwfix format.
END-QUOTE
Screwfix reported a
sales uplift of 9.6% in
Q1 with like-for-like
stores at +4.5% and
four new outlets opening in the UK between
January and April 2019,
adding to its growing
network of over 620
stores across the UK.
https://bit.ly/2ZcOokQ
https://bit.ly/2KVJ1xL

europe
update
Travis Perkins spins off
Wickes business
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Subscribe

British home improvement retailer and garden centre,
Wickes is set to become a standalone company in the
first half of 2020. It is part of parent company Travis
Perkins’ plans to simplify its group, and focus on its
trade businesses.
Travis Perkins said that the move will give Wickes the
autonomy to run its own strategy, and focus on investing in its customer offering and growth opportunities.
Analysts believe a potential sale could raise between
GBP400 million to GBP500 million.
Wickes continued to develop its digital and customer
service channels during the first-half. Store assistants
can now sell the full online range to shoppers in stores,
either for in-store collection or home delivery. As a
result, staff can provide a full-project service to customers while limiting the number of lines held in store.
In-store availability has also improved with improved
stock accuracy and forecasting.
Travis Perkins noted that Wickes’ core DIY sales benefited from “a strong, clear and well balanced trading
plan combined with the addition of new ranges, particularly in decorating and landscaping, and improvements made in the supply chain to increase product
availability in store”.
Former Tesco executive David Wood recently replaced
Simon King as Wickes chief executive. Mr Wood was
previously CEO of Mothercare, and has worked as
group president of Kmart in the US, as well as several
senior roles at Tesco.
Travis Perkins’s retail division revenue, which includes
Toolstation, Tile Giant and Wickes, delivered total revenues of GBP695 million in the first-half.
The main area of expansion is its Toolstation business,
with 21 new branches opened in the last six months.
Sales at Toolstation grew 23.1% to GBP208 million, with
adjusted pre-tax profits of GBP13 million for the period,
compared with GBP10 million a year earlier.
https://bit.ly/2ZeHHie
https://bit.ly/2NqZF9Q
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NEW PRODUCTS
Abrasive technology company, Klingspor continues
to be focused on storeowners and their merchandising
needs, and has released a number retail packs for the
Australian market that consist of the following:
- KM613 flap wheels in the company’s most popular sizes, in packs of 40, 60 and 80 grit. (50x30, 40x20, 30x15
and 20x10mm).
- SMT624 flap discs in 100mm, 115mm and 125mm
with a combination of 40, 60 and 80 grit in each pack.
- Quick Change Discs in 50mm or 75mm with a combination of grits and surface conditioning discs, including
accessories to mount discs on drills, air tools and angle
grinders.
- A60TZ cutting wheels in a retail pack of 10 discs in
100mm, 115mm and 125mm.
- All items are barcoded.

The G-Rex™ Adjustable Bungee
received an award in the New Product
Launch category at the National Hardware show in May.
It is the first bungee to come fully
equipped with a shock absorbing
general utility bungee that adjusts from
lengths of seven inches up to six feet, an
interchangeable head, wall-mountable
access for easy storing, shock absorbent
cord for general utility purposes and a
patent pending design mechanism that
allows easier adjustability with superior
hold strength.

Respirable dust is generated in on
jobsites when jointed plasterboard walls
and ceilings are sanded using hand or
mechanical sanders. SHEETROCK® Dust
Control from USG Boral is made to limit
the pluming of sanded compound dust
through air spaces.
Technology contained in the product produces dust particles which fall
directly to the wall or floor junction and
react better to the vacuum of mechanical
sanders. The result is far less airborne
dust.
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Victa’s Hurricane Lawnmower is a wide
cut, mulch or catch petrol mower that
is combined with a Briggs & Stratton
engine help to position it as a standout
in the range.
The 140cc engine power and rear
wheels are made for tough conditions,
and the durable comfort soft-grip handle
can make even the toughest lawns easy
to maintain this spring season.
This limited edition lawnmower
contributes to Victa’s reputation for high
power and performance.

DIGITAL
IS THE FUTURE
OF MARKETING
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YOU NEED TO FUTURE PROOF YOUR BUSINESS.

Still relying on print? Consider this: how much time do your customers spend
using their mobile phone and computer? And how much time do they spend
reading magazines? Which matters more to them?
DIGITAL is all about performance and engagement. DIGITAL readers opt-in
to receive your message — they’re not just another address on a mailing list.
DIGITAL doesn’t just earn attention, it measures it as well. No other media
has the equivalent of downloads, which directly show reader engagement.
And DIGITAL is also less expensive, simpler and more flexible.
To make the move to DIGITAL, just call HI News on 0411 431 832, or email
Betty Tanddo on betty@hnn.bz. The future looks great, believe us.
hnn.bz

